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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE MATERIAL PROVISION IN, AND THE ROUTINE OR
STRUCTURE OF NURSERY AND

INFANT CLASSROOMS 

INTRODUCTION 

While the three previous chapters have been concerned

with heads' and teachers' perspectives, this chapter and the

following one comprise an attempt to describe and discuss

aspects of classroom practice in some detail.

As noted in the Review of the Literature, the initial interest

of the researcher in research in infant schools was partly

motivated by having read the work of Sharp and Green, and

King. It was also stated that, in relation to the former,

apart from any theoretical problems, there was dissatisfaction

with their account of classroom life. It was difficult to

know exactly what 'Mapledene' children were being so 'busy'

at. Hence, one of the concerns of this research was to devote

time to some detailed account of practice in the classroom.
,

As part of that, this chapter sets out to show the kind of

materials and activities available in the classroom, and the

degree to

teachers.

issue of

which, using this material, was 'ordered' by

The following chapter deals more directly with the

response, but theteacher control of pupils and their

concept of 'order' implies some control of the organisation of

the classroom. However, because of the complexity of the

issues, it was deemed advisable to have separate chapters.

Although they both ideal with similar related concepts, they do

so rather differently.
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In general much of the discussion centres upon

information obtained from Moorland in particular, as the main

research school, and from Larkway, supplemented by references

to the other schools where possible and where relevant.

This chapter thus discusses the routine or 'order' of the

classroom in terms of the materials and activities available,

and the use to which these are put by teachers and children.

A model based on a version of 'framing' is used in relation to

this routine and the 'structuring' by teachers. 'Framing' as

originally defined by Bernstein, was used to refer to,

"the degree of control teacher and pupil possess
over the selection, organisation and timing of
the knowledge transmitted and received in the
pedagogical relationship."

(Bernstein, B., 1975 p189)

The whole question of the usefulness or otherwise of

Bernstein's concept of 'framing' has been the subject of

argument. However, the idea of who controls the materials and

activities, and the manner of use of these, seemed to provide

a useful basis for discussion.	 The model used is set out

below.	 In part it is referred to again in the following

chapter.	 It refers to the 'what'	 'when' and 'how' of

activities.

THE CLASSROOM 'ROUTINE'

WHAT 

WHEN 

WHERE 

HOW

1. MATERIALS/ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE

2. THE PATTERN OF USING THE
MATERIALS/ACTIVITIES. THE
ORDER OF EVENTS

3. MANNER OF USING MATERIAL/ACTIVITIES

It must, be emphasized that this is a very

simplified model, one formed after the data as a peg on which

to hang a discussion.	 No model, simple or complex, can
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portray the flow of classroom life and its complexity, nor any

description. However, with this proviso, the model is

utilised to try and show the routine of infant schools.

The first section of the chapter discusses the materials

and activities found in the nursery, and the organisation of

the 'timetable' or pattern of events. The question of a

work/play distinction is raised. As in Chapter Six, this is

done in order to be able to make comparison later with the

infant school and so highlight the main features of both.

The second section discusses the same issues as seen in

infant classrooms. So within it, the materials and activities

which were available are described, and the differences and

similarities between the nursery and reception infant

classrooms, and between those and classrooms for older

children, are pointed out. 	 Similarly,	 the work/play

distinction is also dicussed. The rest of the section is

devoted to a discussion of the organisation of the infant
classroom in terms of the 'timetable' and the regular pattern

of events.

The third section considers the concept of progression,

oe the way pupils proceed through activities which are graded

according to ability at a particular stage, particularly in

relation to the 1 3Rs'.	 The monitoring and recording of

pupils' progress is also discussed. 	 Finally, there is a

discussion of the reading schemes in use at Moorland._

The final section of the chapter contains a brief

discussion of language use in the classroom, first that of

teachers and then of children. This is a complex question in
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itself, but only formed a part of one aspect of the research.

Hence the discussion is limited in extent. However, it is an

important area, because most communication in the classroom

takes place through the medium of language. In respect of

teachers, it has both teaching/learning and control aspects,

so plays an essential part in the routine.

SECTION ONE: THE NURSERY 'ROUTINE' OR 'STRUCTURE' 

The materials and activities available are discussed

first, then the 'timetable' of events.

In the case of Moorland nursery an attempt was made at

a detailed list of the materials available by the use of an

'inventory'. This consisted of a checklist of the equipment

available. This checklist was used on two separate occasions,

one morning and one afternoon session.

The categories used were those of the researcher,

although in general agreement with the way in which such

materials were described by teachers in both the nursery and

reception classes. However, categorisation can itself be

narrow, ignoring the fact that materials can have more than

one use or purpose, both for children and teachers.

Basic 'activity' materials included dry sand, water,

clay and pastry, together with a 'Wendy House' and 'dressing

up' and other-material for use in connection with this, such

as prams, dolls, a 'cooker' and an ironing board and pegs.

There were 'colouring' materials which included pencils, thick

crayons, felt-tip pens and coloured chalks, and paint,

together with paper.

'Construction' toys included large building blocks and 'Lego'.
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There were also 'stacking' toys (or a series of shapes fitting

in sequence) and inset trays. The latter were trays with

appropriate spaces to accommodate the insertion of a number of

shapes, from geometrical to those of fruits or cars. There

were also peg boards, where again different shapes were fitted

into holes.

A number of 'floor toys' were available. These included

interlocking floor shapes, and floor layouts of a railway

track with trains and a 'farm'.

A number of 'games and puzzles' were observed, such as picture

Lotto and Fuzzy Felt for making 'pictures', and jigsaws.

Coloured straws were observed in use for making shapes or

objects, and threading beads.

What was not in evidence at Moorland nursery was such

'mathematical' apparatus as plastic money or counting

material, or scales and weighing material. However, counters

and a set of plastic cubes called 'Unifix' were seen in the

Fairfield 'pre-fives' class.

At Moorland, there were a number of 'wheeled toys' and some

larger apparatus. The former included pedal cars, tricycles,

and various 'push and pull' toys.	 The latter included a

rocking horse, a climbing frame, a slide, and ropes.

Apart from all these, a number of musical instruments were

seen, including shakers, tambourines and triangles, and drums.

There was also a record player.

The 'routine' nursery day consisted of 'activity time', when

the materials provided were available to the children.	 The

various 'activities' ran concurrently, and this period was
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referred to as 'free play'. This 'free play' was interspersed

with periodic re-assembly of all the children for events such

as 'snack-time', 'story time', or for music, and P.E. in the

hall of the main school (when this was free). Mrs Ra ynor, the

nursery teacher,	 was not wholl y satisfied with	 this

arrangement. She stated that if the nurser y had been larger

she would dispense with some of these 'class activities', and,

for example, run 'snack time' along with the other activities

so that children could choose when to have their 'snack'. She

said that the size of the room dictated to a great extent the

organisation of the activities by the children within it.

Thus, what happens in a nursery, or indeed the infant

classroom, is not wholl y a matter of the teacher's choice, or

that of the children.

However, given this proviso, it was observed that

children in the nursery at Moorland used the various materials

with apparent freedom during 'free play'. Neither the nursery

teacher nor the assistant directed the children as to what

they should do, nor when, where or how they should do it, for

the most part. One exception was that the wheeled toys and

the larger apparatus were mostly outside, so were used there.

Also, these could not accommodate all the children at once, so

a little judicious 'sorting-out' was observed if the children

argued - or fought - over the use of this material. However,

in general the principle of minimal direction seemed evident.

Observation notes give some idea of the general pattern. For

example, it was recorded that

"The children came in in ones and twos. Some
made for the climbing frame, others got out
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various toys e.g. a plastic house shaped like a
mushroom, or 'Lego' and started to play with
these. One or two children stood looking round,
watching what others were doing. Some children
put on aprons, helped by the teacher and
assistant. Four or five of these started to
play in the water, filling containers with water
and emptying them out. The other half dozen
or so with aprons went to the easels on which
had been placed by the assistant sheets of paper.
The teacher had mixed different colours and put
them in pots - two or three to each easel. The
children began to paint. Other children played
with the sand. One child sorted plastic
animal shapes and started saying the names of
each to himself, horse, dog ...'. Outside
four children rode tricycles round a concrete
area. Another sat on the slide, while two
more pedalled small cars.
... Children change ... activities frequently .. .
They appear to have complete free choice over
what they want to do and when they do it."

(Observation notes)

Within this 'free activity' the children were occasionally

shown how to do something. For example, the nursery assistant

would do a particular 'art and craft' activity, perhaps making

something, with a small group of children who had come up to

her and asked her to do this. Within this limited context the

assistant would show and tell the children what they had to

do, and how to do it, as a practical helping activity.

There were other occasions during 'free activity' when there

was some direction as to 'how' to do something. Usually this

involved behaviour, and was often a request not to do

something, such as the comment to two boys observed to be

throwing sand at each other while playing in the sand tray.

Mrs Raynor: "Don't throw sand, boys. You're being
silly."

This was said in a slightly raised voice. The boys looked at

her and stopped what 'they had been doing.

There was more teacher direction of activities on the
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occasions when the whole class was called together for certain

activities. One of these was the music session. It was

recorded on one of these occasions that

The class is divided up into groups, who are
assigned different musical instruments, such as a
large drum and small drums, tambourines, 'jingle
bells', triangles, clappers and shakers. 	 The
groups are arranged in a semi-circle around the
teacher. Mrs Raynor tells them that they 'must
watch' her, because she will tell them 'which
groups to play when'. She also says 'Don't play
anything until I tell you to'. Some children
start shaking instruments. Mrs. Raynor says
sharply

'Oh, I did tell you not to play with them'.
She then explains to the children how the instru-
ments are to be played, showing them by examples.
For example, she said to the 'jingle bells'
group,

'Show me how you shake them'.
She told the tambourines group how to hold them,
and, turning to the group holding clappers said.

'Let's call these ... What do we call these? .. .
What do you call them ..castanets?'
Assistant:	 'Clappers'.
It seems a little bit of vocabulary teaching as
an extra.
The 'shakers' group are also told:
'These are shakers and you shake them'.
This seems fairly obvious, but Mrs Raynor is
clearly emphasizing points."

(Observation Notes)

Mrs Raynor said later that these group sessions were used to

teach things, but she also added that if there had been more

space in the nursery then musical instruments would have been

laid out for the children to use as and when they wished,

instead of being a whole group activity at a particular time

always.

'Snack time' was also an occasion for 'teaching'. One

example of this activity shows what was being tau ght. On this

particular occasion the children had all been across to the

main hall of the school to watch a T.V. programme. When they
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returned to the nursery Mrs Raynor told them that they could

go outside, although some chose to stay inside. While most

were outside Mrs Raynor and the assistant put out beakers for

milk, and apples. While the assistant poured out the milk,

one of the children put out the chairs, although not told to

do so. Other children also helped. Mrs Raynor swept up some

sand from the floor meanwhile, and cleared away puzzles. She

then went outside and called to the children outside to "Come

in now". They came in and sat down, or at least some did i the

rest were reminded by Mrs Raynor saying "Sit down". She then

called up the bo ys first to have their milk, then the girls 

(this seemed odd - she said it was to get them settled down,

later). After milk each child was given half an apple.	 (On

other occasions this could be a marmite sandwich, or

biscuits.) Each child was reminded to say "Thank you" as this

was done. Mrs Raynor on this occasion used the researcher's

presence to emphasize the point, by asking her..

"Did you hear them say 'Thank you'?."

Just after this a little boy went up for some more apple

(something allowed if there was some left over). He said

"Thank you", and Mrs Raynor said to him "Thank you", again

making the moral obvious.

On other occasions, 'Snack time' was announced by the teacher

looking round the room and drawing the attention of the

children by raising her voice. They were told to put away

what they were doing and come and sit down on the chairs

already set out by the two staff and 'helpers'.	 The same

procedure of giving out the milk and food followed.	 In
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'Snack time' children were thus being taught to listen to the

teacher, and that at certain times they must stop their chosen

activity and do as they were told by her. They were also

being tought the 'social graces', or skills, including 'good

manners'. Thus, children were being prepared socially for

later school experience. As noted when discussing teachers'

perspect ives, Mrs Raynor thought that teaching 'social

skills' was important.

'Story time' was also an activity involving the whole group

where the children were observed being told to "sit down" and

"listen to me now". They were admonished for not "settling

down", and for "talking while I'm talking", or for "being

silly". These were 'school skills' quite apart from the

language aspect or imaginative development- of the story

itself.

Thus the nursery at Moorland	 apart from the range of

activities available for 'free choice' 'play', also had more

direct teaching relating to both work' in such things as

music, and social behaviour. What went on in the nursery was,

therefore, directly related to preparation for the infant

school proper. As noted in Chapter Six, Mrs Raynor considered

it to be part of her task to help children develop 'skills',

apart from social ones. These skills were said to include, as

noted,

"manipulative and co-ordinative skills, fine and
gross motor skills, sorting and counting, and
listening skills."

(Mrs Raynor, Moorland)

However, she considered that the main way in which most of

these skills were to be learnt was through "play", or "free
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activity" with a variety of materials.

Cleave et al. argued that

"the nursery is traditionally oriented towards play"

while in the infant school a distinction was made between

'work' and 'play' (Cleave et al., 1982, p.53).	 However, as

indicated in the previous chapter Mrs Hardy, the 'pre-fives'

teacher at Fourfield did not accept that 'play' was her major

concern.	 She considered that children in the 'pre-fives'

class there come to school ready to start reading, or some

simple number work.	 Accordingly, it was not surprising to

observe that in this class activities were going on which Mrs

Raynor at Moorland would have classified as 1 3R's work'. It

was recorded, for example, that

"... Two children take a reading book and start to
read. A third table has ... sum cards on it, such
as 00 + 00 .-=? and 4 + 1 = ? Two children gp and sit
at this table and begin to do sums in a book."

Children were also seen "tracing words", and "copying words",

and reading words on 'flash cards'.

At the same time activities which Mrs Raynor would have

regarded as 'play' were also seen. For example it was noted

that

"The children disperse to various tables. On one
are laid out construction games such as Lego and
plastic bricks ...

Mrs Hardy did concede that 'play' served a particular purpose.

This was to

"develop manual skills and co-ordination - play
is constructive play, not just doing anything.

(Notes, Fairfield)

Mrs Raynor took a rather broader view of 'play', considering

that children were learning necessary social skills such as
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sharin g and taking turns, as well as listening to the teacher,

and also that most activities provided children with

opportunities for learning 'work-related' skills. Therefore,

any distinction between 'work' and 'play' clearly depends on

how these terms are defined, and by whom. 	 Mrs Raynor

obviously believed that children who appeared to be involved

in just play' to non-professionals', were actually doing

'work', in the sense that they were learning what might be

termed 'pre-academic' skills and were not just amusing

themselves. Moreover, Moorland had a different catchmentarea

from Fairfield. In the main school, as noted elsewhere, there

was a belief that Moorland children had 'special needs',

particularly the learning of 'social skills'. Mrs Raynor,

although she did not think this her only task, as stated, did

speak of the children as being "like little wild animals", a

description easy to understand in view of the observed

behaviour of some of the children. Therefore, she did not see

them as 'ready' for the kind of 'formal' activities that Mrs

Hardy considered her children capable of. These two

contrasting views were both based on the teachers' experience,

and there is no way to judge which view of 'nursery age'

children was more accurate.

It is important to note that, whatever the teacher's

view of the activities available and children's use of these,

children within the nursery at Moorland, as noted in Chapter

Six, were never heard to distinguish between 'work' and

'play'.	 In fact, neither word was mentioned by the children

there in the researcher's hearing. Not enough time was spent
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in the	 pre-fives' class at Fairfield to comment from

observation. However, the researcher suspects, from some

observations in reception classes in infant schools, that

where teachers seem to distinguish between activities in terms

of a higher priority being given to children doing some, then

children come to follow this, whether or not the actual terms

'work' or 'play' are used.

One aspect of the 'routine' of nursery life was that at

both Moorland and Fairfield teachers prepared the context

within which children 'learnt', however they defined the

actual activities of the children. It was they who made

available to the children the various materials, apart from

the larger apparatus which was always out at Moorland. Some

of the smaller materials differed from day to day, although

all were available over time, if they wanted to encourage

particular activities for a particular purpose. The teachers

set out the materials before the children came in.

Teachers also controlled the overall timing of events

such as the start or finish of activities, signalling when

'free choice' gave way to other activities. For example, the

meaning 'timetable' at Moorland, where there were two separate

sessions, was as follows.	 Between 8.45 and 9am the teacher

and her assistant set out the activities. The children

arrived between 8.50 and 9am, and hung up their coats, came

into the nursery, and dispersed to activities. Thereafter the

timing was:

9am to 112.15 - Activity time.	 'Free Play'

11.15 to 11.30 - 'Clearing-up Time' (Signalled
by Mrs Raynor)
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11.30 to 11.50 -	 'Snack time'

11.50 to end of session -'Story' or 'Music' time.

Variations occurred on occasions, such as watching a T.V.

programme Or sometimes doing P.E., both in the main school

hall.

Similarly	 at	 Fairfield,	 although	 activities	 ran

concurrently, as at Moorland, the teacher told the children

when to 'clear up', or start 'Playtime, or come to a group

activity such as 'Story time'.

Thus within 'free choice' of activities by the children

in the nursery groups, there was an underlying direction or

overall control. However, more certainly in the case of

Moorland nursery, this control was exercised gently and

relatively unobtrusively. Indeed, as observed elsewhere,

Moorland nursery seemed to display more features that might be

termed 'progressive' than in some infant classrooms seen.

This concludes the discussion of nursery 'routine'. The

section has indicated the materials available and what the

children did. It has been shown that opinions varied as to

the purpose of 'pre-school' activity as between Moorland

nursery and the 'pre-fives' class at Fairfield, with some

differences in particular on the idea of 'play' as the

principal means by which children learnt necessary 'skills',

as well as what these 'skills' should be.

The next section discusses the 'routine' of the infant school

in similar terms to those used for the nursery, contrasting it

to the latter where relevant.
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SECTION TWO: THE INFANT 'ROUTINE' 

As with the nursery, this section begins with a discussion of

the materials and activities available in the infant

classrooms seen, noting the similarities and differences in

these respects as between the 'infant' and 'pre-school'

settings. The 'work-play' distinction is also discussed, and

also the definition of 'play'.

The organisation or 'timetable' within -which these

wererematerials and activities w used is then discussed, again

noting similarities and differences both between pre-school

and reception classes, and between those containing older

children. Between-school similarities and differences are

also noted. Within this 'organizational' part of the section,

other features noted in the introduction to the chapter are

discussed.

The infant classrooms observed contained some materials

and activities which were similar to those found in the

wererenursery and	 'pre-fives'	 class,	 but	 there	 w	 also

differences.	 In general, the findings in this respect were

similar to those of King, who found that

"classrooms for older children contained fewer
toys and games than those for younger ones..."

(King, 1978, p.31)

This was more true Of Larkway than Moorland. At Larkway the

top infants' teacher considered that children in the reception

classes could have more choice in terms of activities with

"games or toys", but that this should be reduced as children

moved up the school, where organising one's 'work' became the

important choice for children.	 At Moorland, there was a
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belief in the therapeutic value of 'play' with toys and games,

so these tended to be still in evidence in classrooms for

older children there.

All the reception classes at Moorland and Larkway had,

like the nursery, sand, water and a Wendy House or

'home-corner'. These items were also found in the other two

classrooms at Moorland, which contained older 'middle' and

'top' infants, as against the two 'reception' which contained

also younger 'middle' infants. However, at Larkway in the top

infants' class which was observed there were no sand or water

trays in evidence, although there was a 'home-corner' which

could be used for 'dressing-up'.

In two other schools visited Wendy Houses were seen in

classes containing lower age groups but not in 'top infant'

classes. Fairfield had 'family-grouped' classes, with

children from 5 to 7 years old, and in these sand, water and a

Wendy House were also seen in use.

'Colouring' materials like those in the nursery, such as

pencils and crayons were available in all infant classrooms

seen, but there were also present more painting materials and

paper, and a wider range of 'art and craft' materials in

general, such as various items of 'junk' collected from

ordinary household objects and other sources, and used for

making models and collages, and clay, also used for modelling.

In the reception classes at Moorland there were seen

construction toys' similar to those found in the nursery

there, such as wooden building bricks and blocks, and Lego.

The Lego and building blocks were also found in the
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other two classes at Moorland.	 At Larkway the top infants'

class only had Lego in evidence.

'Floor toys' such as railway layouts were less visible

in infant classrooms, but there were some 'games and puzzles'

similar to those found in the 'pre-school' classes. In the

reception classes at Moorland, for example, there were

jigsaws, inset trays and peg boards. There were other games

also used for sorting and matching activities. However, there

wererewere other 'games' which w more directly related, in the

view of the teachers, to the acquisition of 'literacy' and

'numeracy' skill development. These included picture and word

matching games, and others aimed at encouraging 'visual

discrimination' between, for example, different shapes and

colours.	 There were also 'matching' games which related to

the pictures of 'objects' and the appropriate number to be

attached to these. In general teachers appeared to attach a

higher value to the use of these 'games' than others less

related to 'basic skills', though not disparaging those with

other 'educational' attributes.

In the reception classes at Moorland, which, as noted,

also contained 'middle infants', there was a 'shop' with

plastic money, weighing scales, objects to weigh, counters and

plastic cubes, also used for 'counting'. As noted, these

items were not seen in Moorland nursery.

In the other classes at Moorland these materials were

also present, but in the top infants class at Larkway there

was only a limited supply of ' Unifix' blocks and other

counting apparatus. Children in this class were 'discouraged'
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from using this material when doing 'number'. It was thought

that they should no longer need it.

'Wheeled toys' were a type of equipment which was much

less in evidence in the reception classes at Moorland than in

the nursery there. There was a 'rocker' and see-saw in Mrs

Knowles' class, however. A truck and wheelbarrow was seen in

a reception class at Larkway., None of this kind of material

was seen in use at Briarfield or Fairfield.

However, this lack of certain kinds of 'physical'

material did not of itself mean less activity. While in

Moorland nursery children were observed climbing and sliding

on the various apparatus designed for that purpose, there was

in fact more diversity in terms of physical activity, and a

greater range, for children in the infant school - . At Moorland

and Larkway, and at Fairfield, and in other schools, children

in both reception and top infants' classes were seen as

"playing with bean bags, throwing, catching,
balancing them; throwing, catching and kicking
balls; using hoops to jump in and out of and
skipping; climbing wall bars, swinging from and
climbing ropes; using forms to jump on and off,
and sliding down; using different parts of the
body to move around on apparatus."

(Observation Notes.	 Category:
Types of P.E. Activity)

However, in the infant schools as distinct from the nursery

this kind of activity was restricted to a specific time,

rather than being freely available, something Cleave also

found (Cleave et al., 1982).

Musical instruments were present in infant schools just

as in the nursery, and were basically similar, although

recorders were available for top infants. Music, like P.E.,
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tended to have a specific time, sometimes related to

radio/T.V. programmes. At Moorland this was a 'hall'

activity, taken by a teacher with special responsibility.

In terms of individual provision of materials, children

in infant classrooms generally had a special box for keeping

such things as their own writing, drawing and number books, a

reading primer, and pencils and crayons. These were usually

stored in trays

One item which was not present at all in the nursery

situation was work-card material. At Moorland children did

use work cards on occasions, but these were given to children

by their teachers as they saw fit. At Briarfield, Fairfield

and Larkway, however, such cards were more in evidence. In

the classes in these schools, children worked through graded

schemes at their own pace.

So far, it has been shown that there were both

similarities and differences in the materials available in

infant and nursery classrooms, and between infant schools, and

within schools.

However, there were changes in the nature of the. tasks

or activities as between pre-school and infant children,

something Cleave et al. also found. They argued that, while

in a nursery there was an emphasis on 'gross motor

activities', those which "promote co-ordination of large

muscles", such as climbing, these were confined to periods

called P.E. (Cleave et al., 1982). As noted, this was found

in the infant schools seen.

In the reception classes, Cleave et al. argued, what
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they called 'manipulative skills' such as

"Threading, stacking, screwing or hammering,

almost disappear."	 (p.62)

Certainly in the reception classes seen there was less

evidence of these particular tasks. On the other hand, as

Cleave et al. also argued, children in infant classrooms have,

in fact, to learn more complex 'manipulative skills' than in

the nursery/pre-school classes. These include such things as

the use of scissors and paste, as well as paint, in the making

of models and collages. These demand greater precision. Thus

it can be argued that the range and difficulty of such tasks

increases the 'skills' demand in the reception classes in

particular, when compared to the nursery. In general, the

activities in 'art and craft' and 'physical activity' cover a

wider range in the infant school.

A distinct change was found in the reception classes, in

comparison to the nursery, at Moorland, in relation to what is

termed the '3R's'. Cleave et al. also found that the 'balance

of the curriculum' altered in reception classes, which,

according to them,

"... swing away from these (manipulative)
activities to those of a verbal and symbolic
kind ... more colloquially the 3R's."

(Cleave et al., 1982, p.62)

The increase in 'games' aimed at developing 'literacy' and

'numeracy' skills has been noted. It was also recorded in the

chapter on 'Teachers' Educational Perspectives' that both the

nursery and the reception teachers at Moorland believed that

in the latter classes there was more emphasis on the 3R's.

Fairfield pre-fives' class has been shown to differ from
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Moorland nursery in this respect.

This emphasis on the 3R's was observed in all the infant

schools, and not only in reception classes. As noted in

Chapter Six, it was one aspect of teachers' perspectives where

there was a consensus. It was also shown there that parents

would put pressure for a school to 'get down to basics', even

where, as at Larkway, teachers themselves viewed the

curriculum in much broader terms, as indeed most teachers in

other schools did.

On different occasions, at Moorland, a form of 'content

analysis' was carried out to record the type of activity ,going

on in reception classes. These were found to include many

which would be classed as '3R's', such as

-" learning letters, recognition of sounds/word building

- tracing, copying, writing letters, words, sentences,

- writing 'news' - stories,

- weighing, shopping, counting money, measuring - Doing

sums, i.e. addition, subtraction."

(Observation Notes. Category:
Types of Activity)

Similar activities were recorded in reception classes at

Briarfield and Larkway, as well as in the pre-fives class at

Fairfield. Apart from the tracing of letters, or numbers,

they were also seen in other infant classes.

It can be argued that as children move from the

pre-school to the reception classes in infant school, and from

there to 'top infant' classes, a range of 'choices' in terms

of materials and activities is closed off, to be replaced by

others. These 'alternatives', although they may involve the

acquisition of more complex skills, tend to be more 'formal'
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and more teacher directed. 	 Thus, in infant classrooms, life

for the children becomes more 'serious'.

As noted previously, Cleave et al. spoke of a different

orientation in infant schools from that found in nurseries.

They considered that in the former the 'work-play' distinction

was found. It was also recorded that in the case of Fairfield

pre-fives class, the teacher was not wholly 'oriented' towards

'play'. However, in the infant school proper at Moorland, in

contrast to the nursery, this distinction appearea to exist.

Teachers classified
	

verbally some activities as 'work'.

Children also distinguished between "doing work" or "playing",

and "work" and "choosing". In the reception classes at

Moorland, this distinction was recorded in conversations

between teachers and children, and with the 	 and

children.	 The following example, also used in Chapter Six,

shows the use of these terms.

Teacher: "Susan, have you done your work?"

Susan (to the researcher): "I've finished all my work
now."

Researcher: "What work have you done?"

Susan: "Writin' an sums."

Researcher: "So what are you going to do now?"

Susan: "Choosin', 'cos we've finished our work."

To Teacher: "I've finished my work, Mrs ---, can I
play with the Lego?"

Children stated to the researcher that 'choosing' was doing

"anything you like".	 This included "playing" with Lego, or

bricks, or in the sand, or "playing" with plasticine, or in

the Wendy House. Children never refused to 'play', but did

sometimes try to refuse 'work', though this was reprimanded by
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the teachers.	 On one occasion in Mrs Knowles' class at

Moorland, a boy shouted at the teacher, saying that he did not

want to do his sums and wasn't "going to do them". 	 In

response Mrs Knowles told him very firmly indeed that.

"We all have to do things we don't want to, and
you've got to do your work every day."

She remarked to the researcher after this directive that,

"They know they've got to get work done."

Children did apparently know this. However, as was observed

at Moorland, compliance with the requirement was not

automatic, at least in the short term. In the end, though,

most children were obliged to conform to it, by one means or

another. It remained generally true that, as King commented,

in the infant school,

"Play may be chosen, work cannot be refused.

(King, 1978, [p.207)

The 'work'-'play distinction, and the priority given

to the former, by teachers, and hence by children, was made

more evident in the rewards or sanctions attached to doing or

not doing 'work'.	 For example, 'play' was presented as a

reward for finishing 'work'. However, this last had to be

'satisfactory' for the teacher, as the following comment

shows. The teacher of Class 3 at Moorland was heard to say,

"Those who have done nice work can do choosing."

Evidence had to be provided that the 'work' had been finished

first, and if this condition was not met then 'play' could be

withheld. For example, on one occasion at Larkway, some boys

were 'playing' with Lego. The teacher was not entirely happy

about this. She came up to them and asked.

"How many cards have you done? Have you
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finished all your work?

The children all replied "Yes". Nevertheless the teacher was

still not satisfied with them 'playing' at that time, and,

after a pause, said

"Well, I'd rather you made something ... I'll
come over in a minute and talk to you and ask
you about it."

'Choosing' was also presented on occasions as a 'filler'

activity between 'work' activities, as when the Class One

teacher at Moorland said to a child,

"You can choose for the time being, until it's
time to do your work."

Similar comments to all of the above were heard in other

classes at Moorland and at Larkway, as well as in other

schools.

Whatever teachers said about the importance of 'play',

and, as noted, not all teachers laid the same stress upon

this, it was evident that the 'work'/'play' distinction

existed for them and was picked up by the children.

Even though 'play' was seen either as a means of

learning, or as having a "therapeutic" value, or both, the

actual meaning of 'play' in terms of what was counted as

'legitimate', was defined by the teachers. As Kin g also

observed, the children's definitions did not prevail (King,

1978). For example it was recorded that the teacher of Class

2 at Moorland left the classroom briefly on the occasion

observed in order to find a reading book from the cupboard

outside the classroom door. When she came back two children

were under a table 'playing', according to them. The teacher

demanded sharply,

"Who is being silly?"
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The children - boys again - did not reply to this but instead

said that they were "playing dogs". 	 The teacher was having

none of this 'play', and said emphatically,

"We are not playing dogs, I'm afraid. Go
and find something to do!"

At Larkway also, this time in the 'top infants' class, the

teacher similarly rejected a definition of 'playing' by some

children. In this instance, five children were seen to be

sitting on the carpet occupying themselves happily with some

'Matchbox' model cars. The teacher looked round and saw what

they were doing, because they were getting rather noisy in

their 'game'.	 The teacher directed her comment to one boy,

and said

"No thank you, Matthew, not on the carpet."

She remarked to the researcher not quietly, that,

"They brought these toys from home on Friday.
They should have gone home then. I don't really
allow that sort of thing."

(Notes, Class Five, Larkway)

'Play' could have the same content but, according to context,

could be defined as a legitimate or unacceptable activity.

For example on another occasion in the top infants' class at

Larkway some children were observed to be making, and

eventually throwing, paper aeroplanes. The teacher stopped

this, asking

"What are you boys doing? We finished those
last week."

She then explained to the researcher that during the previous

week the class had been doing a project on 'flight'. As part

of this, the children had made model aeroplanes with paper or

card in various designs, and had then tested how far they

would fly.	 Since the project was ended, the boys should no
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longer have been 'playing' with aeroplanes.

Thus, in various ways, it was teachers who decided what

counted as 'play' in the infant classroom, quite apart from

any work/play distinction. The term thus appeared to cover a

narrower range of activities than in the 'pre-school' classes.

It has been shown so far in this section that there

were some differences in the materials/activities provision as

between pre-school and infant classrooms. It has also been

shown that there were differences in such provision between

classes for younger and older children, although such

differences were much less prominent at Moorland than at

Larkway. In general, it has been indicated that more complex

skills were required of 'infant' children than those of

'nursery' age, with greater emphasis on particular 'learning

skills' related to literacy and numeracy, with 'games' more

designed for these purposes.

It has also been shown that, while in nursery groups,

at any rate at Moorland, children did not recognise the

work-play contrast, this was not the case in infant

classrooms. It has also been shown that 'play' itself was

teacher, not child, defined in terms of legitimacy.

In the rest of the section, the actual 'organisation'

of the materials and activities, in terms of their use in

practice by children is considered. This differed

considerably between schools, and sometimes within them, but

one feature was common; activities took place within an

'ordered' environment:.	 There is nothing unusual in this

particular feature. Hammersley, for example, argued that

"A concern for order ... is one feature of all
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social action."

(Hammersley, 1977, p87)

Jackson also considered that there was an order, which tended

to become routinised, even in informal classrooms (Jackson,

1968).

However, if 'order' was normal, it was clear that,

unlike some 'progressive' rhetoric, or attacks on

progressivism' by its critics, it was the teachers who

controlled the 'structure' or context of learning, in the

infant classroom as in the nursery, not least by controlling

the availability of materials, in terms of what was available

and when and how it was used.

Eggleston argued that

"in theory, and even to some extent in practice
most of the activities of the individual
classroom are a consequence of the decisions
of the individual teacher."

(Eggleston, 1979 p.1)

King also considered this to be the case (King, 1978).

However, Bernstein argued that while the teacher controlled

certain aspects, that is, while he or she arranged the context

within which children	 explored', within this context the

child had wide powers. In Bernstein's view, the child could

choose or select from what was made available, and also decide

how he mi ght structure activities, and the time-scale in which

this 'choice' and 'structure' took place. 	 These were what

Bernstein termed features of "The Invisible Pedagogy"

(Bernstein, 1975, p116).	 King, though, from his study of

infant schools, argued that the evidence showed that teachers

were in control.	 For example, they decided when 'work' was

completed, not the children. Also, while sometimes children
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could choose, within limits, when to do activities, they could

not necessarily choose the content of these, the 'what' to do

(King, 1978).

Research by Hartley into primary school practice also

indicated that amongst the infant teachers included none of

them revealed any aspects of an 'invisible' pedagogy.

Instead, a direct 'didactic' style of teaching was evident.

Control, in fact, was very 'visible'(Hartley, 1986, p263).

The present research also found the prevalence of

'structuring' of activities by teachers, and thus of control

in a very direct way, despite differences between or within

schools.

It was noted in Chapter Six, as well as in Chapter

Four, that the head of Moorland and the teachers there,

believed in the importance of 'structure'. The reception

teachers at Moorland, as shown elsewhere, considered that one

of the main differences between their classrooms and the

nursery was that in the former there was more structuring of

activities, that is, there was more control over what, when

and how activities where done. However, as noted in the first

section of this chapter, the idea of structure was also

present in the nursery.

The head of Larkway, which was in many respect a

differently organised school than Moorland, believed, like the

head of the latter, in the importance of 'structure', and also

that providing this was part of the teacher's task.

However, although 'structure' or 'order' was thus a

common feature in the schools seen, the actual pattern of
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daily activities, the 'time-table' of events aspect, varied

considerably between and sometimes within schools. As noted

in Chapter Four, the position and views of head teachers had

an effect on such organisation.

As noted when discussing teachers'	 'educational

perspectives', some schools operated with versions of 'the

integrated day' while others, including Moorland, did not.

As also shown in that chapter, the most popular version of

'the integrated day', where one was in use, was that where a

range of activities were present at the same time, with few

formal breaks. This corresponded broadly with the definition

given by Dearden (Dearden, 1971). Some teachers, as also

recorded, mentioned the idea of some integration of different

areas of the curriculum, such as maths and art, for example,

At Moorland, there were general views held by teachers,

including the head, that the children there, because of their

'home backgrounds', needed stability. An orderly routine was

seen as helping to give children this. 	 There was also

scepticism about 'free choice'.	 It was considered, again

because of their background, that Moorland children could not

cope with this.	 Such views affected the provision of the

particular routine or 'structure' within the classrooms.

There was a considerable difference between the nursery

'routine' and that found in the reception/middle classrooms in

the main school at Moorland. The 'time-table' of events

indicates the main differences. The example is that of Class

2 at Moorlands, but Class 1 was similar.

8.50 - 9.10. Teacher enters classroom, lays out games,
sorts out materials. As the children come
in, they "choose activity/game".
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9.30 - 9.45
(approx)

9.45
(approx)

9.10 - 9.15.	 Teacher calls register. Children told to
"Sit down."

9.15 - 9.30.	 Short Assembly.

1) 'ORAL WORK' -discussion of topic chosen
by teacher

2) After 'oral work' - sitting on the mat,
children told what activity to do. This
instruction to individuals,	 group -
sometimes class.

9.45 - 10.25	 13Rs"work',Pchoosing' - Individual/group/
class.

10.25 - 10.30.	 'Clearing-up'

10.30 - 10.45. BREAK

	

10.45 - 11.00	 More 'oral work' for CLASS.

	

11.00 - 11.55	 '3Rs' work/choosing/ (as above)

	

11.55 - 12.00	 'Clearing-up'.

	

12noon- 1.15	 DINNER TIME

	

1.15 - 1.30	 'ORAL WORK' CLASS

	

1.30 - 2.35	 Art/Craft - free choice/topic

	

2.35 - 2.45	 'Clearing-up'

2.45 - 3.00	 BREAK TIME

3.00 - 3.15	 STORY TIME - HOME

This was the typical daily pattern. It does not indicate

physical education and music activities, because, as noted,

these were assigned to specific periods fitted in during the

week. Also, as noted, they took place in the hall rather than

the classroom.

The 'daily' pattern shows several things. Not least,

the infant day is compulsory, as indicated by the calling of

the register. It is also much longer than in the nursery. It

is also evident from' this timetable that, while in the

pre-school setting the children could disperse immediately to
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a range of activities, and this 'free play' lasted most of the

time, in the 'infant' classrooms access to certain activities

was restricted to particular periods. 	 'Free play', in

particular, took place in 'Choosing-Time'. 	 This was usually

first thing in the morning, then otherwise at the teacher's

discretion. This was the general pattern in other classes.

For example, an observation of the early period in Class 3

recorded that,

"On three tables various materials/activities
are laid out, e.g. Lego, plasticine, painting
materials, wooden bricks. Children come into
the classroom. Some chat to the teacher.
Others collect pieces of paper, crayons/pencils,
go to a table and start drawing. Others
disperse to Lego and other activities.

(Notes, Class 3, Moorland)

After this 'choosing-time', the day was divided into periods

set aside for different activities. A feature of this daily

pattern was that 3R's work was set for the morning, though

'choosing' was set alongside it, with art and craft and less

formal activities taking place in the afternoon. This was the

pattern also in Class 1. In the two other classrooms at

Moorland there was a similar division between morning and

afternoon activities, although not a rigid one, as the

teachers concerned pointed out. They said that reading, writing

and number work could continue through into the afternoon if

they were not completed by the children in the morning, and

also art and craft was occasionally done in the morning.

The pattern of 1 3Rs' in the morning and art and craft in

the afternoon was one which King observed in the schools he

visited. He stated that,

" In the morning most of the 'work' was done
... also called head-work, the 3R's, basics,
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academic things, and writing, number and
reading. The afternoon was the main time for
'play' or handwork, freer activities, games,
messy things, projects or choosing time. Only
one teacher reported doing 'work' consistently
in the afternoons and not in the mornings."

(King, 1978, p21)

Cleave et al. found a similar division. They stated that

"Time is divided up into periods of
prescribed blocks of time for numeracy,
literacy and creativity, 3R's in the
morning and messier activities in the
afternoon."

(Cleave et al., 1982, p55)

They also found that 'free choice' was restricted to specific

times, and stated that in the infant schools they observed,

"the average infants class spent over 80% of
their time in no choice situations." (p.55)

These latter were those where the class was brought together

for a specific purpose such as 'news', or 'story time', or

when 'work' tasks were being organised and assigned.

Although the 3R's work at Moorland was shown as set

along with 'choosing-time', it was actually marked off quite

clearly from it in the teachers' directions, and this 'work'

took priority. It usually involved some 'writing' and

'number' work each day, though, as the class teacher told the

researcher, the latter could "often be practical", and did not

always involve "recording on paper".

What particular 3R's 'work' was to be done, and when,

and how, was controlled by the teachers. This 'work' could be

assigned to an individual, part or the whole of a group, or to

groups, or to the whole class.

The Class 2 'timetable' shows periods set aside for

'oral work'. This was' a formal activity for the whole class.

It was particularly stressed at Moorland because of the belief
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there, recorded elsewhere, that the children had "poor

language development". Some examples of this 'oral work' are

discussed in the last section of this chapter.

There were numerous examples recorded of teachers

assigning 3Rs' tasks, and directing activities, only a brief

selection of which can be given. As noted, tasks were

assigned variously.

The first examples are taken from observations in

Class 1. In the first instance, direction is being given to an

individual. The teacher said,

"I want you to come here and do some sorting
now, Tony."

The next instruction was given to a group, for a particular

reason. The teacher stated,

"Sunflowers, I want you to go to that table."
(pointing to it) "I'm going to do some new
work with you."

On another occasion, this time after an 'oral work' session,

different groups were told to do particular activities. Mrs

Dale said to the class,

"In your books some of you are going to do some
writing and a picture. Remember that the
picture is as important as the writing."

She then added,

"Oaks, you get pencils" (to do picture/story)
... "I think we'll have Beeches ... and I
want you as well Simon, to come and do
some sorting."

In the next example the whole class was told what to do. The

teacher on this occasion had just been doing some number

recognition work with the class, using 'flash cards'. She

then directed,

"I want you to get out 'your writing books

and pencils now."
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She then drew a pattern on the blackboard ofsome vertical

lines followed by a circle, then horizontal lines and more

circles. She gave very precise directions as to where the

children were to start in their books, and also how to draw

the pattern, telling them,

"You start here" (pointing to the first pattern)

(Notes, Class 1, Moorland)

In relation to the 'how' of activities, there was a difference

/Aetween Moorland nursery and the infant classrooms. In the

nursery Mrs Raynor or her assistant sometimes showed or

indicated to individuals how to do something, as in the

following example.	 Here, Mrs Raynor asked a small group of

children who had chosen an activity,

"Could we have a go at this puzzle? It's the
railway station ... If we get a few bits to
start with, and this one goes there like this,
doesn't it?"

(Notes, Nursery, Moorland)

She was helping the children, who were rather 'stuck'. On

other occasions she showed children how to paint models, or

make sweets. The point was that children were only shown how

to do something if they requested help, or had specifically

chosen to be shown how to make something. In contrast, in the

infant classrooms, children were told how to do something

whether they wanted help or not. This indicates the greater

degree of formal control in the infant classroom. Also,

teachers there are more concerned with children knowing how to

do things 'properly'. The directions can be very detailed, as

in the following example from Class 1. Here, the whole class

again was being directed to an activity. 	 Mrs Dale told the
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class to,

"Put down your pencils and look at the board.
Sit properly, you cannot write properly if
you're not sitting properly. Now this is
how we write number two, dot on the spot,
hook, diagonal line ..."

(Class 1, Moorland)

Similarly, in Class 2, during copywriting, or copying letters

from the blackboard, the class was shown how to form the

letters, and reminded of this, as in the following example.

The teacher asked,

"What do we do first, when we do that letter
m? What do we do, first a line straight
down ...."

(Class 2, Moorland)

This also happened in the other classes, as far as copywriting

was concerned. However, directions as to how could be less

precise in other areas. For example in Class 3 the class was

being asked to write a story. Mrs Martin said to the class,

"Think what you could write about. This is
the title of the story ... You could start
your story like this, 'Once upon a time John
was running a race. He fell over and ..."

(Notes, Class 3, Moorland)

Such 'suggestions' can, however, exert considerable influence.

Many of the children's stories started off like this.

Apart from examples of children being told how to do

things, there were others showing the general direction of

activities and the division of children duping 3R's work. In

Class 2, for example, on one particular occasion the class had

previously been in the hall watching a television programme

called "My World". On returning to the classroom there had

been a short discussion of the programme. The teacher, Mrs

Knowles, then told the children what she wanted them to do
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next. She said,

"You can go quietly and get on with what you
were doing. I'll have some of you to get on
with some work. Peter, you go and copy that
card there. You sit on that table."

On another occasion, the class had been told to go and sit

down after coming in from break. Books were given out. Mrs

Knowles then called out a group of children to come to another

table. She ordered,

"Michael, Jason, you come and sit here, Tracy
Tina ..."

She then said to them, pointing to a writing book,

"We are going to draw a picture at the top of
the page. Listen ... Draw me a picture of
you going to the seaside."

(Notes, Class 2, Moorland)

As noted, 'work' was marked off from other activities. For

example, Mrs Martin in Class 3 was heard to say on several

occasions,

"We are going to do our work now."

Another comment also heard, indicating a change, was,

"Now we are all going to sit down and do our
writing."

Similar comments were head in the other classes.

This 'work' was clearly separated from 'choosing', as

the following example shows. 	 It is again from Class 3, and

also shows the direction of groups.	 In this instance Mrs

Martin was heard to say,

"The Red group, and Donna and Susan from the
Blue group, you can write a story. The rest
of the Blue group, boys and girls, I want you
to do a picture and story.
It's not choosing time now.

This last comment was because some children were being rather

slow in realising it was 'work' time.

The direction given was quite precise as to the order
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of events. Another observation gave the following. This time

Mrs Martin was giving out exercise books. One child asked,

"Shall we do our sums first?"

To this Mrs. Martin replied,

"No. Everyone must do their writing first."

She had put some writing on the board for certain children to

copy. These were told who they were and exactly what sequence

to follow. She said,

"The Blue group and Ian Smith ... writing on
the board. When you've written the sentence,
I want you to draw Michael or the mask." (items from
a story).

She added,

"Now then, girls, I want you to do name,
date and writing, and then come tome for
some more work."

Similar directions about 3R's work were heard in Class 4. It

was recorded that when children came into the classroom after

break they were sorted by the teacher, Mrs Neaves, into

different groups. One observation was that.

"Four children are sent to a table and told
to do 'number-snap' (a matching type game).
At another table children are given money
activities."

Another group of children was told

"David, Lee, Sharon, Tracy and Sarah, I want
you to come and try these sums."

in Class 4 it was noticed that 'number work' often seemed to

be allocated to the period just after morning break, although

the pattern was not rigid. 	 Children might sometimes be

directed to writing. It partly depended on circumstances.

For example one piece of observation noted that while other

groups were doing 'number ', Mrs Neaves gave out exercise

books to one group and told them

"I want you to do a picture and story."
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She did some writing on the board, then told the group

"Now, I want you to copy this into your books."

After this they were to draw a picture.

These children were seen as needing extra writing practice.

Also, she had more time to concentrate on the groups doing

number .

Whether it was an individual, or group/s, or the whole

class which was given an activity to do depended on several

things. These included a teacher's estimation of a child's

'needs' at a particular time, or children's behaviour, her own

particular purpose or aim at any one time, and also her own

'style' or general approach. Thus, there was some flexibility

within classrooms at Moorland, and also differences between

them in this respect. For example, Mrs Martin of Class 3, who

described her approach as "more formal", in the sense of

telling pupils what activities to do and when, said that she

often taught the children as a class. Mrs Dale, of Class 1,

as seen above, varied, as indeed did the others, but worked

quite often with groups, while Mrs Knowles, the other

reception teacher tended to work more often with individuals.

Mrs Neaves of Class 4 also did a good deal of group work.

However, the differences were more a matter of variations of

emphasis at times.	 As noted, class teaching at times took

place in all classrooms, as well as group and individual

'work'.

So far the morning activities of 'choosing' and 3R's

work at Moorland have been discussed. In relation to

'choosing!, this could happen after the early period under
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certain conditions. These included waiting for 'work to be

assigned, or when some had been finished. The Class 2 teacher

made this clear when she said to the researcher that

"When the children have finished their writing
and number they can go and find another
activity to do, a drawing, a puzzle, tracing
or playing with construction toys."

(Mrs Knowles, Class 2, Moorland)

As noted previously, children were well aware of the 'work',

'play' distinction, and when other activities than 'work' were

permitted. Children who had been in a reception/middle class

for a few months were quick to inform 'new' children of the

'rules'.	 On one occasion in Class 2 the children had come

back from assembly, and writing books had been given out to

the whole class. All the children were told to draw a picture

about "harvest time" and then write about it. 	 One of the

' new ' children started to play with some plasticine which had

been left out from the earlier 'Choosing Time'. His

neighbour, another boy, soon reminded him this was not

permitted, saying,

"No, you can't play with plasticine, you're
not allowed to now. I'm telling on you"

and in fact did call out to the teacher about it.

The 3R's work was not the only area where teachers

directed activities.	 Physical education was also so

organised.	 It was pointed out earlier in this section when

discussing	 physical materials' that in relation to the

nursery, there was a greater diversity of physical activities

in the infant school at Moorland. However, this was, as was

also noted, reserved fbr special periods, unlike the nursery.

This was also true for all the infant schools seen. 	 It was
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partly a matter of the organisation of space, for P.E. was

often an indoor activity. The hall was generally used, and

this had other uses such as music, so it was allocated to

classes rather than being freely available.

At Moorland P.E. was signalled by the teacher. 	 The

usual instruction was, as recorded in Class 1 in this

instance,

"It's time for P.E.

pumps on."

now. Go and put your

Within P.E. there were divisions of time. 	 These included a

period of warming up, floor work, and then work on the

apparatus.	 Children were only allowed on the latter when

specifically directed, for safety reasons.	 This was made

clear to the children, as when Mrs Martin, for example, said

"It's not time to go on the apparatus. You

must not go on the apparatus until I tell
you to."

What activities were to be done, and when and how were clearly

specified. In the following example, taken from Class 2

observation notes, the children were using materials such as

bean bags, amongst others. Mrs Knowles was using a tambourine

to mark the rhythm and as a signal. When the class went into

the hall Mrs Knowles told them,

"I want you to walk round the hall
quietly using all the space. When I shake
the tambourine like this" (shaking it)
"I want you to stop. When I hit it hard
like this," (demonstrating "I want you to
stamp your feet."

The children followed this sequence for a while. Then

Mrs Knowles said

"Right, stop what you are doing and sit
down in a space. Girls, go and get a
bean bag."
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these examples it seems clear that physical education in

infant classrooms had some of the characteristics of

The girls did this.	 The boys were instructed to do the

same. The teacher then said,

"First, I want you to practice catching
your bean bag. Throw it up in the air and
try to catch it."

The children carried out this activity and various others

using bean bags. Before each one the teacher told the

children what to do, and then the children practised, as

above.	 Sometimes individual children were picked out for

direction and shown how to do something. 	 To one child she

said,

"Right, sit down on the floor - make sure
you've got space. Put the bean bag between
your legs like this.., lie flat, put your hands
by your sides and see if you can lift the bean
bag up without dropping it."

The class had been doing this, and thiá particular child

had not been very successful, so was being given individual

help, before being left to practice (Class 2 Notes, Moorland).

An example from Class 3 shows also the control of the

order of events. In this, Mrs Martin was recorded as saying,

"When you get into the hall find a space and
run on the spot."

After a brief interval of this she ordered,

"Now, stand still. I want you to do
stretching and curling. Right now you are
going to stretch up as tall as you can."

(Notes, Class 3, Moorland)

From

the

'work'

However,

at least

however,

it was not as obviously seen a

in comparison to the 3R's

lack the relative freedom

the nursery.

s such by the children,

activities.	 It did,

of activity with the

rather than 'play', as compared to

physical materials of the nursery.
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In the afternoon activities such as art and craft

children at Moorland were allowed rather more Choice, though

direction was not entirely absent. It was usually available

in the afternoon though occasionally in the morning. Beside

it, other 'free choice' activities were also available. In

Class 2 these included playing in the Wendy House and dressing

up. These were not allowed in the morning because, in Mrs

Knowles' view, they disturbed children who were trying to do

'work'.

An observation note from Class 1 gives the general

picture. The pattern described was repeated in the other

classrooms. It was recorded that

"The teacher asks the children what
activities they want to do. They put up
their hands for the ones available as these
are called out. Mrs Dale chooses two to
play in the Wendy House, two others to play
in the sand, and two for the water tray.
She tells the rest, 'You can choose
plasticine, Lego or big bricks, or art and
craft."

The art and craft available included painting,	 'junk'

modelling, and clay modelling, and working on individual scrap

books. For those who chose modelling or painting, Mrs Dale

offered suggestions as to the appropriate materials for a

model and how it might be made, and what colours might be

used.

Thus, the afternoon activities, compared to the

morning, offered more freedom, though 'work' unfinished might

have to be done first. Also, within an art and craft activity

there was sometimes direction as to what to do and how to do

it. For example in Class 4 one day, the children had just

returned to the classroom after dinner, to find paper laid out
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on a table. Mrs Neaves told them it was for making hats.

She told the children they were going to make either a

"pirate's hat" or a "witch's hat". As recorded when

discussing 'Gender' in a previous chapter, girls and boys were

directed to make the different hats. Mrs Neaves directed,

"Girls, make a witch's hat. Boys ... make
a pirate's hat."

Mrs Neaves then drew the outline of the hat shapes, which were

then cut out by the children. Mrs Neaves drew a skull and

crossbones on one example, and indicated what colour the hats

should be painted. These were for the pirate's hat. However,

some of the boys had their own ideas, as the following

exchange indicates. The researcher was involved in working

with these children. David, one boy, said, .

"Pirates have patches over their eyes. II

His friend Michael joined in

"and swords, they have swords."

Both then said to the researcher,

"We could make patches and swords, Miss -."

The researcher said, diplomatically, not wanting to disrupt

the teacher's plans, that

"Perhaps you'ld better ask Mrs Neaves first."

They rushed across to do this, and returned, saying happily,

"She said yes."

David then said,	 "I'm going to make a patch."

Michael joined in, "And me."

They both did so, and painted them black. A little 'swords'

industry then followed. Previously, Mrs Neaves had said on

another occasion that if children were interested in doing

something particular then she would allow them to continue
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with these 'interests'. Hence, although in this instance

there was a whole class direction of art and craft,

flexibility was also shown.

So far, the general pattern of the infant day at

Moorland has been described. It has been shown to be

circumscribed in relation to 'free choice', and with a general

routine of 3Rs in the morning and 'messier' activities in the

afternoon, a fairly 'traditional' course of events. The

'integrated day' as noted, was not the custom at Moorland.

This, as stated, was because the teachers were convinced that,

given the children's 'home background', they needed the

stability of an ordered routine, and 'free choice' was

something they could not cope with. However, it has been

noted elsewhere that in one class, Mrs Neaves's, the

established pattern was altered in particular circumstances,

and this initially temporary alteration challenged the

perceptions regarding the suitability of 'free choice'.

During the first Autumn Term, until near the end of it,

the organisation in Class 4 was, as indicated in the previous

extracts, similar to that of Class 3 and the other two, with

children being directed to specific activities, whether singly

or in groups. Near to Christmas Mrs Neaves was in charge of

the hall decorations for that festival, and became very busy.

She had to be out of the classroom at times, and even when

present had things to make for the project. Consequently she

was not able to be constantly directing the children as usual

in this period, so, to solve the 'management' problem, as

Sharp and Green might have said, children were allowed to
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choose what they wanted to do in terms of the activities

present. After an initial day or two when they mostly drew

pictures or 'played', children were seen to 'choose' to do

'3R's' activities such as writing stories, doing "work books"

and sums. Mrs Neaves was surprised that the children seemed

to cope so well with 'free choice'.

As a result of this enforced experiment, in the

following Spring Term, the new pattern was partially

continued. Uhat happened was that in the morning Mrs Neaves

would suggest various activities, such as copywriting and

number work, including work cards, and stories. Mrs Neaves

provided these activities in the sense that she wrote sums in

children's books, or sentences for them to copy, and so on.

The children were then able to choose the order in which they

did these activities. However, the children to whom this

'choice' was given were those who wee seen by Mrs Neaves as

being capable of working "on their own". She identified these

quite clearly, as the following comment shows. She told the

researcher,

"I start with the best readers in the Red
group, the ones that will be able to read
the instructions ... the Reds are the top
infants."

These would be rising sevens. The instructions she was

referring to were those on work cards, which were used at

Moorland, as stated, at the teacher's discretion.

She also said that some Blue group children (mostly

middle infants who were 'sixes'), also did work cards, and

like doing them. One' reason for their liking these was that

these children saw themselves as doing something that "older
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children are doing". This acted as a spur.

Observations confirmed that the children concerned did

change from one activity to another of their own accord. It

was recorded, for example, of one group that

"Five children were drawing pictures in their
work books, then writing stories. When
asked, three of them said that they belonged
to the Red group, two said the Blue. Later
the same children started doing number work
cards, and after finishing those they
fetched comprehension work books. In these
they had to fill in missing words and then
colour the pictures of animals. In all
this they did not go and ask the teacher
what to do next."

(Notes, Class 4, Moorland)

When 'work' was finished 'choosing' was permitted, as usual.

These 3Rs could be done in the afternoon, however, if there

was a particular interest a child or children wanted to

follow. Otherwise the afternoon pattern followed the

art/craft and 'free choice'/topic pattern.

Those children who were not deemed capable of working

by themselves were directed as previously. These were mostly

the sixes or middle infants who had been the shortest time in

the class.

Also at times Mrs Neaves, for particular reasons, might

direct some in the 'top group'. Mostly, however, in the

Spring Term at least, there was a significant reduction in the

amount of detailed direction of the timing of '3R's' work.

Whether this newer pattern continued indefinitely the

researcher did not know, as other matters occupied her

attention. However, what was seen of the change, even though

this was not to 'the integrated day' as practised elsewhere,

did indicate that Moorland children were not so different in
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their capacity to cope with 'free choice' as had been

suggested by teachers previously.

This section has discussed the 'structure' or routine

of the infant classrooms at Moorland. It has shown that in

general, with the exception noted above, children's activities

were highly and extremely 'visibly' teacher directed in that

children were told what activities to do, when to do them, and

how to do them. This 'structure' was most apparent in the

3R's activities, but was also a feature of other curriculum

areas such as P.E. and, to some extent, Art and Craft.

'Choosing' time, or free choice of certain 'play' activities,

was also not freely available but was restricted by the

teachers to specific periOds of limited duration, and access

to it at other times depended upon children having finished

their 'work' to the teacher's satisfaction. This 'work' thus

took priority, something which the children were shown to be

aware of.

In all of this there was not much difference between

the reception classes at Moorland and those containing older

children. However, there was a considerable difference

between the nursery routine at Moorland, described in the

first section, and that of the reception classes. 	 In the

nursery 'free choice' was the paramount activity. There,

there was little direction as to what, when and how, except

for some special group activities, or when children requested

help.

The difference between the nursery and reception

classes at Moorland was in agreement with the views expressed
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by the nursery and reception teachers there in "Educational

Perspectives", that the latter were "more formal". The

routine of the infant classes was also in agreement with the

belief of Moorland teachers that children there did not have

"a proper routine" at home and were "allowed to do what they

like". The 'structure' was designed to counteract this

alleged lack of control by parents and to provide the

"stability" which was believed to be needed by the children.

The remainder of this section describes the 'routine'

in other schools, some of which were similar in whole or part

to Moorland, and some which were quite different in

organisation. Given the lesser amount of time spent in these

schools, compared to that spent in Moorland, this part is less

detailed.

At Stone Street, the daily pattern was 3R's work in the

morning, followed by Art and Craft and 'free choice'

activities in the afternoon. In the top infants class seen,

and also in the reception class there, the morning pattern was

further subdivided.	 'Maths' was the activity followed by all

the children until break.	 After this, reading/writing

activities were also done by all children. 	 There was no

discretion in this, for the children, because it was the

established pattern in the junior school of which the infant

department was a part. However, it was not all class teaching

within these '3R's' periods. As at Moorland, individuals or

groups were given tasks according to teachers' perceptions of

their 'needs'.	 In ihe reception classes of infant schools,

particularly, this is inevitable because children are entering
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it at different times, so there are always 'new' children to

start off.

In the afternoon, the period sometimes termed "free

activities" at Stone Street, children were allowed more

latitude, and could play with construction toys or the Wendy

House, as well as painting and drawing. The latter could

sometimes, though, be a 'whole class' activity.

Some of the classrooms at Rushside followed a similar

routine to Moorland and Stone Street, with the same division

between morning and afternoon activities. 3R's work in Class

3a	 and 5 took place in the morning, and art and craft and

various ' games' in the afternoon. 	 In one other classroom

there was a further division, as at Stone Street, with maths

being done by all the children during the first part of the

morning, followed by writing activities and reading until

dinner time.	 This was Class 3, whose teacher made it quite

clear that 'free choice' was not the order of the day. 	 She

stated that,

"No group has a choice of what to do. In the
morning the children come in and I tell them
what they have to do ... usually reading,
writing and number."

As at Moorland and Stone Street, children might be directed to

particular tasks within the general activity, depending on

their ability.

In two other classrooms seen at Rushside there was a

different pattern. In these, children were observed to be

doing a range of activities in the afternoons when these

classes were visited '.	 The activities included those classed

as '3Rs'.	 Children were doing sums and writing; as well as
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carrying out projects involving various activities, and also

painting and modelling with dough, amongst others. The

teacher said that in the morning there was a similar variety.

These two classrooms were following a version of 'the

inte g rated day'.	 However, even here they preferred children

to do the 3R's work first if possible. 	 The 'work' was again

set for individuals or groups, in terms of the actual content,

depending on their 'needs'. However, compared to the more

'formal' classrooms, there was more choice over when tasks

were to be done, though not over what or how, at least in the

3Rs.

Rushside was interesting, since it seemed to be a

school in transition.	 As stated elsewhere, there was a new

head, and the teachers as a group were still adjusting to the

change from the rule of the reportedly rather autocratic,

closely supervisory, rule of the previous head.

The daily 'routine' at Briarfield, Fairfield and

Larkway was different in at least some respects from that at

Moorland, Stone Street and the more 'formal' classrooms at

Rushside. It was more like the two Rushside classrooms noted

last above.

At Briarfield, in two of the three classrooms the

teachers said that various activities went on through the day,

with no specific periods for 3R's 'work'. Thus, the

activities available included 'number' of some kind, reading,

writing, doing 'projects', art and craft activities, and so

on.	 The teachers in' these classes also said that at the

beginning of the day, in 'discussion time', they told the
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children what tasks were to be done during that day, but added

that after this assignment the children were free to tackle

them in the order they chose. These assignments were

basically to do with the 3Rs, although other areas were

covered.

Observation in these two classrooms indicated that

children to some extent did have some choice as to when they

carried out the tasks they were given, though not over what

these were and how they were done. However, such 'choice' did

not seem absolutely free. In one of the classrooms the

teacher was heard to tell some children to "go and finish your

work first". This 'work' included number and writing tasks

that the children had begun in the morning. They wanted to go

on to the art and craft available, but were not allowed to.

Later, the teachers of these two classes did say that they

"discouraged" children from starting with arts and crafts

activities "first thing", as the children, it was thought,

might otherwise always begin with these.

With the 3R's work itself, again individuals or groups

were not given the same tasks. The Class 3 teacher stated

that,

"As far as reading, writing and maths and art
and craft are concerned, each child works at
his or her own pace."

(Notes, Class 3, Briarfield)

The addition of art and craft to the more usual 3R's work in

this list was interesting. It was noted in relation to

Moorland that art and craft there, although 'freer', was not

devoid of direction. The above comment indicates that art and

craft was indeed seen as part of the 'formal' curriculum
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rather than, as in the pre-school setting, as simply an

enjoyable activity.

It was evident from observation in these two Briarfield

classrooms that a certain amount of 'work' was required of the

children on either a daily or sometimes weekly, basis.

Children were aware of these demands, and of the amount of

choice they had. They made this clear to the researcher, as

the following example shows. The researcher asked one child,

doing 'writing',

"Do you have to fill all the lines where there
are dots?"

She replied

"Yes, but I can write more if I want to • • •
lots more, twenty four lines."

Another child sitting by the first joined in at this point

saying,

"We've got to do some 'practical mathematics'".

The observed inquired,

"Practical mathematics, what's that?

The child replied,

"Weighing, measuring, money, shopping.
We have to do that once a week."

This was later confirmed by the class teacher. The degree of

choice in relation to the amount of work done varied to some

extent with the age of the children. For example, on another

occasion a boy called David, and two others, Michael and

Simon, were also being asked about the work they had to do.

David said,

"I did six pieces of work yesterday, two
stories and two mathematics cards."

The researcher asked the boys,

"Can you choose what you want to do then?"
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Michael replied that,

"The older ones can. They can do writing
one day and then mathematics another day."

Simon disagreed with this. He said,

"No-o. We have to do some maths each
day and some writing."

Again this was confirmed by the teacher. However, in spite of

the disagreement, it is clear from the children's comments

that they were aware of the 'direction' of work by teachers.

/ They were also aware that if 'work' was not done thereuld

be sanctions. Although less directly told when to do certain

activities than at Moorland, teachers still reminded children

of what was expected of them. For instance, a child, in

response to a question by the researcher as to what would

happen if children did not get their 'work' done, replied,

"Well, if you were talking, and didn't do any
work she (the teacher) would tell you off."

(Notes, Briarfield)

Also, as noted, teachers could disallow some favourite

activities in order that 'work' could be completed.	 Thus,

'free choice' seemed in practice rather constrained.

In the third classroom at Briarfield a different

arrangement was observed from that seen in the other two

classrooms. In this class 'work', or '3Rs', took place in the

afternoon and 'play' activities in the mornings, according to

the teacher. King, as recorded, also found one instance of

such a pattern. The reason for the arrangement, as noted when

discussing 'Gender' in a previous chapter, was that boys were

more ready to settle to work in the afternoons. The

researcher did wondef privately whether the girls might have

wanted to 'work' in the mornings, and why the boys' 'need' to
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'play' first was the determining factor in the daily

arrangement. It was noted in that earlier discussion that, in

general, boys were often more troublesome in behaviour for

teachers. At Moorland,. though, there were some problems of

this kind with quite a few of the girls as well as some of the

boys.

In this particular class at Briarfield there were more

boys than girls, which perhaps explained the particular

division of the day. In any event, because of the pattern,

there was little of the integration of activities found in the

other two classrooms.

At Fairfield, the general pattern was similar to the

two classes at Briarfield. Teachers in all the classrooms

stated that a full range of activities went on through the

day. During observations during the afternoons this was seen

to include, for example,

... writing stories, water play, printing,
Lego, painting, 'number' work and writing
practice."

(Class 1, Briarfield)

The teacher of Class 1 said that at the start of the

day the children came into the classroom and started straight

away on some activity. A morning observation confirmed this.

It was recorded that,

"The children arrive at about 8.30am, and
start an activity as soon as they are in the
classroom. Some choose a number card, others
start writing a story, others do a 'writing
card' (or comprehension/writing practice
card), some do art and craft."

(Class 1)

In two other classrooms at Fairfield a similar pattern and

range of activities was seen. In Class 4 these included
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“ ... art and craft (making flowers) writing
from cards, number work.”

In Class 2 were seen such things as

"number work, copying stories from books,
painting models."

However,	 the apparent	 'free choice'	 had limits.	 On

questioning the teachers, it emerged that at the beginning of

the week the various tasks which the teachers wanted the

children to do were assigned to them. The day often began,

though not always, with 'discussion time', during which

reminders would be given. Moreover, in spite of the fact that

children seemed to have much more freedom of choice over when

to do activities than children as Moorland did, the 3Rs still

seemed to have a higher status for the teachers. These all

stated that they 'encouraged' children to start with number

and writing, and certainly children were pressed to get such

3Rs' work' finished by the end of the day. 	 Once again,

children seemed well aware of what was expected of them, as

the following brief exchange indicates. 	 The researcher was

asking children what they were supposed to do. One replied
"We have to do three pieces of work by the end
of the day, number and writing and if you
finish that you can do extra work."

The researched asked

"But what's that?

A second child commented

"More of the same really."

This the researcher found quite amusing.	 It seemed to show

that the children had grasped the 'reality' of school life.

There was indeed 'extra work' available. 	 In one

classroom a special box was seen which contained cards with

children's names on them.	 If a child had finished the
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'assigned' work a card could be chosen from this box. On the

individually named cards were printed
	

alditional activities

to be done by that child.

Work cards were used at Fairfield, graded according to

experience, in number and writing. 	 The 'what' was thus

carefully controlled by teachers, as well as the 'how'. No

child could go on to another card before the teacher was

satisfied with the previous effort.

Moreover, although, as indicated, children had some

choice as to 'when' activities were done, there was pressure

from the teachers for 3Rs' work to be tackled, if not in the

morning, at least by the end of the day. As noted also at

Briarfield, 'sanctions' of various kinds were utilised by the

teachers to make sure 'choice' worked as they wished it to.

For example, in one of the classrooms at Fairfield it was

observed on the particular occasion that the teacher remained

sitting at one table all the afternoon. 	 Since this was

unusual the researcher asked why she had done this. 	 The	 .

teacher replied that she had been doing so in order to

supervise some 'middle infants' who had not been doing their

"set work". Because of this, she had put these children at

one table in order to "check what they were doing" and to see

that work was completed. She added that she had made them all

do the same activity then because they could not "choose

properly". She said also that

"Some of these children still have no idea
about completing different pieces of work."

(Notes, Fairfield)

In Class 4 the idea of being sent to a table to finish work
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was also mentioned. On this occasion a group of 'top infants'

were sittin g at a table doing number work, with the researcher

observin g them. One bo y announced that he had finished his 

work. The researcher asked,

"What happens if you don't tinish your work
by the end of the day?"

Two children answered together,

"You get sent to a special table if you

don't finish."

Two others disagreed with this, however. One said,

"No, you don't. You just have to do it the
next day."

The other added a little to this, saying that

"Yes, if you haven't finished, you start 
with it the next day."

From this account of the 'routine' at Fairfield it

can be seen that although in this school, as in two classrooms

at Briarfield, the version of 'the integrated day' was

followed, this did not mean that 'free choice' ruled. The

'choice was regulated by the teachers, with 3Rs g iven a

priority.

The pattern at Larkway was similar to the two classes

at Briarfield and all at Fairfield in that the various

activities were available all day . However, unlike Moorland,

there were some differences between the reception classes and

those for older children

The day at Larkway began with registration, then after

this came a short period, of some fifteen minutes, of what was

called "Family Time". As at Moorland, this was a time during

which teachers might hear children's 'news', or might talk

about topics the children were doing or were going to do. It

was also a time when different groups or individuals were
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started on different activities.	 Whereas at Fairfield the

tasks which children were expected to do, particularl y 3Rs,

were set at the beginning of the week, at Larkway they were

set daily. However, there was no fixed time for doing these,

nor any period set apart for 'choosing'. 	 The children were

free to do activities in any order.	 The only fixed periods

were those for P.E. and music. 	 As at Moorland, this was a

matter of managing space,

However, although all classes began in the same way, it

was observed that the reception classes at Larkway were in

this respect similar to those at Moorland, that the teachers

of those classes told individuals or groups what activities to

do and when. However, the aim was to train them in the

Larkway manner of working, and such direction was therefore

not an end in itself.	 As shown in Chapter Six, one of the

main aims of teachers at Larkwa y was

"to get children controlling their own
learning ... encouraging them to work on
their own by the end of the infant school."

(Notes, Larkway)

Though this was the aim, reception teachers at Larkway argued

that such a pattern of working could be a problem for children

coming to the school for the first time straight from home.

These children, the teachers argued, had to get used to a

different type of relationship with the adults in school from

those at home, and also to adjust to other children. This was

enough of a problem for them, so working b y themselves needed

time, and direction, at least in the early sta ges. A typical

example of direction at the start of the da y was the

following. A teacher was heard to say,
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"Ladybirds, Beetles, you do your writing 
first, and ou people" (pointing)"I want
you to do work with me today. The rest
of you can do choosing."

(Notes, Larkway, Reception 2

As well as what and when, teachers in the reception classes at

Larkway were also observed, when working with individuals or

groups of children, showing them 'how' to do an activity. For

example, in one period of observation, in Reception Class One,

the teacher went to the 'book corner' with a 'Stern tray'.

This is a number apparatus designed to help children learn

'number bonds', in this case from 1 to 20 based on colour.

The teacher then asked a boy, David, to come to the book

corner. She then said to him,

"I want you to build a staircase to ten,
and carry on until you reach twenty."

David built the 'staircase' to 10, but then stopped,

instead of going on to 20. The teacher then told him,

"Break down the number into tens and units,
like this. This is a 'ten' rod, and this is
a one, one unit. What do you think this

makes?"

David said hesitantly,

"er, - eleven"

The teacher said, "Good".

She then took a blue rod and a yellow one, and asked,

"What do you think this makes?"

After a pause David said "Fifteen".

The teacher said, "Yes, fifteen".

(Notes, Reception Class 1, Larkway)

A similar example, this time with a group, was observed in

Class 2. The teacher was also using a Stern box, of numbers

from one to ten. She was heard to say to the group,

"There is a space for every block ... Who
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thinks they've got the block that belongs in
this space ... Which colour belongs here,
green? It's green, isn't it?"

The children in the group all said "Yes".

The teacher then asked,

"Who's got number two?"

One child replied,

"I have".

The teacher asked,

"Who's got number four?"

Another child said,

"Me. I have"

The teacher asked,

"What colour is number four?"

A third child answered, "Brown".

The teacher and children went on like this until they had

identified all the blocks from 1 to 10, and given the correct

colour for each.

In another instance, in this case when introducing a

new art and craft activity, the same teacher demonstrated how

it was to be done. The group were starting 'Bubble prints'.

The teacher took a piece of paper and said,

"If you are going to start a blue one, bend
down and blow" (through a straw) "Don't
blow too fast."

(Notes, Class 2, Reception
Larkway)

As children moved up the school, there was a change. In the

middle and top infants' classes, children were expected to

take more responsibility for the organisation of their time.

Although they were tcld 'what', in the sense that tasks were

assigned, there was less emphasis on 'when' or 'how', though

this could happen, particularly in relation to individuals.
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In Class 5, a top infants' class, taken by the

Deputy, it sometimes appeared as if children did activities by

themselves. They were seldom told how to do things, apart

from 'copywriting' which was a class activity, or on an

individual basis for particular reasons. One such reason was

when children started to use a new 'work card'.

These cards were used in the older children's classes,

and children worked through them at their own pace. These

work cards were graded, and covered a range of activities.

Within the number scheme, for example, were cards on addition,

subtractions up to twent y , and measuring, among others. The

class teachers were aware of where individual children were in

the scheme. When a child had finished a particular section it

was usual for "See me" to be written in his or her exercise

book. Children were not allowed simply to continue on to a

new pack. In Class 5 a child was heard to say to another,

"You've got to see Mrs - , because you've got
a new pack."

It was thus at these times that children as

individuals were shown 'how' to do an activity. This was

observed quite frequently. In one example in Class 4 a boy,

Colin, was starting some new number cards. The teacher said

to him,

"You just take one card at a time and copy it
down. Tell me what this card says, Colin.
What do we do with these?"

Colin replied briefly, "Add."

The teacher confirmed this, and said,

"Yes, we add, add one more, so seventeen plus
one is eighteen, nineteen plus one is twenty.
So these are adding ones."

(Notes, Class 4, Larkway)
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Having thus seen that he knew what to do, the teacher left

Colin to get on.

Similarly in Class 5, a child had just finished one

set of number cards, and was looking at a new set, and had

just started working on them, when the teacher called him over

to her. She said to him,

"Mark, I'd like you to come and see me about
what number cards you are doing. Now, have
you discovered the secret of these sums, that
is, they're always the same, minus. So what
is this one, 14 - 7?"

Mark answered, "Seven".

The teacher continued,

"And this one, 16 - 8?"

Mark said, more doubtfully,

"Er - eight".

The teacher then came to the point, and said

"So why have you got sevens all the way down
the page?"

The unsuspecting Mark had walked straight into this! However,

what came across was that he had obviously not grasped the

concept.	 (See Bennett et al., 1984).

Another example from the same class arose when the

teacher was trying to get , across the idea of longer and

shorter in measurement to a child starting a work card. In

this case she started by asking the child,

"Is the paint brush longer than the ruler?"

The child answered.

"The paintbrush is shorter".

The teacher accepted and confirmed the reply, saying,

"Yes, shorter. Then put the word shorter in
the space. You write the paintbrush is -
shorter than the ruler."
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(Notes, Class 5, Larkway)

Here again, it was not clear whether the child had really

grasped the concept.

Apart from instances like these the older children

at Larkway were expected to go and find out for themselves

where possible how something might be done. For example,

during one "Family Time" in Class 5, the teacher, after asking

about the work children had done, and what they were

going to do next, said to one boy, in connection with a topic

on oil rigs,

"You can make a model ... you can choose someone
to help you. Think how you could make it. Go
and look at the reference books to see what oil
rigs look like."

Other children were then told to go and start writing, number

or painting.	 The children's first activity was set by the

teacher. After this they were able to choose what to do,

which was seen sometimes to include 'playing' with Lego or in

the 'home corner'.

In Class 5, this 'routine' of greater responsibility

by children was acknowledged by the Deputy to be different

from that in the reception classes. She said that when

children moved into her class that they'

"have to get used to my way of doing things."

This way included making decisions for themselves,

working more independently, completing work properly, and also

putting materials away tidily after use.

Although children in the middle and top infants'

classes at Larkway had, like those at Fairfield and

Briarfield, a considerable degree of 'free choice' over when
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things were done, and, within restraints, over what they would

do within the range available, such 'choice' was supervised.

Children were expected to do some 3R's work each day. They

were usually asked to at least

"complete a piece of writing, number work and
a story each day."

(Notes, Larkway)

It was recorded when discussing the 'curriculum' in

Chapter Six that the 3Rs was important in all schools.	 In

that chapter and in the Heads chapter, the effect of parental

pressure was also noted. At Larkway the Deputy had pointed

out that parents coming to the school on Open Evenings only

looked at children's number and writing books, and not such

things as art and craft work.	 Hence the teachers felt

constrained to persuade children to do 3Rs' work as early as

possible. Usually children did start their number work or

writing in the morning, but there was flexibility. There were

always some children doing these things in the afternoon.
-

Moreover, if the children were engaged in some approved

activity in which they were interested, they were not forced

to leave it for 3Rs' work. For example, in Class 5 the

children working on the oil rig model were asked by the

teacher if they had done any writing that day. The children

replied that they had not, but asked if they could finish the

model first. The teacher allowed them to continue, but she

did say that they would have to do some writing before the end

of the day, even if they did not complete it all that day.

She did not insist on them leaving the model then and there,

however.
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A similar example of this was of a child who was asked,

"Are you going to finish your number work first
and get it done?"

The child replied,

"I'd like to finish this first."

This child was also making a model in this instance..	 The

teacher replied to the request by saying,

"Well, alright, as long as you do your number later
in the day."

In general, children whom the teacher thought could be trusted

to work without regular prompting were allowed more freedom.

It was usual that in those cases where 'work' was not

completed in one day, it would be carried on to the next.

Children were then required by the teacher to start with this

work the next day.

Although 'free choice' was important, and children in

the upper classes at Larkway had more latitude than those at

Moorland, children could not choose to do nothing. They were

closely observed, and the children were left in no doubt about

this. 'Messing about', meaning doing nothing constructive,

wasting time, or doing one activity before completing another,

especially if the latter was 'work', was frowned on. For

example in Class 5 one boy called Simon was seen to be looking

at the work of another boy called Tom, and saying to him,

"You've done that wrong."

'That' was a word. Tom rubbed this out and rewrote it. The

teacher meanwhile had looked across. She asked Tom,

"Tom, are you messing about?"

Tom replied "No-o."

The teacher did not press him further, but merely 'encouraged'
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him by saying,

"Well, don't spend too long on that picture

Another boy, James, was regarded by his teacher as being

"lazy". She therefore would remind him to get on by saying

such things as

"Come on, James, it's time you finished".

On another occasion in Class 5 two boys were observed playing

with Lego. The teacher came over and asked them,

"How many cards have you done? Have you finished
all your work?"

Another instance of this regular supervision of what children

were doing was when a child was told,

"It's time you came to me to have your work
checked. You should have done something by now."

(Class 5, Larkway)

As elsewhere, 'sanctions' of one kind or another were possible

if 'choice' was not exercised 'properly'. For example James

was told on another occasion,

"James Stock, I've been watching you for the
last five minutes. Get on, please, or I shall
put you on your own."

'Extra work' could also be a punishment imposed, as when the

researcher was told that the class

"are having to do two number cards because they
made such a dreadful row yesterday."

This again made the point that 'free choice' depended upon its

being exercised 'responsibly'.	 If it was not, in the

teacher's view,	 then more direct control came into play.

Thus, the 'integrated day' and 'free choice' at Larkway,

as at Briarfield and Fairfield was carefully regulated by the

teachers there, in the middle and top infants' classes. As

shown, there was more direction in the reception classes in

any case.	 Children's choice was more related to the when,
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rather than the what or how, although there was some degree of

choice over the two latter aspects, at least in relation to

'topic work'. But in general children could choose from

what the teacher made available, as in most schools, whether

'integrated' or practising 'free choice' or not. In the

specific case of the '3Rs', the 'what' and the 'how' as well

as eventually the 'when', were directed by the teachers.

Again, this applied in other schools.

As	 Larkway was	 the	 last	 school	 visited,	 the

account of the 'routine' there brings this section to a close.

In it, the materials available in infant classrooms haWc

been described.	 It has been shown that, in spite of

differences in organisation itself, infant schools had very

similar materials, and many of the things found in Moorland

nursery were also present in the main school there. It has

also been indicated that in some of the infant schools seen,

though not at Moorland, there was some absence of certain

materials in the upper classes as distinct from the reception

classes.

It has also been shown that there were differences as

well as some similarities in the tasks and activities

undertaken by children in pre-school settings and infant

classrooms. In part, this was because more complex skills had

to be mastered by school age children.

The 'work-play' distinction has been shown to be present

in infant schools, though this was not found in the

pre-school setting. This distinction was shown as present in

teachers' comments to children, whatever their intentions, and
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to be well understood by children in these schools. 	 The

'work' referred to was that of the 3Rs.

The 'timetable' of the daily routine, given for a

nursery and an infant class, has indicated the greater

formality of the latter, and the setting aside of particular

times for certain activities in some of the schools, including

Moorland. It has also been shown that in some schools which,

unlike Moorland, did not restrict activities to particular

times, there was still some pressure by teachers for children

to complete 3Rs' ' work"first thing'.

It has been indicated in this section that, whatever

the actual 'routine', the majority of the decisions made about

the 'what', 'when' and 'how' of classroom activities are those

of teachers.

Eggleston's comment that theoretically and "to some

extent in practice" this was so was noted earlier in this

section. This section has indicated that 'theory' and

'practice' were more in agreement than Eggleston seemed to

suggest (Eggleston, 1979). Like Hartley, this researcher did

not find much evidence of an 'invisible' pedagogy.

Those schools like Larkway which contained more of the

features associated with the 'progressive' ideology, outlined

in Chapter Three, were no less 'structured' than Moorland,

which accepted neither 'the integrated day' nor 'free choice'.

In talking about 'structure' in relation to such schools,

the researcher is not implying that 'progressive education',

in so far as this has a firm meaning, meant no control

by teachers. No one, as far as the researcher knows, ever
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suggested	 this,	 except some	 'Black Paper'	 supporters.

However, the control exerted by teachers over pupils'

activities was seen by 'progressive' supporters as 'guidance'

rather than 'direction', or 'invisible' rather than 'visible'.

This was not found, particularly with regard to 3Rs"work'.

Common to most descriptions of 'progressive' education was the

idea of 'free choice' by pupils. In this section it has

been indicated that there is much more direction by teachers

of the 'what', 'when' and 'how' of pupils' activities than the

idea of 'free choice' might imply, even in those schools which

saw this as important. Teacher control seemed to go well

beyond 'guidance'. In general, while children in schools such

as Larkway had a degree of choice over the order of

activities, 'what' and 'how' seemed to be controlled by

teachers, especially in the case of the 3Rs. Also, while

there was more choice over 'when' 'work' could be done, or

other activities undertaken, in that 'work' could be done at

some time in the day rather than a fixed period, and that work

not completed could be finished next day, it still had to be

done. Children were reminded of this. Moreover, teachers in

these schools 'encouraged' pupils to start with 3Rs' work,

even if there was flexibility in this respect. Thus, in the

underlying aspects of classroom decision making, there seemed

more similarity between schools such as Moorland and Larkway

than their outward organisation might suggest. This is not to

imply that there were no important differences between school

'routines', nor that there were not differences in what

teachers expected children to be able to achieve.	 Larkway
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undoubtedly had higher expectations that children could take

responsibility for their own work than teachers at Moorland

held of children there.

Having looked at the 'routine' of infant classrooms, or

the 'structure' of activities, the next section considers a

different but associated aspect of 'structure', that of

'progression', and, allied to this, the monitoring and

recording of pupil activities in 3Rs, and some consideration

SECTION THREE	 PROGRESSION AND RECORDING: ANOTHER ASPECT OF
STRUCTURE, READING SCHEMES, A NOTE 

This section discusses briefly three things. First, it

considers the concept of progression in relation to the

activities of reading, writing and number. Secondly, it looks

at the monitoring of pupils' activities in these areas of the

curriculum, and the recording of their progress by teachers,

along with other things. Thirdly, there is a short

consideration of the reading schemes found at Moorland, the

main research school. Although such schemes are 'structured'

in terms of 'progression', those found at Moorland raise a

slightly different issue, so are discussed separately.

The structuring of activities in terms of the 'what,

'when' and 'how' by teachers which was discussed in the

previous section has associated with it the concept of

'progression'. This means children proceeding through a

series of activities which are graded according to ability, or

the particular stage which children are deemed by teachers to

have reached. It is a process particularly related to the
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1 3Rs'. However, as noted in the first part of this chapter,

and when discussing teachers' "Educational Perspectives" a

progression in terms of the acquisition of skills is also seen

as occurring in physical education and art and craft. This

section, though, is concerned with progression in the basics.

The official statement of aims provided by Moorland

indicated the importance of progression. For example, under

the heading of writing it stated that,

"Writing skills are acquired steadily, beginning
with copywriting ... correct letter formation
(and) as the children are able to make a neat
and accurate copy, they begin to write their
own stories. Gradually, phonic skills are
introduced."

(Notes for teachers, Moorland)

The head teacher at Larkway also alluded to progression in her

notes for teachers, although, in accordance with her

perspective, she also indicated that a flexible approach was

required. Her notes stated that it was important to

"make sure that progression is within a fluid
framework."

(Notes for Teachers,

Larkway)

In practice, teachers in the classroom did present

activities in a particular sequence. In the reception classes

at Moorland the teachers, for example, in writing, first

provided tracing activities, such as tracing one's name, then

tracing over sentences, which had been dictated to the

teachers by individual children, which were then written in

the children's books by the teachers. From this children

progressed to copying underneath the teacher's writing, and
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finally to 'writing on their own'. Mrs Dale, one of the

reception teachers, said that at first, when they did this,

children drew "squiggles", but gradually they started to form

individual letters.

The same structural progression was also observed at

Moorland in reading and number.

In relation to reading, Mrs Dale stated that before a

child started a 'reading book', he or she needed to be able to

discriminate and differentiate between different shapes.

Developing this visual discrimination was an important task.

Therefore, she sought to provide children with various 'games'

which would develop this skill.

These included such things as sets of circles with

different markings inside them, or sets of lines pointing in

different directions, or forming different angles. Children

had to find the one in each set which corresponded with a

given card. Children then progressed to matching words with

pictures, such as the drawing of a house, with a part which

fitted like a jigsaw piece into the picture, with the word

house on it. The next stage was individual words which were

written on cards, and which were chosen from the first reading

book in the main reading scheme. When children knew all these

words, they were given their first 'reading book'. The main

'reading scheme' used at Moorland was the Ladybird series, but

one of the reception teachers said that she also used books

from various other schemes, in order to provide "variety" for

pupils. 'Slow readers' would then read books at the same
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level of difficulty across these schemes.

The teachers made judgements about when children were

ready to progress towards a new skill. For example, Mrs

Knowles, the other reception teacher at Moorland said, during

the second term of the year, that some of her children knew a

number of words by sight but that they were then coming across

words in their reading books which required them to blend

different sounds, such as sh - op. When it was appropriate to

introduce a new skill such as this blending was seen as an

important part of 'professional knowledge'.

In number, children in reception classes began with

'sorting' games, in which shapes and objects were put into

'sets'. They progressed to the recognition of number symbols.

Then children moved on next to filling in missing numbers

alongside the pictures of objects, and also starting to use

number apparatus and games to help recognition. Later, and in

the other classes, there was progression to knowing such

computational skills as bonds to ten, and later twenty, and

then addition and subtraction. As with reading, the teachers

decided when children were ready to move on to a new skill, on

the basis of children's achievement.

Moorland did not	 make much use of work cards, and

where these were used it was at the teachers' discretion. At

Briarfield,	 Fairfield and Larkway such work cards were in

regular use and were systematically arranged as part of a

scheme.	 However, the use of these cards was regulated by

teachers. Although children worked through these t at their

own pace', another feature associated with the 'progressive

ideology', they did not choose when to start to use them by
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themselves, nor when to proceed to a new one, as indicated in

the previous section.	 This again was a matter of

'professional knowledge' on the part of teachers.	 For

example, in Class 2 at Fairfield, the teacher stated

categorically that children did not automatically use cards on

their own. She stated that new children in particular

"never go straight on to the cards, I devise
tests to see what each child knows."

She mentioned as an example one child who had come to her

class from another school. She said of this child in relation

to number that,

"She was unable to write numbers properly. It
was no use putting her on cards. I gave her
various activities which would help her to
learn to write numbers properly, such as
tracing numbers."

(Notes, Class 2, Fairfield)

The teacher said that she had also given this child 'matching

activities', such as matching beads to numbers, written on

cards.	 She had then moved her on to small 'sums' using

'sumsshapes, and finally to recording answers to these '	 in

numbers. It was then said that

"She was ready to start the work cards."

(Class 2)

The same processes for pre-reading and pre-number work that

were seen at Moorland were also present in these schools,

before the use of work cards. The example above shows the way

in which teachers used their professional judgement about when

to start work cards.

At Fairfield, the work cards in use were seen in Class 4

set out in labelled boxes, something also seen in the other

classes.	 Each box was divided into a series of numbered
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envelopes. There was a set of language cards, and one for

maths. Another box, called a "busy box", contained phonic

cards, sentences for copying, and pictures to write about.

The children took cards from this box if they had "finished

all their work". (Notes, Fairfield). All of the cards were

graded, and children programmed through them according to

ability, with their work checked by teachers.

At Larkway,the reception teachers developed their own system

of cards for the pupils to use as soon as they had progressed

through the pre-reading and number stages. In language, the

sets of cards were designed to be used in conjunction with the

reading scheme. These included word recognition cards and

sentences for copying. The maths scheme included cards for

the recognition of numbers, and those involving some

computational skills with numbers first to ten and later to

twenty. There were also work cards for measuring, weighing

and money activities, which children had to do in a particular

order, a process checked by the teachers.

As children moved up the school, the work cards became

more complex.	 In reading and writing, they included phonic

cards and those containing comprehension tasks. In maths,

the cards included, besides measurement and weighing, those

introducing computational skills involving tens and units.

Again, children's progression through the various levels of

difficulty was checked by teachers.

This part of the section has looked briefly at the

notion of progression, the idea that children go through

various stages in the various learning activities provided by
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teachers. It has indicated that such progression is a feature

of schools, whatever their form of organisation. It has also

been suggested that although children may work 'at their own

rate', it is teachers who, as a matter of professional

judgement, decide when children move on to the next stage,

whether 'free choice' is exercised or not.

The concept of 'progression', in professional terms as

teachers saw this, entails the idea of teachers 'knowing' what

stage children had reached. This requires the careful

monitoring of pupils' achievements, and the recording of this

knowledge.	 This can therefore be seen as a subsidiary of

'structuring'. This is discussed next.

As shown in the second section of this chapter, teachers

did keep a careful eye on what children were doing, whether

they were completing 'work', and whether they were ready to

start new work. Such monitoring was part of the classroom

routine, and so, although not available to the children, was

the keeping of records.

Teachers kept records about children's 'progress'.

These included comments about work, but also about other

aspects such as social and emotional development. King,

discussing types of records, argued that teachers in the

infant schools he observed made evaluations of children which

included both 'public' and 'private' evaluations. 	 He also

stated that the contents of individual records were not

"publicly	 revealed" to the children, or other teachers

(King, 1978).	 This was true at Moorland in respect of the

pupils, but they were available to other teachers. Nor were
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they available to parents.	 Comments about progress in work

mi ght be passed on, but not more 'private' comments.

The general nature of records in the infant schools is

indicated by a Fairfield teacher, who said that as a teacher

she thought that she was responsible for children's

development in cognitive terms. She stated that

"I write a general outline of what I am going to do
... the work the children are doing. In my record
book I have a list of all the cards in the system,
and a space for each child recording their
progress in writing and number. These
individual record cards contain information about
each child's progress, and comment about any
difficulties they might have.

(Class 1 Teacher, Fairfield)

Teachers in other pilot study schools and at Larkway made

similar comments.

In relation to entering the infant school,- Cleave et al.

noted that, for those children who had pre-school experience,

one difficulty was that such a transition could be traumatic

for some children who found it difficult to adjust to the more

structured day of the infant school (Cleave et al., 1982). It

has been shown that there were differences between nursery and

reception classes at Moorland, and records there included

indications that the teachers there were aware of the

potential problem. Also, at Larkway, reception teachers were

aware of possible problems with the home-school transition.

The records at Moorland indicated first, and primarily,

attainment and progress in work. 	 Thus, for example, there

were individual reading records.	 The reading record was

divided into six stages, each containing reading books of a

similar level of difficulty. 	 When a child had completed a
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particular book a tick was recorded on his/her personal card.

The individual cards also contained a record of word-building

skills learnt. For example, 'Mary Jones' card listed,

'Janet and John - Here We Go'
'Ladybird 1A'
"Knows all single sounds
"Can blend unknown words."

(Record Card, Reading)

Similar records were kept about progress in maths. Here, the

sheets were divided up into 'skills' mastered, for example

Addition - 1 - 10
Subtraction 1 - 10
Recognition, Numbers 10 - 20.

They also included other areas such as weighing, capacity,

• time and money.

Also in the infant school proper at Moorland records

were kept of language development. These included, for

example, such comments as

"Vocabulary restricted - never can think of
anything to say"

and

speech immature".

There were others such as

"He has learnt all the words from Ladybird books
1A & B."

These records might be termed a practical necessity, one

intended as a guide to where children actually were in

achievement, and useful to other teachers when a child changed

classes.

However, other records were kept which were perhaps of

more doubtful use, which also followed children as they moved

from one class to another. These covered areas such as a

child's 'social' and 'emotional' development, and could

include references to 'home background'	 factors, such as a
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father being "in prison", or of their being a succession of

'fathers' in the home.

In the nursery a child's 'social skills' were emphasised

in records. In the infant school also there were frequent

comments about the way children related to one another, which

were in part value judgements, such as, for example,

"He talks freely to his peers"

and

"individualistic ... unco-operative".

In the reception classes at Moorland there were also comments

about the way children were 'fitting in' and 'coping' with the

school situation. For example,

"has difficulty fitting into a more structured day"

and also,

"has difficulty conforming to the school situation".

(Records, Reception,
Moorlands)

Comments like these have some possible effect on

teachers' perceptions of pupils as they pass from one class,

or one school, to another. Two of the Moorland staff had

reservations in private, as recorded elsewhere, about the use

of school records and their possible effect on children's

future progress, but said nothing of this in staff meetings.

School records, whether of actual achievement or of

'social and emotional' development, are a legal requirement,

and are passed on when children move. While the achievement

nevrecord may be helpful, it is possible that e 	 this could

create lower expectations of 'low achieving' children in their

future school career. 	 The more private comments about such
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things as home conditions could reinforce this.	 This is

perhaps why the issue of school records has been contentious

in recent years.

Hay ing outlined the nature of school records, the nature

of the reading schemes in use at Moorland is discussed. Such

schemes are a structured series, and hence they are part of

'progression'. However, those in use at Moorland presented a

particular issue, the question of how far 'reading books'

should be related to the 'real life' of children. The

'Nipper' series of reading books were produced because it was

considered that 'working class' children found it difficult to

relate to certain 'middle-class' themes portrayed in for

example, 'Ladybird' books.	 This was one answer to the

question.	 Another response was that different worlds

portrayed in reading books were acceptable to children and

were in effect no different from other non-realistic stories,

such as those about fairies or animals, just one of various

'multiple realities'.

However, it was shown both in the heads' chapter and in

the chapter on teachers' 'Social Perspectives', that teachers

at Moorland thought that the children there generally had

"poor family backgrounds". Parents allegedly did not talk to

their children like 'middle-class' parents did, children did

not know how to play, and so on. The children were said to

bring nothing to school. The general impression was that the

teachers did not value the children's families and homes very

positively.	 It is at least possible that the children might

have recognised,	 at some level,	 this view of their
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'back ground'.	 In the case where such views were held by

teachers, the question of the particular choice of a reading

scheme becomes more important. King, in his stud y of infant

schools, said of reading schemes that though the teachers had

not written the books in these themselves, that they

"in many cases had chosen them and so implicitly
and sometimes explicitly approved of their
contents."

(King, 1978, p.26

If the contents of a reading scheme portra y a world which

differs from that of children, and one which is more valued by

teachers, this would reinforce the negative impression which

children may receive from teachers about their 'family

background'.

The main reading schemes used at Moorland was the 'Janet

and John' series, and 'Ladybird' books. However, a number of

other were used, such as 'Methuen Story Readers'.

In the 'Janet and John' scheme, the manual accompanying

it stresses that the themes on which the earlier books are

written are

"the happy carefree incidents which are found in
the everyday lives of most children". (though
they are, however) "not the humdrum everyday
things that all children have to do but rather
the perfectly possible but delightful things
that most children would like to do." (p2)

The manual openl y states that

"situations suggestin g horror, fear or anger
should not be included"

(Munro, 1954, p2)

Yet at the same time the author stresses that

"real life themes are dominant." (p3)

Thus, from the author's standpoint, the world portrayed

in the 'Janet and John' scheme is one which is partly 'ideal'
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but also one where 'real life' situations are presented to

children.

A content analysis of the books in the scheme showed

families who lived in nice houses with gardens, and who were

shown as happy and comfortable. The children were taken on

visits by their parents, for example to the seaside or the

country. In general, a 'middle-class' background seems to be

the one presented (O'Donnell & Munro, "Janet & John" 1949,

1967).

The 'Ladybird' books were of a similar nature. The

homes and gardens in the pictures seemed not to be like

council house estates, they were large and again had good

sized gardens. The characters in the stories all seemed to

like one another and always seemed to be happy andhaving fun.

The parents also took children out on trips, perhaps in the

car. The children did not appear to quarrel or to be spiteful

to each other. They did not connive at practices which were

not 'helpful' or 'good'. They liked to help their parents,

and were also obedient. They put toys away when told to by

their parents, and also went to bed when told (Various

authors, "Ladybird", Wills & Hepworth, 1956-72).

The 'reality' presented in these schemes did not match

that which Moorland teachers 'knew about' in relation to the

homes of Moorland children. As has been stated previously,

the general consensus of opinion among Moorland staff was that

children's 'family background' was such that the school had to

supply the deficiencies, and give children what their homes

did not, security, a stable environment where children could
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learn to co-operate and not behave like "little animals", and

"language", as well as treating them how to play. It is true

that Moorland children were not like those portrayed in the

schemes noted above.	 They were not always nice to one

another.	 For example both boys and girls on occasions were

seen to bite, scratch, punch and kick each other (and

occasionally try this with a teacher!), 	 However, not all

'middle-class' children have 'ideal' behaviour either, in

school or out of it.

However, the schemes did seem to present a form of

'moral', implicitly, a world where things were as they should 

be. This world was in many respects different from what the

children experienced. Whether the contrast was deliberate it

was difficult to tell. Teachers acknowledged that some of the

books used presented images of home life that were idealised

or different, but argued that the children 'enjoyed' reading

these books. However, this would not prevent children from

picking up the 'silent message' about their own family life.

Alternatively, as noted, the stories could have been accepted

as a modern 'fairy tale'.

Some of the other books used at Moorland did present

some ideas and images that might be more real for children.

In one story in the Methuen series, entitled "David and

Brian", one boy, David, did not want to go to school because

he thought that Brian, who was an older boy, would "get him".

This raised the issue of bullying, which is not unknown even

to infant schoolchildren. There were fights at Moorland in

the playground. At Larkway, also, some children were said to
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have "ganged up on 	 'Travellers' children attending this

school.

In another story in the same series some children were

asked by their mother to go and fetch some bread from the

shop. On their wa y home, however, they ate the bread. Their

mother told them this was "naught y " of them. So children were

not shown as ideall y obedient as in the other books. Nor were

children always shown as playing happily together. In another

story , for example, the children could not go outside to play

because it was raining, so the y decided to 'play schools'.

The youn ger sister of the other children shouted, and would

not play properly.	 In the end there was a quarrel and the

children would not play with each other.	 So in these ways

these stories were slightly more realistic.

Another feature of these books was that in them both

sexes were shown as participating in such activities as

helping in the kitchen, or making tea.	 Also, a boy is

depicted as helping his father prepare a meal. This

contrasted with the other schemes, where girls 'help Mummy'

and boys 'help Daddy ', the first with home activities and the

latter with more exciting 'outdoor' matters. In these, gender

stereotypes were not challenged.

In this part of the section the reading schemes in use

at Moorland have been briefly discussed. It has been argued

that the main reading schemes used portrayed a form of 'story

world', an idealised picture of family life created by the

authors. In some respects this was similar, in terms of

relationships and atmosphere, to the classroom world created
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by , or attempted to be created b y , the teachers, in their

efforts to provide elements which, in their view, Moorland

homes failed to provide.

Earlier, the section discussed the concept of

'pro g ression' as an aspect of structure, noting that teachers,

not children, decided when the latter were 'ready to move on

to new work. Also, the use of school rewards was considered,

and the question of whether these might, in some cases, have

negative consequences for children was also raised.

The final section of this chapter looks briefly at the

issue of classroom language.

SECTION FOUR: LANGUAGE IN THE CLASSROOM 

Classroom talk, as Tou gh pointed out, is a "complex

phenomenon" (Tough, 1979). It performs man y functions, among

which are the promotion of learning, at least in intention,

that of control, and the social aspect of interaction between

teachers and pupils, and pupils and pupils. In a sense, this

whole chapter has been concerned with langua g e use in the

classroom. The spoken lan guage was shown, in various

examples, to be the main means of communication in the

classroom. The effect of written language of teachers in the

compilation of reports has also been mentioned. Although

language in use has therefore been a feature of the chapter,

this section is concerned with making some general points

about it, to emphasise the various uses it has in the

classroom.

Therefore, it discusses first the 'learning' aspect. It
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considers first language in terms of teachers' aims for its

development in children and the purpose of this development.

It then looks at how teachers themselves use language in

the classroom in terms of their 'structuring' of activities.

As seen elsewhere in this chapter, such 'structuring' contains

both 'learning' and 'control' aspects.

Finally, the classroom use of language by children in

their interaction with others is considered.

Teachers generally in the schools visited were concerned

with the development of children's spoken and written

language. As part of the 'basics' of reading and writing, it

was an important part of the curriculum in their 'educational

perspectives'.

Others concerned with providing guidance for teachers

through books have stressed that language development in

children is a major aim, and should play an important role in

classroom life.
_

Webb, for example, in a practical guide for teachers

called "Modern Practice In The Infant School", argued that,

"It should be a major task of the infant school
to help children use the spoken word easily and
well - and long before they can write or read."

Webb, 1969, p30)

He further argued that it was the teacher's task,

"to provide opportunities for active involvement
and ensure that appropriate words for
experiences are given, as the child is
engaged in the activity." (p31)

Moyle, concerned with the teaching of reading, saw other

aspects of language as bound up with this. He saw

"the development of spoken language" (and)
"listening,"

as part of a whole "language arts programme" which should
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include these skills as well as reading and writing (Moyle,

D., 1968, p128)

These various aims were in agreement with those

expressed by teachers.

Moyle also argued that where children had lived in what

he termed "a deprived environment" prior to entering schools,

there was a need for the school to "provide compensatory

activities" in order to extend both children's vocabulary and

their 'experience' (Moyle, 1968, p129)

As stated in the chapters on teachers' "social" and

"educational" perspectives, and again in this chapter,

Moorland teachers believed that the environment of Moorland

children was 'deprived', and that as a consequence of 'home

background' they had "poor language development". Hence they

stressed "oral work" as a means of compensating for the

deficiency by extending children's vocabulary. Some examples

of this 'oral work' are given below.

The 'poor language' also included grammatical errors.

There was some confusion here between 'poor grammar in

Standard English terms, and 'dialect'. This is itself a

complex debate, and not one in which the researcher wished to

become involved. However, as a passing comment it was

observed that the teachers also had a local accent, and, like

most people, were not always free from grammatical errors.

Teachers' aims in relation to children's language were

basically to promote particular language skills, especially

the ability to discriminate between letters and shapes, and

also to develop children's general learning through the medium
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of language. Thus, there was an interest in not only

extending vocabulary, or words, but also in extending

knowledge in terms of the content of what was talked about, in

broadening experience. Hence the importance of 'discussion

time' in infant schools, whether 'news' or 'topics' were being

discussed, as well as the assignment of activities.

The other learning aspect of language was noted in the

earlier parts of this chapter when teachers were reported

explaining to children 'how' something should be done, and

bring out the ideas behind such things as number.

Thus far, what has been considered, though very briefly,

are the general aims of teachers in relation to the

development of children's language, and language as a medium

of learning.

Next, language in use by teachers in interaction with

pupils, the putting into practice, in a sense, of these aims,

is looked at. The learning aspect is considered first, the

controlling aspect later.

Some general ideas about language as a means of learning

are noted first.

Resnick, in a study of infant classrooms, found in

teacher-pupil interactions the predominance of a question and

answer form, with teachers asking the questions (Resnick,

1972.

Wiles argued that even in the nursery . school the

interaction was of a limited kind, where the emphasis was on

children taking information from the teacher, or instructions

(Wiles, M.J., 1978)
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Edwards and Furlong , in contrast, argued that such a

pattern was found onl y in what they termed 'traditional'

schools (Edwards & Furlong, 1978). 	 The use of this term

suchcuimplies	 the	 existence	 of	 a	 dichotomy	 s	 as

,chih'traditional'-'progressive', w from the present

research, seems a mistaken view. In any event, it was found

in this research that much 'teacher-talk' was of this kind,

with teachers asking questions. Moreover, they often seemed

to have answers in mind. However, there were differences

between schools, and sometimes within them, which were

related to the perspectives of teachers. At Moorland there

was more teacher-initiation of discussion and 'learning',

while at Larkway pupils were given more latitude in taking

responsibilit y for 'finding out' though, as indicated, this

was more in relation to 'topic work' than the '3Rs'. The

general view behind the findings noted above is that language

as a medium of learning in the infant classroom can be a

means of opening up opportunities for children to explore

ideas, or alternatively of closing off certain avenues. It

depends on the degree to which children are free to offer

alternative information or ideas to those presented by the

teacher, and to have them accepted, or whether they have to

accept teachers' definitions. In general, when it came to

3Rs' work, the examples given previously indicate that it was

teachers' ideas which prevailed.

Earlier, mention was made of the importance of "oral

work" at Moorland, and examples of this are used to discuss

the 'learning aspect' of langua g e.	 Although stressed at
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Moorland, there were similar class periods of 'discussion

time' in other schools. These followed a pattern like that

at Moorland, especially in relation to children's 'news'.

Moreover, several examples of teachers explaining to children

have been given elsewhere in this chapter, but not of this

'oral work' at Moorland.

Interaction in terms of learning was highly structured

at Moorland. Indeed, teachers there saw such structuring as

part of their task. Although this view was, as seen, not

unknown at schools like Larkway, it had a particular reason

at Moorland. As noted, teachers there did not consider that

the children brought with them from home many ideas which

were of use in school. The teachers saw themselves as having

to provide knowledge and experience which were lacking in the

children's families. They did not consider that parents

talked much to their children, or, if they did, did not

'explain' or 'discuss' as more 'middle-class' parents might.

The role of 'oral work' was to remedy this lack.

The following examples of such work from Moorland show

the process, and the degree to which information was directed

by teachers.

In the first, Mrs Knowles of Class 2 was listening to

the children's 'news'. It was at the beginning of the week,

and Mrs Knowles had begun by asking the children to tell her

what they had been doing at the weekend. Some children had

reported that they had "been to the seaside". Mrs Knowles

then added her contribution to the exchange by introducing

the question of what forms of transport they might have used
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to get there, with some further questions. After eliciting

ideas from the class, she summed up,

"coach, car, train. These are three things we
can go to the seaside in."

She then asked.

"What do we have to do it we go by train?"

A child mentioned taking a bus to the station, and then going

from the bus stop to the station, taking the teacher very

literall y . However, the teacher had another idea in mind, as

her next question indicated. She asked

"Yes, but what do we do then? We don't just
get on, do we? We have to get the tickets,
give the tickets to the ticket collector and
then go on the platform."

A child interrupted,

"Sometimes you go upstairs."

It was not clear whether she was referring to the previous

idea about the bus, but the teacher took it as meaning the

steps to other platforms at the station, for she replied

"Oh yes, because there are lots of platforms,
trains go all over the place."

(Notes, Class 2, Moorland)

This exchange shows that the teacher had some information

which she wished to give the children about using a train,

rather than having a free flow of ideas.

The second example was taken from Class One. In this

instance, the children had just come back from assembly. In

this the head had talked about 'friendship' as the theme.

Mrs Dale continued with this topic during the subsequent

'oral work', which was always first after assembly.

After telling the children to sit on the mat, she asked

the children what they could remember about assembly. Having
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gained the response from several that it was "about friends",

Mrs Dale then said to one child, as an example,

"I want you to tell me about your friend.
Who is your friend?"

The chosen child replied

"Mandy, she's nice."

The teacher then asked Mandy to come and stand by her at the

front of the class. While Mandy did so, a second child, not

the first 'friend', called out,

"I play with her in the playground."

The teacher took no notice of this, but went on with her

'lesson'. She said,

"Let's see what we can say about Mandy."

and then asked,

"Is she tall or short?"

Yet another child responded, saying succinctly,

"Short."

The teacher accepted this, and went on to ask how old they

thought Mandy was, and then told the class

"She's five. Tell me what she looks like."

The child who had answered the question about height answered

the last request by saying,

"She's beautiful."

The teacher made no comment, and began asking questions about

what they could tell her about Mandy's hair. She had one or

two suggestions, such as that it was "fair." At this point

in the proceedings Mrs Dale noticed that a boy, David, had

started to eat an apple. She broke off the 'lesson' to

admonish him, which shows that the learning and control
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aspects of language are often mixed in the classroom.	 She

told him sharply,

"David, you've no need to eat your apple.
It's not lunch time. Put it in the lunch
box, please ..."

She then returned to the theme of the 'oral work', saying,

"Now what else could we say about her hair?"

A fourth child replied, briefly,

"Fair."

Mrs Dale rejected this, saving,

"No, we've said that. Her hair is curly, isn't
it, not straight.

She went on,

"Who else likes Mandy? Tony (who had put up
his hand) Why do you like Mandy?"

Tony replied,

'She's nice."

Mrs Dale rejected this answer saying

"No-o, another word, not nice."

The child who had earlier answered 'Short' suggested,

"helps."

The teacher accepted this, and went on to talk about kindness

and helping other people.

What seemed clear from, this exchange was that Mrs Dale

was trying to develop both vocabulary, the 'not nice' shows

this, and also knowledge of concepts, the 'tall - short'

opposition and so on. It also seemed that Mrs Dale was

controlling the information, by accepting or rejecting

children's ideas, either directly in the latter case, or

indirectly, by ignoring them. But it also seemed that the

children were not quite sure of what was expected of them.

Since the assembly had been about 'friendship', and Mrs Dale
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had begun by asking about a 'friend', the children seemed

puzzled by the 'descriptive' questions. This is shown by the

mostly one word answers to the teacher's suggestions, and the

tentative nature of the 'helps' answer at the end. Mrs Dale,

in accepting this, did not point out the difference in kind

of words like 'nice' or 'helps', but turned from the

description to what might have seemed the more obvious

attributes of 'friendship', which might have been what the

last child had in mind, thinking of the assembly theme.

The exchange seemed to close off ideas rather than

expound them.

The second example of 'oral work' is taken from the same

class. What the teacher was intent on in this was to promote

conceptual understanding, to help children to identify the

properties of a certain type of learning apparatus, and

develop visual discrimination. The apparatus in question,

designed to develop logical thought, had arrived the previous

day.

Mrs Dale first called the children to come and sit on

the mat. Then she asked them,

"What came yesterday? Do you remember what
came yesterday? The postman brought some
games, didn't he? I want to talk about these."

She pointed to the apparatus, which was a box full of

coloured plastic figures. She asked generally,

"Who can tell me something about this figure?
holding one up. I want you to tell me three 
things about this figure."

One child said,

"He's walking."

Another added
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"He's red."_

The teacher prompted, "and he's a -?"

A third child filled in the required word "man."

While the two previous answers had been accepted, the teacher

apparently considering that the two conceptual

characteristics of colour and means of locomotion had been

grasped, the third answer was rejected. 	 Mrs Dale, in

response to it,

"No-o - he's red, he's walking (reiterating
what had been 'learnt') and - he's a boy. Umm,
wait a minute, Peter, see if you can tell me
three things about this figure" (holding up
another).

Peter replied, rather doubtfully,

"Um, yellow."

He added after a pause that he could only think of one thing.

Mrs Dale then asked another child, Donald, to see if he could

think of anything else. Donald replied,

"Sitting."

A fourth child added, uninvited,

"It's a lady."

Mrs Dale accepted both these answers, and went on to restate

the three characteristics that would be found in the figures

shown, namely, colour, whether moving or not, and whether

man/boy/lady. She then went on to discuss another

characteristic, the way movement could be divided into

different kinds. She said first,

"There's sitting".

A child added, "Standing."

Mrs Dale agreed, "Yes, standing and - ?"

A second child contributed, "Walking."
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This was accepted. Mrs Dale went on to distinguish in the

same way the types of figure. She talked about the

distinction between "men" and "ladies", and said that these

belonged to one 'set' called "adults". 	 She then spoke of

"boys" and "girls", who "belong to the children's set".

She then took a small set of cards from her table. Some

had faces on them, while others showed 'adults' and

'children' sitting, standing or walking. Another set showed

different colours, red, blue, green and yellow, like the

figures. Mrs Dale picked out some children to hold up

certain cards. One child held up a 'blue' card, and one a

card with a 'lady's' face on.

Mrs Dale asked the rest of the class to "think about"

what the two cards were showing, and obtained the response

"blue" and "lady". The teacher thought that the class had

grasped the idea, so went on to the next stage. A child was

asked to hold up one of the plastic figures. Mrs Dale said

"What cards do we need to go with it?"

(The figure was a boy, coloured green, who was standing.)

She asked again,

"What do we need to find?"

A child replied

"Green."

Mrs Dale accepted this, saying

"Yes, - we need to find a green card."

She added, "We need to find a green card with a
little boy on it -
What else do we need to find out about it?"

Another child replied, "Standing."

Mrs Dale agreed, saying "Yes, he's standing."
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She then summed up what had been 'learnt', stating,

"Yes, he's green, so he's green, he's a boy, and
he's standing."

This session of oral work continued in the same vein with

more figures and cards for some twenty minutes. It ended by

her telling the class that it was time for another activity,

an instance of direction.

"Well, it's time for P.E. Quietly go and
put your pumps on, if you've got some
quietly."

While the children in the class were more involved in
this piece of oral work than they had seemed in the (news'

exchange, and seemed to grasp the ideas required, the session

was still teacher dominated in terms of the giving of

information and the asking of questions. Again, the children

tended to give predominantly one-word answers. The teacher

was trying to elicit principles of set analysis, but did not

seem to be allowing the children to explore possibilities for

themselves. In her concern to get the 'right' answers, she

was not really letting them bring out the principles through

discussion or question, with children perhaps asking her to

explain. Children on the whole seemed to accept what the

teacher said. This form of 'teacher talk' may thus 'frame'

children's thinking, and orientate it towards a particular

direction chosen by the teacher. In providing a structure

for pupil talk in this way, the effect can be to limit

children's opportunities to explore ideas through language.

The above examples of 'oral work' at Moorland were

typical of this types of work. It has been stated earlier in

this chapter that teachers here and also in other schools

'structured' children's learning in the 3Rs. It was teachers
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who told children what was wanted, whether explaining the

writing of letter shapes, as in the following, rhetorical

question.

"What do we do first? A line straight down."

or in the query, by a teacher

"What is this number?" On being told "one", the teacher

told the child "Right, draw one."

There were many other examples from schools of this kind of

direction, which admits of little discretion or exploration

on the part of children. These features seemed to be found

in 'topic work', and even then more in schools like Larkway

than those like Moorland.

Thus, from a brief look at the use by teachers of

language as a means of learning, it seemed that the pattern

which Edwards and Furlong suggested was found only in

'traditional' schools was more widely in use.

The other use of language by teachers, its controlling,

or directing aspect, has also been shown in earlier parts of

this chapter. It has been noted that teachers 'structure'

activities in the classroom in terms of their control of the

'what', 'when' and 'how' of activities, and use language as

the means of doing so. Teachers used language thus not only

to give information about specific aspects of learning. At

Moorland, and schools or classrooms which were similar to it,

language was used to direct closely the 'what, when and how'.

At schools like Larkway, the pattern was more flexible,

within limits.	 Even here there were clear distinctions

between what counted as 'work' or 'play', and appropriate or
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non-appropriate choices. Also, in all the schools observed,

there were some 'rules' common to all, such as rules about

untidyness, silliness, noise and politeness or its lack.

In this 'controlling' function of language use by

teachers, the same opposition between relative freedom to

explore meanings and reasons or take these as given as in the

'learning' use was found.

In this area, some work by Bernstein was seen as

providing a possible basis for consideration of how teachers

exercised control throu g h language.

Bernstein wrote of two types of control, which he termed

"imperative" and "appeals". Although initially discussing

language used as control in family situations, he saw the

'learning' involved as having an application in schools.

According to Bernstein, "imperative" control was that

which

"reduces the role discretion accorded to the
(regulated)."

(Bernstein, 1971, p180)

In other words, children were given orders which left no room

for discussion and which they were just expected to obey.

"Appeals", on the other hand, were,
"modes of control where the regulated is
accorded varying degrees of discretion in a
sense that a range of alternatives ... are
available to him."	 (p180)

In other words the children were asked, rather than ordered 
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to do something. However, Bernstein divided "appeals" into

two types, "positional" and "personal", which differed in the

degree of choice available.

In "positional" appeals, the appeal was to the child's

position in terms of status, as child against adult or older

child. He argued that this form meant that

II ... learning about objects ... events and
persons is reduced, and the child comes to
learn that the power which inheres in -
authority may soon be revealed." (p183)

This seemed to have some similarities with the 'imperative'

mode in effect, because of the 'authority' involved.

In the case of "personal" appeals, the focus was on the

child as an individual, treating him/her as 'reasonable' and

able to appreciate the grounds for the request. This form

also seemed to imply some choice for children in whether or

not to comply with the "appeal" (p183). There was some

indication that Bernstein considered that parents in

'working-class' families were more likely to use the

"imperative" form, while a certain type of 'middle-class'

would be more likely to use "positional" appeals, whereas the

'intellectual' middle-class would be more inclined to use

"personal" appeals.

Applied to schools where pupils were deemed to be

working class', this concept perhaps suggested that the'working

 or 'positional' form of control might be

expected where pupils were not seen as able to be reasoned

with, whereas, with pupils who were, like most teachers, from

'middle-class' homes, the 'personal' type might be more in

evidence.
-
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However, in the schools seen teachers seemed to make

more use of direct commands when telling pupils what

to do and when they might do it. Though, as noted, there

was some flexibility over 'when' in schools like Larkway, if

children did not 'choose properly' they were brought int?

line with the 'understood' rules of work by comments such as

"Get on or I'll move you". At Moorland the order was more

directly controlled, as shown in comments such as "Maths

first, then writing", or "You can write a story now".

Children were left in no doubt in all the schools that the

teachers were the authority, sooner in some cases, later in

others.

Sometimes, evaluative comments on the 'work' produced by

pupils were direct, as in, "I'm not having this scrappy

work", and sometimes indirect, as in "I can see nice 

writing", but in both cases children were being made aware of

what was expected of them.

The same mixture of direct and indirect forms of speech

were also found in connection with unacceptable behaviour

apart from work. A child could be told directly, "You are

being rather rude", or else reminded more indirectly, as

in "We don't eat sweets in school".

The same indirect command was evident in a remark such as

"We can run without making a noise, can't we?"

This form of indirect command, which might be termed a

'negative imperative', was much in use in schools, as King

also found (King, 1978).

However, again children were not given much room for
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manoeuvre, and were aware of the limits.

The forms of language in use in the controlling' aspect

of structuring by teachers was seldom found to be of the

'personal' type, with appeals to reason, except that a child

might be, for example, told, "You know better than that"

rather than being told "Stop it". Sometimes, however, there

were 'positional' appeals, where children who were older were

reminded that because of this they knew what to-do. But both

these forms were exceeded by the more direct/indirect forms.

This part of the section on language in the classroom

has looked at the learning and controlling aspects of

teachers' use of language. It has been indicated that, in

general, with some differences between schools, children had

not much scope for exploration of ideas or of definitions of

behaviour. In the former case this was more true of 3Rs'

work, but in all schools, in terms of behaviour, children

were reminded of the 'rules'.

Finally, the use of language by children is looked at.

This has already been seen in the responses to questions by

teachers. However, children, within the framework set by the

teacher as 'structuring' agent, did talk together, sometimes

about work, sometimes about 'rules', and sometimes about

non-school events, and sometimes about imaginative play. The

following examples show this.	 The first was taken from

Larkt4ay, from the boys making models of oil rigs. 	 One of

them said,

"Why don't we make it go rigid down to there?
It's the drill."

As noted, they had been sent to look at reference books, and
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had obviously picked up some idea of the construction of

rig s.

This boy was later seen cutting card into strips. His

'colleague' asked him,

"What are you doing? What have you done that for?"

The first boy explained that it might make the drill part

stronger.

Here, children were using language to explore ideas,

but, as noted, this was a topic, which had arisen out of an

interest brought out in 'discussion'.

In other cases, children were heard to remind each other

how to do something, as in the following from Moorland. One

child in a group said to another, who was drawing a picture,

"That's how you do a nose, like that."

Two other children in the group were copying letters. One

said,

"I'm doing an m."

The other said

"I'm doing a c."

They were looking at each others' work, to see how they were

doing the letters. Another child pointed out,

"You've got to do those first."

pointing to some other letters.

As noted earlier, when children knew the 'rules' they

were ready to point them out, as in the 'plasticine

incident, to other children. In another instance, one child

said to another,

"You've got to do the writing first, then the
picture."
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Children in a group also talked to each other about such

things as playing out of school, or TV programmes, or outings

with parents. This talk was often interspersed with talk

about the 'work activities' they were engaged in, as a form

of light relief. For example, the following was recorded at

Moorland, in a group of three girls. One, Jane, said,

"We was splashing in the puddles this morning."

Samantha joined in,	 "And I was."	 Jane added another

comment, saying

"We was, weren't we, Tracy?"	 Tracy replied,

"Yes, cos' it was raining."

Samantha agreed with this. "Yes it were, weren't it?"

Jane said to her, as if to reject her joining in,

You wasn't splashing, cos' you haven't got

no wellies."

Samantha did not like this, and said angrily, "I have."

Tracy at this point looked at her book, as if to break off

the conversation, or else remembering they were supposed to

be working. She enquired,

"Which way round is number six?"

Samantha showed her, and added, pointing to a line of Unifix

cubes (a maths apparatus) "Look, I've got fifteen."

Apart from talk of these kinds, children also engaged in

"imaginative talk" in which they cast themselves in roles

such as 'mummy', 'bus driver', or, as in the example below,

'cafe-owner'. Sometimes this 'play', as in this instance,

could involve the teacher. The setting, at Larkway, was in

the Wendy House in Class 1 there. 	 The child, a boy, was
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playing there, talking to himself about what he was doing.

The teacher went over, having been listening, and said to

him,

coming for a cup of tea. What are you
having for dinner today?"

The boy replied,

"Egg and one of these."

pointing to some pretend food. The teacher asked,

"Are you going to make me a cup of tea?"

The 'owner' replied, "Yes, in a minute" in quite a 'grown-up'

way. The teacher reminded him, before going back to her

table,

"I don't want sugar in my tea."

Later the boy took her a 'cup of tea', or rather a jug from

the property box. The teacher said in mock outrage,

"I'm not drinking out of that. I don't
drink out of a milk jug."

She might have been making a teaching point, but it was still

a joke, and the boy recognised this, since he grinned at the

teacher. He went and fetched another 'drink'. The teacher

looked at this for a moment and then said to him, again in a

joking tone,

"You haven't got any milk in this. You're
hopeless. I'm, not coming to your cafe any
more."

Thus, language in the classroom can be used by children in

different ways, and interaction is not always teacher

dominated. When talking to each other, children seemed able

both to explore ideas and also to reiterate those of the

teacher.	 In the last example, it was shown that teachers

and children could enjoy a joke together, even though for the

most part life in infant classrooms was a very busy affair,
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with 'work' taking pride of place.

Language in the classroom has been shown to be in this

section and the rest of the chapter an important means of

communication. It has been indicated that for teachers,

language has both a learning and controlling function.

In seeking to develop children's language, extending

vocabulary and experience, teachers sometimes in practice

seemed to close off opportunities. It was indicated that

teachers did most of the questioning, and gave most of the

information. In the controlling function, teachers used

language to make expectations regarding work and behaviour

very clear, leaving little discretion for pupils.

Children's own use of language was shown to be partly

'work' related, but was used to reinforce the teacher's

directions as to when and how to do things, and also 'rules'

of behaviour. However, it could be used for exploring ideas,

or, in 'non-work' talk, developing imagination as well as

used for some relief from 'work'.

This rather brief discussion of language in use in

classrooms brings to an end the concerns of this chapter.

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has attempted to show something of the nature of

classroom life in infant schools. It has shown the materials

and activities available in pre-school and infant classes,

and the way in which these were organised for use. It looked

at the degree of choice available to pupils.

Certain other aspects of infant school life were

considered. These were the 'progression' of pupils, and the
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monitoring and recording of this by teachers, and the nature

of reading schemes in one school. Finally, language in use

in the classroom was discussed.

One finding was that, compared to nursery classes, the
reception classes in infant schools were more formal and

organised, with less time for free choice of activities. The

infant day was also longer. Though in some cases the

materials and activities present in the nursery were also

found in infant classrooms, there were omissions, and in some

schools there was a reduction in certain activities between

reception classes and those for older pupils.

In infant schools the 3Rs were found to have priority

over other activities. In infant schools, though not in the

pre-school setting, this seems to have brought about the

'work-play' distinction which was found to be well understood

by children, and to be present in teachers' talk to them.

It was found that, whatever the form of organisation in

schools, it was teachers who in practice, as well as in

theory, made most of the decisions with regard to 'what' was

available, 'when' it should be used, and 'how' things should

be done. This 'structuring' of pupils and activities related

mainly, though not exclusively, to the three Rs. Though

there were differences between those schools which operated

a version of integration of activities and those that did

not, these differences related to children's having, in the

former case, some control, within limits, of the 'when' with

regard to 3Rs' 'work', and the 'how' mainly in connection

with topic work.
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One interesting finding was that while in the main

research school there was scepticism about 'free choice', an

experiment begun partly accidentally indicated that children

in this school could cope with some choice over when they

undertook activities.

It was shown that the concept of children progressing

through activities which were graded according to ability was

usual, and was part of teachers' structuring of events.

Records were shown to include both achievement and, more

dubiously, items about social and emotional development and

home matters. It was suggested that in some cases this kind

of record might affect children's future school careers.

The reading schemes in use in the main research school

were analysed in terms of themes. It was indicated that the

main scheme presented a picture of family life that might be

at variance with the experience of pupils in terms of social

class. It was suggested that two possible results might

follow. Either children might take such stories as a form of

'fairy tale' as part of a world of 'multiple realities', or

they might receive a negative impression of their own

'background', given the teachers' negative views of this.

It was found that teachers' use of language in relation

to their aim of encouraging language development in children

could have the effect of closing off exploration of ideas.

The teacher question, pupil answer, form was . found to be

dominant, as was teacher control of the provision of

information.	 In areas like topic work in some schools,
_

children had more freedom to use language to explore.
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Otherwise, children's use of language showed that the

teachers' ideas about how to do 'work' and when, and rules of

behaviour, had been taken in. Children also used language in

imaginative play, and to develop 'non-work' relationships.

To sum up, in looking at the 'routine' of infant

schools, it was found that, despite variety, teachers

'structure', in various ways, the practical activities of the

classroom.

In this, schools may not have changed much, despite

differences in externals, from schools in earlier years.

While looking at the history of infant education, the

researcher came across a book containing a series of

photographs of infants' schools showing "Then and Now". A

school in the 1870s showed children sitting in a gallery, so

that they were all visible to the teacher. An infant

classroom of the 1900s showed children sitting in rows of

desks facing the teacher. All were doing the same activity.

In the 'Now' photograph of the same school in the 1950s

the children were seated in small chairs at small tables, or

standing talking to one another. This photograph was said to

show the different climate in modern' classrooms (Bourne &

MacArthur).

As noted in 'Setting The Scene, the classrooms visited

in this research were shown to have similar small tables and

chairs, and classrooms on the whole seemed bright and

cheerful. A range of materials and activities were

available, and the children did not seem all to be doing the

same activity at the same time. 	 These were the first
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impressions. As Berlak and Berlak observed, such first

impressions are apt to be misleading. This chapter, showing

that teachers are in control of classrooms, suggests that in

this, at any rate, schools have not changed. The chapter on

'Educational Perspectives', as well as this chapter, have

indicated the priority given to the 3Rs.	 In this respect

also, schools have not changed so much.

The next chapter considers teacher 'control' in relation

to the compliance of pupils.	 It thus discusses teachers'

'structuring' of classroom activities, as this chapter has

done, but is concerned to show more of the content of

control, and the response of pupils, instead 0-C, as in this

chapter, concentrating on the teachers. 	 As stated at the

beginning of this chapter, these two chapters are

complementary in that they are discussing the same issues

though doing so rather differently. They are intended to be

taken together.
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONTROL AND COMPLIANCE?

TEACHER AND PUPIL INTERACTION IN THE INFANT CLASSROOM

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is concerned with the efforts of teachers to control the

situation in the classroom, in the interests of stability and order to

enable 'work' to proceed, and with the degree to which children accept or

resist such control.

Several studies of school and classroom interaction have considered

such issues of teacher control and possible non-compliance by pupils. These

include, for example, Denscombe (1980), Gannaway (1976), Hargreaves et al

(1975), Willis (1977) and Woods (1979).

Most of these studies have been of secondary schools, but some have

looked at middle schools, such as Hargreaves (1979). Others have been of

primary schools. (Pollard, 1979). Few have considered these issues in

terms of the infant school, although Sharp and Green (1975) and King (1978),

and later Lee (1984) and Hartley (1985) have done so.

As stated elsewhere, the researcher had several reservations about

the work of Sharp and Green in particular. One point is especially rele-

vant for the concerns of this chapter. As noted, Sharp and Green held

that teachers in infant schools operated with a 'child-centred ideology',

as indeed did King. In Chapter Three it was shown that there are con-

trasting views about the prevalence of this 'ideology', and it was also

shown when discussing teachers' 'educational perspectives', that not all

would regard themselves as being in agreement at all with its supposed

tenets, or, even if there was agreement over some points, not with all. This

is not the issue here, It is mentioned because, since Sharp and Green took

this stance, their comments on the issue of teacher control were, in the

researcher's view made less generalisable. This was for two reasons. First,



they claimed that:

"many of the key categories in the teacher's perspective
on her work relate to control rather than learning,
teaching or instruction."

(Sharp and Green, 1975, pp. 121-2)

These authors did not make it explicit what such 'control' referred to,

but they seem to separate it from cognitive aspects of classroom life.

The present research indicated that teacher control (defined later)

covered all aspects of such life, 'social' and 'cognitive', because they

could not easily be separated.

Secondly, Sharp and Green stated in respect of Mapledene that because

the school had a 'child-centred' philosophy, teachers were expected to

put into practice its 'key features'. This presented them with practical

problems in 'managing' classroom life. (Sharp and Green, 1975).

This present research has led to the view that it is not a particular

type of pedagogical or 'ideological' approach which makes 'control' of the

classroom a problem for teachers. It is something inherent in the meeting

of groups of people, such as teachers or pupils, who may have different

expectations of each other, as well as separate interests in the situation.

Thus classrooms are, at.least, a setting for conflict.

Other writers have taken a similar view. Denscombe, for example, cited

the idea of Delamont that the classroom was like a battlefield. He argued

that this metaphor, although it had its limitations, did draw attention

to "the negotiated element of activity in classrooms". He stated that:

"It is patently absurd to consider classrooms as settings
in which social order is by fiat and where pupils accede
to every word of the teacher [and that] to a greater or
lesser extent, the social order of the classroom is
negotiated ... with teachers and pupils adopting strategies
which promote their particular interests."

(Denscombe, 1980. p. 65)

Pollard expressed a similar view, as did Hargreaves. (Pollard, 1979; Har-

greaves, 1979). However, Hargreaves also observed that social order in the



classroom could not be seen as entirely a consequence of negotiation.

As stated previously, these particular studies were not of infant

schools, but this present research indicated a similar position assisted in

the infant schools seen.

This view contrasts somewhat with that of King, who seemed to offer

more of a 'consensus' picture of classroom order in the infant school. King

did see the teacher as the definer of reality in the classroom, arguing

that social order was created by the teacher and maintained by teacher

control. However, he argued that most children complied willingly with the

teacher's demands, even though he admitted that "all forms of control are

slightly tenuous", and that children could resist the teacher's authority.

(King, 1978, p. 494). However, King considered that such resistance was

rare. This present research led the writer to hold a different view,

that such non-compliance can be, in certain situations, a common occurrence.

Children can also be powerful reality definers, depending on various

situational factors.

King also claimed that behind teachers' forms of control was a view

of young children as "innocent in their intention". He seemed to be

arguing that the teachers he saw did not interpret:

"naughty behaviour as an outcome of the children's
free choice."

That is, when the children did misbehave, the teachers did not see them

as "intending ... to be naughty".

In the classrooms seen in this research, some teachers did blame

'poor homes' or a particular family background for 'naughtiness'. However,

they did not necessarily absolve children from intention. They did see

children as sometimes choosing to be 'naughty', or to fail to c. lv with

their requests. This was indicated by comments such as "Susan can be good

when she likes" and "Tony can do good work when he feels like it", or in



some cases "when he [or she] wants to".

These comments imply the possibility of active choice by the child.

In several cases children seen did appear to know what they were doing

and that this was not only not what the teacher wanted but also an active

rejection of her 'authority'. Two examples of this last both came from

boys, but although, as noted elsewhere, boys tended to be more troublesome,

girls could be, on occasions. In the first, Nevil angrily remarked about

his teacher, that "She's not going to tell me what to do". In the second,

Charlie, aged six, was heard to say, "F... off" when the teacher told him

to do something. In these cases, both the children and the teachers con-

cerned recognised a degree of deliberateness in the response to the

teacher's requests. Both these last examples came from Moorland. Such

extreme rejection was not usual in other schools, though not entirely

absent. At Moorland it was not at all uncommon.

Riseborough, in an unpublished paper, quoted a teacher in a secondary

school who said that one child set out deliberately to destroy teachers.

(Riseborough, 1983, p. 144). In the present research some children were

seen who, while they may not have set out to 'destroy' teachers, did

deliberately try to disrupt activities and refuse point blank to carry

out instructions. In the view of one Moorland teacher, such children had

made herlife "a misery" at times because of the way they had behaved,

engaging in such things as fighting, kicking, swearing and so on. At

times, she said, she had gone home in tears. And she was an experienced

older teacher; not a young probationer.

However, even 'difficult' children were not always non-compliant.

Children's reactions seemed to depend in part, on the particular situation,

and the teacher they were with sometimes.

These, then, were the considerations which formed the starting point

for this chapter, based on observations in the classroom and reflection on



the work of other writers in the light of these.

The first section of this chapter considers attempts by teachers to

control both pupils' social and work/play related behaviour and thus

establish 'rules', noting briefly why teachers believed such control to be

necessary. In part this section is a development of the theme of teacher

structuring of classroom 'order' discussed in the previous chapter, but is

not concerned with the activities themselves as with the rules of behaviour

associated with them.

The second section discusses the issue of pupils' responses to those

efforts by the teachers. A typology of such response is used, again as a

basis for discussion.

SECTION ONE : TEACHER CONTROL: THEIR EFFORTS TO DEFINE AND MAINTAIN 

CLASSROOM ORDER 

As a generalisation it seemed clear that teachers did attempt to establish

and maintain a stable classroom order of the kind they desired, so that

classrooms could run smoothly and the routine proceed with as few dis-

ruptions as possible, and as few challenges to the teachers' authority as

possible. They attempted to 'socialise' children into their preferred

regular patterns of behaviour, both social and 'academic'. Their reasons

for doing this were to some extent inferred during discussions of

teachers' 'perspectives', which often took place in their classrooms, as

well as less formal conversations in connection with observed events.

There was also direct discussion of rules and routine with some of the

teachers. On other occasions teachers, having read the researcher's

interpretations of their actions in relation to classroom events, had

discussed these with the researcher subsequently. The teachers agreed

with the researcher's interpretations regarding classroom 'rules'.

Some of the reasons for teachers attempting to control classroom

order are instanced later in this section.



The patterns or routines teachers sought to establish and maintain

related both to general social behaviour, that is how children were expected

to act towards each other, and to the teacher, which might be called general

rules of conduct, and also to activities such as reading, writing, number,

art and craft and so on which were connected basically with cognitive

development.

For a model of teachers' attempts to produce their version of

classroom order the modified model of 'framing', set out diagramatically

in the previous chapter is used here to cover both the work and behaviour

aspects.

As noted in Chapter Seven, there are arguments about Bernstein's

'framing'. However, the main point for the researcher was that the defini-

tion he gave, quoted in that chapter, seemed to be concerned with 'work' or

'cognitive' aspects of classroom life. In contrast, it is argued that the

idea of 'control' used below covers both general behaviour and pedogagical

'work' demands, because in the infant school and probably elsewhere also,

these are seen as inextricably bound together. There are 'good' and

'bad' ways of doing work quite apart from the activity itself, and also a

pupil who is misbehaving 'socially' is unlikely to be 'working properly'

either. In different contexts teachers were seen to emphasise one aspect

at times more than another, but no teacher in any school was seen to neglect

either.

Pollard also used a modified version of 'framing', which he also used

to apply to behaviour, but not in quite the same way as the model used here.

(Pollard, 1980, p. )47).

The dual model of classroom order which seemed to cover teachers'

efforts is set out diagramatically below.



CLASSROOM ORDER - TEACHERS' CONTROL OF PUPILS

REGULATION OF GENERAL BEHAVIOUR	 REGULATION OF 'ACTIVITY' BEHAVIOUR

What	 What

How	 How

Where	 Where

When	 When

Again, the first point to be emphasised is that any model is, of course, a

simplification. No model can adequately convey the complexity and the

continuous flow of classroom activity, its 'sound and fury'. In action

teachers were continuously shifting from concern with pupils' general

behaviour to that for 'activity' behaviour. Both teachers and pupils also

engaged in selection from a range of possible behaviours.

It sometimes seems that teachers 'select' behaviour from one set of

principles, and attempt to persuade pupils to act in accordance with these.

For example they are exhorted to try to be tidy, get on with their own

work, be sensible, while pupils are acting from another set. It is the

possible clash between the two that may give the teachers problems. The

pupils' principles can derive from group rules of friendship, as much as,

or more than differences of social class, between them and teachers,

although these can of course, link to class. The following example indicates

what is meant here. It is taken from Moorland.

"Occasionally I became part of a children's group. One
day when sitting at a table I was talking to the children.
There was one boy 'good' at drawing Indians according to
the others. Other children were asking him to help them
with their drawings, which he did. One boy suddenly asked
me if I could draw an Indian on a horse because the 'artist'
had too many customers. The boy said, 'I'm no good at
Indians and horses'. So I drew a horse. After this I was
inundated with requests to draw things.

However, afterwards the teacher came to me and commented
that, 'It's not a good idea to give them too much
attention. It stops them from doing things on their own'.

The point was,though,that the children had not been
working on their own, even before I started to help them.
They had appeared to communally organise themselves, rather
than work individually."

(Observation notes : Moorland)



It could be said that attempting to generate 'shared' understanding is

what the teacher is about in the classroom, to lessen the problem of

dealing with individuals, and be able to deal with the 'crowd'. In some

ways the situation is like that of a parent with a number of children. As

Hargreaves argued, the relations between teachers and pupils revolve

around similar themes to those between parents and children. (Hargreaves,

D., 1976).

The second point about the model used is that the rules which are

quoted are decontextualised. The importance of context must be emphasised.

As Hargreaves noted elsewhere,the existence of a rule cannot be inferred

just from the reported speech. (Hargreaves, 1975, p. 62). If an observer

gives the context, the rule or rather the observer's interpretation of it

as a rule is made clear. Giving the context also allows for other

interpretations such as the teacher's own. A different, though related,

point about context is that the teacher also considers pupil action in a

given situation, so whether pupil behaviour was acceptable or not depended

upon the situation. It was noted previously that children also react

according to the situation and the teacher. Hargreaves referred to this

differential reaction when he stated that in many aspects of school life

one teacher's deviant is another teacher's darling. (Hargreaves, D., 1976).

A boy called Charlie was considered by one teacher, Mrs. Dale, to be a

"lovely child", but his next teacher, Mrs. Knowles, to be a nuisance, and

a "thoroughly bad lot". What is being pointed out here is the essential

fluidity of rule definitions by the teacher, and the complex nature of

interpretations by all the actors involved in a situation. This includes

an observer.

A small example of situational definition by the teacher concerns pupil

talk. The example is taken from a top infants' class at Larkway.

"Two boys were going to make a model in connection
with a topic ...



Teacher: "Well you boys go and talk about it ... what
you will need ... how you are going to make it." "

Here talking is 'good'. Two other boys were doing writing and were talking

to each Other. The teacher said sharply: "Will you stop talking and get on

with your work". Here talking is 'bad'.

With these points kept in mind the diagram seems a useful framework

for considering concrete examples.

Rules about 'general social behaviour' and rules, connected with

activity related behaviour can be analytically separated, but in practice

as stated often operated concurrently in a situation. King made a similar

point. He stated that:

"... the control of learning and the control of behaviour
were often exercised together in the same situation."

(King, 1978, p. 80)

The following example comes from Mrs. Knowles' class at Moorland. It

was also used in the previous chapter to illustrate that children could not

choose to define 'playing' and 'choosing for themselves'. It shows how

control of behaviour and activity related behaviour can occur together.

The context was that:

"The teacher had previously set some children to work.
Some of them had finished it. They were then told to
do 'choosing'. [Free choice of bricks, lego, box games,
etc.). Mrs. Knowles had to leave the room for a few
minutes. She came back to find them underneath a table.
She looked directly at them, and demanded in a loud
voice, 'Who is being silly..., what are you doing?'

Two boys: 'We are playing dogs ... (rather truculently).

Teacher: 'We are not I'm afraid ... Go and find something
to do. r—w-

Here, the teacher is not only reminding them of what counts as legitimate

'activity' but also saying something about general 'good' behaviour, the

requirement to be "sensible". (A word the teacher used quite often to

praise behaviour).

The researcher did not always necessarily ask whether the rules existed



or what they were. She watched and listened to what was said and done by

the teachers and the pupils. In this sense an observer is like a child

who also has to 'make sense' of what others do in the classroom. When a

child did something that was either praised or criticised then the exis-

tence of a rule was made visible to the observer just as it was to the

children. In the same way, teachers also watched and listened to what

children said and did in order to estimate their compliance with the 'rule'.

The points about fluidity and complexity are illustrated by giving

here partial accounts of one session in each of two different classrooms

in one school, with a shorter excerpt of one from another school, since

these give a more adequate picture of the continuous nature of the

teachers' efforts than a series of single examples. The examples also

show some of the strategies teachers used to try and obtain compliance

from the pupils. This point is discussed after the - two examples, in

analysing how teachers made the rules clear.

The first example is taken from a reception class for 4+ to 5+

children at Moorland. The session was early in the day. The children

came into the classroom from the hall, where they had been going to watch

a television programme which was not on, however, as the teacher had

mistaken the day.

They came in rather noisily, so the teacher first tried to settle them.

She said:

'All of you come and sit on the carpet and face me.'

Most of the children did this but some did not and instead ran round

the table. The teacher checked this as soon as she saw it and said:

'There are four children who don't seem to know where the

carpet is.' [She looks straight at them]

The children came in and sat down but still fidgeted, she she

ordered, using naming:

'Paul turn round and face me please and I want to see



everyone crossing their legs ... David cross your legs.'

David's reply was quite funny, at least to the observer. He said:

'I can't cross my legs.' He glared at the teacher when he said

this, and was quite adamant about it as well as cross.

The teacher ignored the reply and went on with 'news', a regular

morning activity. Her efforts to make the lesson happen were

constantly interrupted. For example, one child called out:

'Mrs. Knowles, someone's kicking me.'

Mrs. Knowles replied:

'Is she?' in a voice without much expression.

The teacher ignored the kicker, who stopped for a minute or two, but
started again a few minutes later, and also started talking in a

loud voice to a neighbour. The teacher looked at her and said in

a cross raised voice:

'Susan you are being rather rude. Someone's telling we 

something.'

Susan stopped. The teacher continued to ask for news. Whilst she

was doing this, some children stroked each other's hair, and one

boy started quietly punching another in the back. The latter turned

round and said:

'Stop it ... stop playing about.'

The teacher stopped what she was doing and looked at the boy who

had been doing the punching. He stopped this activity and grinned

at his neighbour.

The teacher went on to talk about transport, listing types and

asking for suggestions from the children. This part of the session

continued without interruptions ... when she had finished she indi-

cated this by saying:

'Please ... would you like to go and clear the tables and

go and sit.'

She gave out some books to some of the children, and called others

to a free table. Some of the ones she called out did not come to

the table, and some Of the rest did not sit at theirs. The teacher

reacted to this quite sharply using names.



She said:

'I told you all to sit at a table. Michael ... Jason you come—
and sit here now - Tracy - Tina - Tina you sit down.'

They did so.

'We are going to do a picture at the top of the page. Listen.

[children were talking] Draw me a picture of you going to

the seaside.'

She gave out some crayons and told the children to find a clean page

in their books. The researcher looked over a few children's

shoulders and saw that the page was divided into two parts by a

line. Some of the children started a picture. One child asked:

'Do you do it like this, Mrs. Knowles?'

Mrs. Knowles replied:

'No, you do it there.'

Another child had started her drawing. The teacher looked at it

and said:

'No---o, here on this side.' [Points to the page]

She continued walking around the room looking at what the children

were doing, and writing sentences for some of the children. One

boy, Stephen, got out of his seat and went round to another table.

Mrs. Knowles saw him and said:

'What are you doing there, go and get on with your writing

if you have finished your picture.'

The teacher looked at another boy. The observer saw him change his

book with that of his neighbour and start drawing on it. The teacher

saw him do this as well. She said to him:

'You do it in your book, NOT in anyone else's.'

[Raised voice, face close to child] •

Meanwhile two other boys, Jason and David, start making miaowing

noises and swaying backwards and forwards on their chairs. The

teacher saw and heard this and said:

'Who's being rather silly?' [Looking at Jason and David]

King noted this form of control of behaviour. (King, 1978).

The two boys continued miaowing. The teacher spoke to them again.

She said sharply:

'Look, if you can't be sensible David and Jason, you'll go

and sit on your own. Get on with your own work.

The boys at this point did start to write but continued to laugh and

giggle.	
1005



The teacher in the first example seemed to be expressing considerable

difficulty in her attempts to establish order. This statement is based

not only on observation but also on the specific statement by this

teacher that she was having problems with this particular class. Her

attempts to establish order are shown by the frequency of her verbal

utterances designed to monitor both social and work activity behaviour,

and in particular the control of pupil movement and noise (shouting and

miaowing).

Gannoway noted the significance of noise for the teacher relative

to other teachers. (Gannaway, 1976). It came to the researcher's

knowledge that the adviser came to the school to see Mrs. Knowles, at the

instigation of the head teacher, who quite often popped in for some

reason or another. It is possible that the teacher was aware of the head's

concern although this could not be discussed because the information was

confidential.

This example shows the number of disruptions that hinder the teacher's

attempts to establish continuity, or rather order. It was very difficult

for the researcher to perceive any pattern, and the noise level was very

high.

The example also shows the teacher's attempts to establish continuity

in the activity and the pupils' resistance to this. She was trying to

get the lesson going but several of the children seemed to be trying

equally hard to stop her. The situation reported in the above example

was fairly representative of events in this particular classroom. Things

were usually like this for this particular class. At any one time three

to a dozen children were behaving like this though it was not always the

same children. Equally 'some children were never like this. The re-

searcher went through all the observations in this classroom in order to

find out if such behaviour was only attributed to one or two children and

whether it occurred each session observed).



The above example also indicated that certain boys were more of a

problem behaviour issue than girls. During the observations, Jason, David

and Paul were reprimanded by Mrs. Knowles as well as a boy called Charles.

However, Susan, who appeared in the above example, was, as noted in a

previous chapter, considered to be a nuisance by Mrs. Knowles.

The next example is taken from a middle/top infant class of six to

seven year olds, also at Moorland. In this instance break had finished.

The researcher returned with the teacher and her 'class' to their

.classroom. The children sat on the mat. Some children were

fighting each other on the floor. The teacher looked at these children.

Her first words were directed at this 'illegal movement' [a term used

by the researcher]. The teacher said briskly but not in a loud voice:

'Sit properly ... you are being very noisy.'

Then she reminded them 'legs crossed please'.

This showed the idea of sitting in a particular way.

One boy had then started to talk so she said sharply to him:

'Why are you making that noise? Sh:sh.'

Again King noted this type of question which did not require an answer as

a form of control. It indicated rules about the noise level.

Her facial expression changed. Her face became quite stern and her

voice more emphatic, although still low. She said:

'Somebody went in the lunch box and helped themselves to

biscuits.'

A child interrupted at this point with the remark:

'Amanda had three bags ofcrisps,Mrs. Martin.'

The boy appeared to be thinking of another rule, that of bring your

own lunch, and not sharing it with other people. Mrs. Martin replied

to this point. She asked:

'Did everyone in this class eat their own lunch? Don't give

your lunch to anyone else.'

She added to another child:

'Stop fiddling.'

... Mrs. Martin went to pin a '100 square' on to a wall of the class-

room. She told the children to count to twenty. She pointed to each



number and said it, and then the children repeated it. When they

reached twenty she stopped and told the children:

'Stop there.'

She then called on one boy and pointed to a number on the chart.

She asked this boy:

'David, what is this number?'

'Twenty.'

Mrs. Martin continued to nominate other children in the same way.

The activity was not interrupted by the children and they ' joined in'

by putting up their hands. After ten minutes of this activity, Mrs.

Martin changed to an 'I Spy' game. She began:

'I spy with my little eye something beginning with T.'

One boy put up his hand and said in a quiet voice:

'Trousers.'

At the same time another child put up his hand. He was wriggling

about. Mrs. Martin said to him:

'Bottom on the floor sitting properly. I'm not choosing you.'

This was clearly pointing out that a certain type of behaviour was

associated with this activity. The teacher went on with the game.

'T for trousers.'

The boy who had previously given this example said in a slightly

aggrieved tone:

'I said trousers and I was sitting still.'—

However, Mrs. Martin ignored him or else she had not heard him. She

went on with the I-spy game for a few minutes and then changed to

another activity. Mrs. Martin said that she was going to continue

with the class topic. She then read a story to the children which

was connected with the topic and then talked about the topic. After

this she instructed the class what she wanted them to do next. She

said to them:

'Now we are all going to sit down and do some writing. Just

sit on your chairs and I'll choose someone to give the books

out - Now look at the blackboard.'

She hard someone talking at this point. [It was the boy she had

reprimanded for not sitting properly on the mat]. Mrs. Martin

ordered him in a cross public voice to:

'Go and sit on the carpet and stop fidgeting.'



She said it in the kind of voice familiar to any teacher which

indicated that 'I have just about had enough of you'. The boy

walked slowly to the carpet and sat down. He looked at the

floor. Another boy also started to rock backwards and forwards

and giggle and was ordered to:

'Go and sit at the front of the room.'

He did.

Mrs. Martin enquired of the rest of the class:

'Are you ready?'

This was not really a question.

... Mrs. Martin then wrote a sentence up on the board. She turned

to the class and asked if anyone could read it. Several hands

went up and Mrs. Martin called on one child to read the sentence.

She repeated the process twice and then she said:

'Listen, I want you to write - just the writing.'

She had emphasised in previous sessions that writing had to be

completed before starting a picture.

Mrs. Martin told all the children to 'do the writing on the next clean

page' and then how she wanted it to be written.

'Spaced out using all the page.'

All the children opened their books and started to write. On this

occasion no one talked much. On previous occasions if the children

talked too much, or were observed talking all the time that they were

doing writing then they were reminded that this was not acceptable

behaviour, as when told for example:

'Quiet over there or you'll do extra work.'

'You are talking too much. Get on with your work.'

The teacher spent the rest of the morning at her table checking 

children's. work, and hearing reading. She made comments to some

children about lining up at her desk. Where they pushed into the

queue by her table, for example:

'If you want to see me get in the queue properly.'.

During the 'process of checking' she also commented on 'the way'

work was done. For example:

'What's the matter with you today. You're going -



to have to do this all over again. It's really

rubbish isn't it.'

In reply the child nodded her head.. She returned ten minutes

later. Mrs. Martin looked at the child's book and said:

i That's a bit better at least.'

In the second example the teacher appeared to be experiencing fewer

challenges to her attempts to control the class. Although there was

still speech directed at stopping unauthorised movement, what seems more

evident in this class was speech directed at activity. This was more con-

tinuous. The children were moved briskly along from one activity to

another. There was more class activity controlled by the teacher. The

children were told quite clearly what the activity requirements were, both

for behaviour and content, and the order in which these were to be done.

In this classroom there seemed more 'control' related to activity (or

'framing') whereas in the first example the stress seemed to be more on the

control of 'social behaviour', although both teachers dealt with both

aspects.

Both examples, apart from indicating the flow of events and the shift

between both aspects of 'framing' or control, also indicate that these

teachers have different abilities to realise their will in the classroom.

This issue is one which the researcher did not want to go into. The re-

searcher merely wished to indicate that among various tentative explanations

for such different abilities, there exists the possibility of the evalua-

tion of pupils by the teachers, and the possible consequences for the

pupil reaction. It is at least possible that the teacher in the first

example had lower expectations with regard to her pupils' cognitive

ability, and thus put primary stress in classroom practice on the social.

It is worth pointing out here that the children in the first class were not

regarded by the head as being as difficult as those in the second class,

rather the reverse.



It has been noted in previous chapters that the area from which the

children at Moorland came was regarded as a problem one by the head, and

also that three of the teachers stressed this and two acknowledged it but

were non-commital about attaching too much importance to it. However,

the difference between the two teachers in the examples above indicate

that social class does not necessarily account for some of the difficulties

the first teacher experienced. If background was the only factor, both

classes would have displayed the same problem. However, this particular

issue is not a consideration here.

The third example is taken from Larkway. As noted, this had a

different catchment area. This is done to indicate that it is not just in

a 'priority' area that teachers consider both aspects of control (or

'framing').

The last example is taken from a class of top infants 6+ to 7) and

is from an afternoon session, but the pattern of activities in this

classroom was fairly similar whether morning or afternoon.

The teacher, the deputy head, talked briefly about what the

children were going to do that afternoon. She told the

children:

'Today is a short day so we'll have to get a move on.'

(It was shorter because the class had had someone from the Green

Cross Code come in and give a talk during the morning).

In her hands the deputy held some books with 'topic' written

on them. She told a few children that she wanted them to finish

their topics on oil rigs. After this she asked one or two children,

both boys and girls, whether they were going to finish off - a certain

activity. She asked:

'Kali, are you going to do your number work ...?'

and

'Simon, are you going to do your number work first?'



Both boys nodded their heads and went to collect books and number

cards from a box. Previously they had been working on models.

The deputy had not disturbed them as they were 'getting on', she

said.

By 1.55 pm all the children were sitting at tables. The teacher

walked around the room looking at the children's activities. One

boy was doing a 'tens and units' sum card. The teacher looked

over his shoulder and frowned as she observed the card that he was

doing. She said sharply:

'You've got the wrong one again. I'm losing patience

with you.'

She looked cross and annoyed. Matthew, the boy concerned, just

looked miserable.

A girl asked the researcher:

'Would you like to see my writing on oil rigs?'

The researcher noticed that the deputy had written 'excellent' on

it, and drawn a smiling face. She asked what the face meant, and

the girl said:

'It means I've done good work. You get a miserable 

face if you haven't.'

Meanwhile other children were doing various activities. One boy,

Robert, was finishing a model on the 'making' (art and craft)

table reserved for this practice. On another table children were

writing. One boy was drawing a picture. Another boy came up with

a work card in his hand. He looked at the drawing and remarked:

'A picture isn't important.'

The other boy looked up and said:

'I'm doing it in a minute.'

He carried on drawing and the other boy went away.

The teacher continued walking round the tables. One boy, David,

had been wandering round the room, but eventually sat down. How-

ever, he did not start work, but chatted to his neighbour, who was

not saying much. The deputy, had instructed David twice before to:

'Get on with your work.'



Now she went across to him and said in a very quiet voice,

stressing every word:

'I - am - going - to - put - you - OVER THERE. [Pointing to

a table].

She did not actually move the child. This seemed to be more of

a threat for future behaviour. Next she ordered:

'Get on.'

and pointed a finger at his writing. The boy looked at her wide-

eyed when she first approached him, and when she started to threaten

action he stared at his book. He did not reply.

The teacher then sat down at the corner of one of the ' children's

tables and children brought her their books and showed her what they

had done. While looking at what they were doing, she periodically

glanced round the room, occasionally passing some comments about

'talking' and 'movement'. For example:

'Come on John, it's time you finished.'

John was talking to his neighbour.

Matthew now brought his writing to the teacher. She looked at it

enquired sharply:

'Was I talking all that time for nothing?'

It was not clear what she was talking about. At this point she

raised her voice and demanded:

'When I was talking this morning where were you - I want

to know what oil is made of.'

Matthew looked glum. The deputy told him to:

'Go back and do it again ...'

Her 'comment referred not to the manner in which the writing was

done, but the content.

The deputy continued looking at the children's work. About ten

minutes later she reprimanded another child. She said:

'You've been messing about .... You haven't been getting

on with your work.'

A girl brought up her work. The deputy looked at it and smiled.

She ticked the book and said:

'That is nice writing.'



She drew a smiling face on the page of writing. The girl looked

at the teacher. She smiled at her. The smile was acknowledged.

At this point Robert came up to the researcher and showed me his

writing. He had done half a page of close writing on oil rigs.

The researcher asked him:

'Is this the usual amount that you have to write?'

Robert replied that it was, adding that the teacher had told him

that he did not have to do any more than that. He went over to a

tray and told the researcher:

'You have to show the teacher first, because you put in

in the tray.'

The researcher saw several children show their 'work' to the teacher

and then put it in the 'finished work tray'. The teacher made
comments in a low voice so it was not possible to hear what she

said.

About ten minutes later, the deputy stood up. She used a 'raised

public voice' to announce to the class:

'I've got a funny boy here - he says rigs make oil.

Is he right?'

She said it in an 'incredulous, disbelieving tone'. Some of the

class shook their heads. The teacher told him to 'go and find

out' and then do the work again.

During the latter part of the afternoon, about ten minutes before

playtime the researcher saw three boys take out a box of /ego and

start to use it. An argument developed about how many children

could play with it. One boy had come up and 'joined in'. The

others told him:

'You can't play here - there's too many.'

The last boy ignored this and carried on playing with the lego.

One of the other three boys then approached the teacher and

complained:

'He won't go away.' [Pointing to the boy]

The teacher stopped what she was doing and went over to the lego

group. She looked them over and said:



'Well someone go and play somewhere else.'

She did not ask who the offender was, nor was the activity itself

questioned.

In this third example the teacher is shown to be strongly concerned

with 'keeping the children busy'. She appeared to be controlling both

the pace and the content, and the manner of 'doing work', including

the prevention of 'messing about', or disturbing others. However, the

children appeared to have some choice over the timing of their

activities.

In this classroom the rules seem to be made quite clear and judging

by the responses of the children, or at least most of them, they seem to

be quite aware of them, and some seem to have internalised them.

Yet when talking to the teacher afterwards, she pointed out that

some of these children could be, or rather could "cause problems", if

given the opportunity. This talk took place after a student had been

taking the class, with not entirely happy results. This awareness seemed

one of the justifications for her obviously close monitoring of what

the children were doing. There seemed to be less stress on social

behaviour apart from work, simply because the children are not often at

a loose end.

From all these examples, many of the teachers' 'rules' can either

be inferred, or are explicit. These are summaried briefly.

Summary of Classroom Rules 

All these examples show that several of the teachers' 'rules' for the

classroom are related to their definition of what counts as 'work', or

'messing about'. This latter category covers a multitude of sins, anything

which the teacher deems not to be doing what is required whether this is



through pupils' speech or actions.

The 'illegal' speech acts include 'chatting' or non-work directed

talk, including talk while the teacher is talking, and talking too loudly

when speech is permitted, or making silly remarks (those not defined as

useful by the teacher), or giggling. 'Illegal actions' include any pupil

movement that is defined in a given context. Children never seem to just

'sit' in an infant classroom.

Whether speaking or moving, children are clearly not expected to

disturb others, or prevent them from working. The reminder to be polite

seems to be directed at preventing this.

Teachers seem here to be constantly exhorting children to be sensible.

In fact 'being sensible' seems to be the teachers' shorthand for following

the rules.

Having said what the 'rules' seem to be, the means that the teachers

employ to 'get the message across' to the pupils is now considered.

Means Employed by Teachers in Seeking Control 

As a general comment the researcher observed that the teachers seen

relied principally on speech to indicate the rules. Rarely did they

resort to physical sanctions, although these were not unknown when a

teacher became too exasperated by a child. There were a few instances of

this happening.

The next point is that the rules were frequently stated rather

obliquely, although the teachers could be and often were quite explicit

if this was seen as necessary. Some of this obliqueness is evident in the

classroom sessions given as examples, as well as quite noticeable direct

statements.

Thirdly, in all the classrooms that were observed the rules, whether



explicitly stated or left to be inferred, were in constant need of re-

affirmation by the teachers. At times some bargaining appeared to take

place berween the teachers and the pupils, amounting to a partial re-

definition, even if sometimes on a temporary basis. The degree to which

re-affirmation took place varied from class to class and school to school,

but was never entirely absent.

King stated that there are "two circumstances" in which teachers

take action directed at control, either "adventitiously as the situation

required" or "in anticipation of a situation". That is they react to

the immediate happening, or to prevent possible future trouble. (King,

1978, p. 50).

Both from the examples given above, and from other data the researcher

reached the same conclusion. Teachers seemed to be constantly keeping

an eye on what was going on, and to react quickly. They also seemed to

have an awareness of trouble brewing, and tried to head this off if

possible.

In discussing means, a closer look is first taken at 'anticipation'

using the concept of 'cueing'. By this is meant the giving of signals

by the teachers to pupils as indications of what was required. Usually

these 'cues' were a sign that the pupils should listen to or look at the

teacher. Such cueing seemed to be an important means of attempting

to control classroom order, especially in the initial stages. It was

most obvious when pupils were to change activities, as for example, from

and to written work, or to get ready for break.

Cueing at the most explicit or primary level merely signalled this

change, directing the children's attention to the required action.

These cues were mostly verbal, and were given in a public voice, but

were accompanied usually by eye-scanning a looking round the room and so



catching the eye of pupils, and also on occasion by clapping.

The cueing indicated to the children both what the activity was to

be and, where and when it was to take place, and who was to take part, often

using cue words such as 'listen', and 'now'. For example these signals

were heard at various times:

1. "All of you come and sit down on the carpet."

2. "Now we are going to do a picture at the top of the page."

3. "Now we are going to do some writing."

4 • Listen everybody don't start a new job now - it's time

to clear up."

Cues could be given to individuals or groups, or to the whole class as

in 1 to 4 above. Individual reminders were quite common, such as:

5. "Now Charlie, it's time to clear up."

6. "Kali, are you going to do your number work now?"

and groups were told for example:

7. "I want the red table to come and do their writing now."

or

8. "Has everybody on that table finished their number cards?"

Examples 6 and 8 indicate the use of questions as signals. The con-

text is not given here, but the actual situation was that it was quite clear

that in neither case was the teacher actually asking a question to ascertain

a fact, but instead was reminding the children of what they should be doing.

King argued that the typical method of control used by teachers was

oblique. He commented that teachers prefer "to make requests" rather than

give orders, and reward good behaviour rather than punish the bad. King

noted examples of teachers using this non-information requiring question,

as when for instance a teacher asked, of a child who was obviously was not:

"Are you getting on with your work?"

He also noted the use of impersonal pronouns, as in:



"When everyone is ready we will choose somebody to bring
in the milk."

(King, 1978, p. 62)

which avoids stating directly that some people are obviously not ready.

Several instances of this were observed by the researcher such as:

9. "There's somebody here who's talking and running about."

and

10. "I think someone's still talking."

However cues did not always appear to be detected by the pupils. Even when

they were, they did not always elicit the required results.

For example, in the third classroom, when the teacher enquired:

"Where were you this month? Was I really talking to
myself?"

She was indicating that the cues had been missed, and was reminding the boy

that during the morning, when she had been talking to the class, he had not

been listening. She was thus invoking the rule that when teachers are

talking they expect the children to listen.

If the cueing was not picked up by the children then this provoked a

little more direct attempt at control.

Sometimes this was still in question form though it was not really a

question, such as asking a group:

"Would you like to clear the tables?"

"Can you run without making a noise, boys?"

If the cues were still missed usually the teachers became explicit, and

stated the rule. One example of this was:

"Ian, you've got to listen when it's listening time. It's
not talking time now."

And another was:

"Ian, we don't eat sweets and chewing gum in school."

It is perhaps not irrelevant that this boy was new in the school and



in the reception class.

Turning to the question of reacting to the situation, the majority

of the teachers seen made frequent use of direct commands. These were

generally given to the children who were indulging in illegal acts. In

the first classroom example there was the boy who was told about his work,

when he was drawing in another boy's book.

"You do it in your book and not in anyone else's."

The command "Come on it's time you finished" was common. Sometimes such

commands were a negative injunction such as:

"Stop messing about."

or

"Stop fidgeting."

rather than the positive request to do work for instance.

Another means of attempting control was 'naming'. This was often used

after a teacher had given a general cue or command. A teacher in the

reception class at Moorland was heard to say for example:

"All of you come and sit down on the carpet and face me."

Five minutes later, not getting the response she wanted, she said sharply:

"Paul, turn round and face me - Matthew Smith will
you stop talking."

Teachers seemed to use evaluation as a means of control, especially in

relation to the manner in which work had been carried out but also with

reference to behaviour. King, in his remarks in infant schools also found

that:

"the control of learning and the control of behaviour were
often exercised together in the same situation."

(King, 1978, p. 50)

Teachers express 'approval' and 'disapproval' of certain types of behaviour

and make value judgements. Emmet defined a value jmtgement_as being:

"an expression of approval or disapproval which carries
the implication that what is approved of should be done
and what is disapproved of should not be done, if the



expression is used in circumstances where action is
called for."

(Emmet, D., 1966, p.37)

The term evaluation like value judgement, involves the use of criteria

for assessing the value of something against some standard. It includes

a notion of what is 'desirable' and 'worthwhile'. Evaluation implies the

existence of standards both for activities and general behaviour.

Teachers made judgements about how work was done and doing it

'properly', noise levels and talking whilst 'working' as well as about

general behaviour.

Judgements were made about children's work when they 'showed the

teacher' what they had been doing. In the infants' school this was

compulsory, for example:

Teacher:	 Patrick, get on with your writing.

Patrick:	 [Scowls] I've finished.

Teacher:	 Well show it to me please.

[Patrick still scowling gives it to her]

(Moorland)

It is interesting to note that in Moorland nursery children were never

heard being 'told' to show what they had done to the teacher, although

they did 'show' the teacher voluntarily.

[Child goes to Mrs. Raynor and shows her a picture
he has drawn]

Teacher:	 What a lovely picture.

Simon:	 Dat's a big horsey and dat's me.

As stated, teachers made judgements about how work was done and what

counted as doing it properly. There were several examples:

"If you hand in untidy work again you will have to do
it all over again."

(Fairfield)

and at Moorland:



1. "Best writing please. I don't want peculiar letters

any more."

2. "I'm not having this scrappy work any more Samantha Smith."

3. "I can see some nice writing. Wouldn't it be nice if

we did nice writing every day?"

4. "This is messy work, do it again."

(Moorland)

and at Larkway:

"That's untidy. You've rushed it. You will have

to do it all over again."

(Larkway)

As can be seen from some of the above examples the penalty for doing

'untidy' or 'messy' work was having to re-do it.

Teachers also 'evaluated' children's efforts in other areas apart from

'writing' or 'work' including colouring pictures and painting. In the

following examples the teacher was concerned about the use of colour.

1. "I want you to colour the picture properly, no

scribble please."

(Moorland)

2. [To child who is painting a bus he has made out of

cardboard boxes]

Teacher; "What colour are you going to paint you&Michael?"

Michael:	 "Black."

Teacher: "Oh I don't think that's a very nice colour. Buses

aren't black are they?"

Michael:	 "Red."

Teacher:	 "That's a nice happy colour."

(Mrs. Knowles, Moorland)

The researcher asked the teacher why she had told Michael to paint his

bus a different colour. She said that recently Michael had been. using black

in his pictures all the time and she was rather worried about it.



On other occasions children were rebuked for colouring 'squirrels' and

'grass' blue. In King's terms children were being asked to 'reproduce'

'conventional' reality rather than being left to define painting for them-

selves. This was not the case in the nursery at Moorland where children

were left to 'choose' what colours to use and use them in any way they

wished. For example during one session a child was observed painting the

whole of a sheet of paper red and then painting over it in a different

colour.

Children themselves 'evaluated' each other's activities but such

criticism was not always accepted by the recipient, for example:

[Two children doing writing]

Child 1:: [Looks over neighbour's shoulder]

and says: "That's scribble."

Child 2: [Throws book on the floor, rushes to the book

corner and starts to cry and shout]

"I'm not doin' no more writin' now."

(Moorland)

There were also rules about noise levels and talking whilst work was

being done, for example:

"Don'twaste time chattering ... you are going to have
to do this all over again. It's really rubbish."

(Mrs. Dale : Moorland)

During other activities such as P.E. similar restrictions on noise

operated and shouting was discouraged, for example:

"We can run without that noise can't we." [To class of boys]

(Class 4, Moorland)

Teachers not only 'evaluated' the way in which activities were done,

but also commented on 'general behaviour! Such 'evaluation' covered aspects

such as 'being silly'/'sensible', 'messing about', 'sitting properly',

'rudeness', interrupting when the teacher was talking, and 'answering

properly'. For example:



1. "Don't make silly murring noises."

(Rushside)

2. "I'm not having silly children in my class."

[To child pulling faces]

(Moorland)

3. "Don't throw sand boys. You're being silly."

(Moorland Nursery)

If children were being silly they were told to be "sensible".

1. "If you can't be sensible you won't be able
to play in the Wendy house."

(Fairfield)

and

2. "Stand up straight, stop being silly and be sensible
please." [To child]

(Moorland)

'Messing about was also 'disapproved of':

"There's somebody there who's just messing about and
not doing their writing."

[To child talking to neighbour but not 'writing']

(Larkway)

Rudeness was also not acceptable to teachers, for example:

"Susan you are being rather rude."

and neither was interrupting while the teacher was talking and not

'answering questions properly', for example:

1. "Don't interrupt when I'm talking John ...."

2. "Lisa Taylor,I'm telling a story."

(Moorland)

"Stop talking."

(Moorland Nursery)

and

Teacher: "Did you like the poem?" [To class]

Children: Yea." [Only a few children reply]

Teacher: "I'll ask you again and you can answer properly."

(Moorland)
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Appeals were sometimes used by teachers. Sometimes these were made

with reference to the child's status in terms of age because there were

general expectations as to what children of a certain age were capable

of, for example:

"You should know better. You are one of the oldest in
the class."

Teachers expected older children to 'behave better' than younger ones and

also to do more work. Conversely they expressed surprise when younger

children did work they considered would usually have been done by an older

child.

1. "I expect the tops [oldest infants 7 yrs old]
to do a page and a half of writing."

(Fairfield)

and

2. Teacher  : "Look at this Mrs. Doyle. He's only
reception and look what he's done.
He started these	 =]
... then went on to do this card, and
all this week."

Teacher 2: "Yes, that's very good for reception,
You don't expect that."

(Fairfield)

The teacher of Class 5, at Larkway distinguished between top infants and

'reception' children in terms of what she expected from them. The researcher

had asked her if she saw any differences between the top infants and

reception classes. The teacher. herself came up with the above distinctions.

She stated that she expected her children (top infants) to be able to "work

on their own" and to "develop responsibility" for their own learning. How-

ever, it was interesting that at Moorland one teacher adamantly denied

expecting anything from children of different ages because in her view

children developed at different rates.

Some appeals were made on a personal level, such as:

"Come on Susan. I know you can do it when you really try."

although this coaxing was much less evident in the schools seen.



The tone of these appeals in the nursery class at Moorland was

different to that heard used by teachers in the infant schools, for

example:

"Oh I did tell you not to play, honey."

(Nursery :.Moorland)

King argued that the use of 'endearments' such as 'my love' and 'little one'

were part of being an infants' teacher and that "professional pleasantness"

was a feature of their relationship with children. (King, 1978). However,

endearments, like this and in the example above were only ever heard in the

nursery at Moorland, never in the infants' school.

There were other forms of appeal. Another means used occasionally was

reference to an external authority, whether outside the classroom or outside

the school. Such reference was used either for encouraging 'good

behaviour' or as a threat for bad behaviour.

One boy in the top infants' class of Moorland was told:

"You did read that nicely. Mrs. Warner [the head] will
be pleased."

This speech was also heard. It was directed at another boy in the same

class:

"You are bone idle - I'll have to talk to your parents
about your work if you do not improve."

Sarcasm was occasionally used by one teacher. In one instance this was

observed during 'family time', a period when the class was brought to-

gether to sit on the mat at the start or end of the session. Two boys

were leafing through a book and giggling. Everyone else was quiet watching

the teacher. The teacher stared at them coldly, and the rest of the class

turned and looked at them as well. Perhaps alerted by the silence these

boys looked up, saw the teacher's expression and quickly put the book away.

She said "Thank you" in the kind of tone that implied 'so kind of you to

give me your attention'.



The above example also contains an instance of the use of non-verbal

means of exerting control. In this case the silent stare. Other forms

of facial expression were observed. Teachers were seen to look pleased,

rather cross, even sometimes rather angry. Eye contact was frequently

observed. Teachers were continually seen to 'look' at 'misbehaving' pupils.

A related means of exerting control was the use of different 

intonation. A particular tone of voice alerted children to praise or

criticism. Also the same remark could have different meanings according

to the emphasis and inflexion it was given.

When children were seen by the teachers as failing to comply more

continuously, teachers seemed to escalate sanctions. One such sanction

was the threat of the loss of some favoured activity. For example, a boy

who had previously been warned three times what would happen if he kept

on talking was told the next time:

"You have lost your playtime."

Children could also be threatened with more work, for example:

"Be quiet over there or you will do extra work."

This particular aanction might seem likely to provide the wrong attitude

to work however. Moving a child from friends was another ploy in this

category. For example:

"Get on or I will put you by yourself."

was heard. Also a child who had only copied half a sentence was asked "Why

are you so slow today?" Consequently the child was ordered to "Go and work

at my desk."

Occasionally one or two teachers resorted to physical means of control.

In one class at Moorland a boy who had been wandering about for about ten

minutes, and constantly getting in and out of his seat, was caught hold

of and placed firmly in his seat.

In the reception class in the same school one boy, Charlie, for reasons



best known to himself, was going round kicking other children. The teacher

told him to "Stop that at once". He ignored her and carried on so she

repeated the command. He said "No" emphatically and when she went to

take hold of him he kicked her, whereupon she ordered him to take off his

boots. Charlie shouted "No" again and stamped his feet and glared at the

teacher, so she attempted to take them off herself. Charlie resisted

vigorously. Finally she simply upended him by the ankles and took the

boots off. She could perhaps be said to have been practising a form of

'mortification'.

In another instance an equally exasperated teacher used removal,

this time of herself, from a situation which was 'getting out of control'.

This was used as a tactic to allow a child time to recover. The child, a

boy, had been told quietly by his teacher that one of his sums was

wrong and that he had to do it again before dinner time.

The boy responded to this request by screaming and sobbing almost

hysterically for half an hour. The teacher went out of the room it was

dinner time) remarking to the observer that:

"It's best to leave him alone. He will get over it in time."

Although so far what has been noted have been examples of what might be called

negative forms of control in that they were directed by teachers at the

prevention of certain acts. Teachers did of course use praise

as well, as a means of sustaining preferred behaviour. Such praise was

given for good work, for example:

"That is nice writing."

"What a lovely picture."

"That's brilliant Linda." [She gave''glowing' as a word

beginning with t gl' in I-Spy]

"You have been working well today."

As noted, in Class 5 at Larkway the teacher drew 'smiling faces' on 'good' work.



A child drew the researcher's attention to this information during obser-

vation in the classroom one day.

Child:	 "Would you like to see my writing?"

Researcher: "Yes please ... what does the smiling face mean?"

Child:	 "It means I've done good work, and you get a

miserable face if you haven't."

(Child : Larkway)

Praise also was given during P.E., for example:

"Oh Michael touched the floor with his hands ... we'll
all watch Michael. That's good, you're really trying."

(Teacher : Larkway)

Praise was also given for "sitting nicely" and also being 'sensible',

for example:

"You are all being very sensible ...."

[To class as whole. They are sitting quietly]

(Class 3 : Moorland)

It was also given when behaviour had improved as in the case whena child

whom the teacher had previously categorised as "being silly" and "rather

rude" was reported as having been "really good" with the further remark,

to the head that, "she has a good side".

As well as praising good behaviour teachers also gave rewards as

well as taking away a favoured activity as a sanction. This often took

the form of choosing, to those who had completed the required work. This

'choosing' was often extra to the set time for the activity.

Those then were the principal means which teachers were seen using

in the classrooms visited. Such means were used to attempt to control

most aspects of classroom life.

Before looking at pupil compliance some of the reasons which teachers

gave for their efforts to be in control of both social behaviour and

'learning' are noted briefly, since they have been referred to in the dis-

cussion of teachers' perspectives.



Moorland school had a nursery class attached to it and the majority

of the children in the main school attended this. The nursery teacher

gave several reasons for the school attempting to control social behaviour,

reasons which were also given in the main school, although two teachers

there stressed the need to develop 'skills'.

The nursery teacher stated that:

"The staff have to start right from the beginning on
social skills."

This was because she thought that:

"Parents do not provide basic training such as learning
to clear away toys or sharing."

This implies that parents in a different area might teach their children

to do these things. This teacher also remarked that "order and stability"

were "necessary" because:

"children want order, whatever the area, but more
so in one like this."

Such a remark seems remarkably reminiscent of the 'missionary approach' to

working class schooling in the Nineteenth Century. She also referred to

the children as "little animals". (See also King, 1978).

Variations on these comments were made by other teachers in the main

school, including the head. The latter remarked that "the mark of a good

teacher is being in control", which can add point to the previously noted

possible importance for teachers of classroom noise.

The researcher remarked to the deputy at Moorland that there

appeared to be certain 'standards of behaviour'. She agreed with this

analysis while also emphasising that there were 'standards of work' too.

She considered that the teacher had to control activities, rather than

the pupils. She said that the children "are more directed. They are told

when to start and when to finish". She said that this was because:

"keeping them busy is very important. You've got to keep
them occupied otherwise there would be chaos. They'd be
running round doing nothing."

(Deputy : Moorland)



The same teacher also admitted that although children could be given

a series of tasks to do and a free choice of when these were to be done, in

her opinion:

"That would be no good here, children would not know
how to organise themselves."

Yet this teacher was one who never made constant reference to the children's

home background, and stressed that the work of the teacher was to 'help

children to learn'. This is an instance of the complexity of teachers'

beliefs. There is no simple relationship between actions and beliefs.

On the need for control in general a teacher in another school made

the point that:

"You've got to clamp down on these children. They've
got minds of their own. If you don't, they'll do
what they want."

(Deputy : Larkway)

This comment was made after the teacher has observed a student taking

her class and who in her view had allowed the children to do what they

wanted and had not clamped down on certain behaviour which she herself

would not have accepted. The comment in a sense sums up why teachers

feel the need to control. In the 'normal classroom', whether secondary

or infant, there is always the possibility of things getting r out of hand.

The next section of the paper looks at the question of the degree of

pupil compliance with teachers' attempts to control work and behaviour

in the classroom.

SECTION TWO : PUPIL COMPLIANCE 

This section looks at the nature and extent of pupil compliance with the

teachers' efforts at control.

It was argued in the introduction that the infant classroom, like the

secondary classroom, could better be regarded as at least a potential

'battleground', rather than a 'consensus' situation, full of 'innocent'



and compliant pupils. The examples discussed in the previous section

indicate that such conflict can and did arise in the infant classroom,

and that this did not necessarily relate to the catchment area of the

schools.

Having looked at the data a very tentative model of pupil compliance

and teacher control was constructed. This model represents a simple

ordering of the data. It appeared to be reasonably useful, although such

categories are artificial constructs, and as such do not necessarily account

for all the data.

Pupil compliance is seen as capable of being divided into four basic

categories; active compliance, passive compliance, active non-compliance

and passive non-compliance:

TEACHER IN CONTROL	 TEACHER NOT IN CONTROL

1. ACTIVE COMPLIANCE 	 3. ACTIVE NON-COMPLIANCE

2. PASSIVE COMPLIANCE	 4. PASSIVE NON-COMPLIANCE

In three and four pflpil behaviour requires sanctions as teacher control

is challenged to a greater or lesser degree.

Some general points need to be made about the model. First, pupils

do seem to react to different teachers in different ways so that pupils

may pass from one category to another depending on the teacher they have.

Secondly, even with the same teacher other variables influence children.

Because of this their behaviour in either aspect is not fixed. They can

pass from one category to another in the course of a day, or even an hour.

A third point is that the categories can relate differentially to

'work' activity and social behaviour. It was quite possible for a child to

exhibit both some degree of compliance in 'work' activity but also some

degree of non-compliance in terms of general social behaviour, such as

shouting or punching a neighbour, for example.



Observations of children's speech and actions in the classroom, some

of which have been given in the examples in the first section, indicated

that they did in fact know quite well what they were expected to do in the

classroom, both in relation to the amount of work, and the type of general

behaviour which was acceptable, 'sitting properly', not fighting, not talk-

ing loudly, not running around and so on. They were also aware of the

limits of choosing as the following example shows:

Researcher: "What do you have to do?"

Child 1:	 "Two number cards and writing."

Child 2:	 "Yes, but you can do more if you want to."

Researcher: "Could you choose not to do anything if you
wanted to?"

Both Children: "Oh no--o."

Other pupils nearby also joined in this denial and there was

considerable laughter at the idea of being able to do nothing.

These children were clearly aware of the limits of freedom. Another

example which indicated that pupils do know the rules and therefore are

aware of 'wrong doing' when they do not comply is the following. Here

one of the reception classes at Moorland had been taken over by the head

teacher, while its own teacher went to take music elsewhere. One girl,

Mary, was getting on with her work while her teacher was in the classroom,

but as soon as this teacher left Mary stopped writing and started turning

round in her chair. The researcher happened to be sitting next to her.

Suddenly the class teacher returned. She said to the head that she

had forgotten some books. As soon as Mary saw her she sat bolt upright

and gave the observer a conspiratorial grin - almost as one adult to

another and started to write again, whispering to the researcher:

"Mrs. Dale is back ... I'd better get on with my work."

Awareness of rules therefore did not necessarily bring compliance.



Whether it did or not depended upon a variety of factors, not least the

particular teacher. In terms of the model, active compliers are those

pupils who not only do what is expected of them, but do it with some degree

of enthusiasm, e.g.

"I've finished all my writing, can I do some more?"

or

"Are there any more number cards I can do?"

or in the case of general behaviour, are the first to do what the teacher

asks, for example:

"I'm sitting properly."

and who do not talk or call out. It is fair to say that such active

compliance, although it was in evidence, wasnot the regular behaviour of

many of the children (particularly at Moorland), that was seen. Such

active compliance seemed to occur more often in the reception classes.

Those children who did comply, and the proportion varied both between

classes in the same school, and between different schools, fell more usually

into the category of 'passive compliers'. These pupils were those who did

just enough 'work' to prevent the teacher from taking action. They would

do sums and a few lines of writing, or they would at least begin an

activity wnen told, even if they did not finish it completely. In terms of

behaviour these children might talk, but not too much and might even punch

or fidget but not so much as to attract attention. They could be seen as

having worked out a 'strategy' for survival without too much effort.

Active non-compliers such as Charlie, would also vary in the degree of

their 'awkwardness'. One minute they would be fidgeting, and the next

working quite quietly. It was the sheer unpredictbility of their be-

haviour that seemed to present those teachers who had such pupils with most

problems. It could not be said that Mrs. Knowles, who had Charlie, was ever

really in control, as no regular pattern was really ever established with

him, and others like him, both girls and boys. Such children, and there



were several of them, could effectively set the pattern of the day both

for the teacher and to some extent their more 'compliant' classmates,

because they could and did disrupt the routine. When these pupils re-

fused to work, or screamed, or shouted, kicked, bit or fought and swore

(all this kind of behaviour was seen in classrooms), when this behaviour

of such children was at its most extreme, teachers seemed to back off,

practising strategic withdrawal for the time being. In doing so the

pupils here seemed to gain a partial re-definition of the situation. They

gained a breathing space, in so far as the teachers, in such a situation,

did not appear to push as far as they might, in the hope of diffusing

outright rebellion. This was partly because it was considered that a child

left alone might calm down, a view experienced in relation to one

individual:

"It's best to leave him alone. He will get over it
in time."

(Mrs. Neaves : Moorland)

To some extent the children were seen as victims of circumstances and so to

a degree 'innocent of intent' as when Mrs. Knowles at Moorland said:

"These children have enough to cope with."

However, others were seen as far from 'innocent' in this way. Comments

such as:

"He's a thoroughly bad lot."

were sometimes heard.

Into the category of passive non-compliers fell those children who

were not obviously noisy or disruptive, but who nevertheless seldom did

much work of the kind that was required of them by the teacher. One girl

for example, was very quiet indeed. She often went to sleep during

discussion time. The teacher thought that this child was "putting it on

a bit" since "if I say anything interesting she opens her eyes". However,

in the nature of things this tactic is difficult to be sure about, given

that some of the children, at least, came from difficult homes by anyone's

standard.



Even in the most ordered classrooms, there were undertones of non-

compliance. For example a teacher who was very 'organised' (in the sense

that activities were well prepared, children knew what they had to do, and

were usually observed engaged in 'work' activities) announced:

"We are going to do some writing now."

Some children muttered quietly,

"Ugh, writing."

They complied with the teacher's request at first, but at best could only

be described as "passive compliers". The teacher left the room for a few

minutes, and the children stopped work. One or two of these children were

also heard to mutter:

"It's boring"

but this was said quietly.

The boundary between compliance and non-compliance was never static,

even with the 'good' children. Children were quite capable of being

compliant in one situation, and not in another, as well as with one teacher

and not another.

The non-static and therefore tenuous nature of teacher control or

pupil compliance was made visible at Larkway where on one occasion a

student teacher took over from the teacher of the infants' class (the

deputy). With their own teacher those pupils had been observed to

appear extremely well behaved and able to 'choose' without chaos ensuing.

They never answered back, never interrupted, sat still when they were asked

to, and generally appeared to be a 'model' infant class. By contrast,

when the student took over, there were several children who constantly

interrupted and others who giggled, whispered, wriggled about and

generally 'misbehaved', in terms of what their own teacher normally

expected and received from them.

The noticeable fluctuation in children's compliance, not just in this



instance but in several classrooms, made the researcher wonder if there

might be any connection between their behaviour and their reasons for

liking or not liking school. At Moorland a few children aged between

six and seven were asked if they liked coming to school, and if they did,

whether they liked their present class or not.

Most of these children seemed to accept that they should come to

school. One child for example said:

"You have to learn to read and write. It helps you
get a good job."

(Child, Top Infants Class : Moorland)

This might have been something this child had heard at home. Most of

the children said that they liked school. One reason for this was that:

"We can be with our friends."

This comment indicated that pupils who liked school are not necessarily

going to comply with teachers' control, if their friends are non-compliers.

There were one or two groups of such 'friends' at Moorland.

What was most striking was that those pupils, and others who were

spoken to at different times were very clear about what they liked doing,

and clear about their reasons for liking to be in a particular class.

The most popular activity was 'choosing' by a wide margin. Most

children mentioned this in some form, such as:

"I like being in Mrs. Neaves' class because you
can do more choosing."

Other children mentioned specific activities like:

"playing with lego and bricks."

apart from playing with their friends, as their preferred activity. At

times, though not exclusively in one classroom, several children could be seen

fighting and arguing abqut the chance to do these activities. They seldom

demonstrated quite the same enthusiasm over writing or number work.

Sometimes the content of these last activities might make the children's

lack of enthusiasm understandable. What did strike the observer, however,



was that where there was more 'choosing' there seemed less active non-

compliance.

As noted when discussing the effect of gender in a previous chapter,

one boy offered a rather different reason for his non-compliance. This boy

had remarked to the observer that he would be glad when he went up to the

junior school. When he was asked why he replied that this was because he

felt a "man teacher" would make him work more. He said that he did not

work now, when asked. Not only did the exchange indicate that this boy

knew the rules and actively chose not to comply, but also indicated the

presence of sex-stereotyping by pupils. His comment also indicated that

pupils may bring to school different expectations from those of their

teachers. This presents a possible difficulty, through mis-matching of

such expectations, for teacher control. It is another indication that

classrooms are complex social meeting places.

The presence of choosing in the classroom, and the children's

preference for this activity, seemed sometimes to offer opportunities for

bargaining. For example, teachers often made comments such as the

following:

"You can do choosing when you've done your writing."

This tactic persuaded children to get the work done. Children were similarly

often heard to say things such as:

"I've done all the red cards - can I play on the
rocker now?"

Whether this 'bargaining' on the part of the pupil was successful depended

upon teacher evaluation of the work done, it was not guaranteed.

By complying successfully, in teacher terms, with the minimum work task

set, pupils gained some 'free space'. The teachers, with the reward of

choosing at their disposal, were able to extract such compliance, either of

work or behaviour or both, and so feel 'professional' in that their status

as teachers was not challenged.



As noted, these ideas about pupil compliance were only tentative.

There is always a sense in which no behaviour, whether by teachers or

pupils, can be fitted into neat categories without serious distortion of

the real behaviour of real people.

However, these concepts of both 'framing' in the first section, and

of the typology of compliance in the second, seemed a useful means of

organising data, and of providing a basis for discussing the activities

of teachers and pupils in classrooms.

CONCLUSION 

Using examples from observations, the reasons for contending that the

infant classroom is likely to present as many problems for teacher control

as secondary classrooms have been studied. It has been indicated that

teachers do attempt to structure fairly tightly both behaviour in the

general sense, and behaviour connected with work. The examples also

indicated that pupils do know the rules, but do also at times choose to

break them. When they do, teachers may blame 'home background' and

absolve children from 'evil intent', but may also blame the individual

children themselves.

This research also indicated that there were considerable differences

between teachers even within the same school, in their ability to control.

Though not a direct concern here, such differences may relate both to

teacher personality, to their possible different expectations of the

children, and also to the relationship between teachers and the head, in

R particular school.

This chapter and the previous one have been concerned with the actual

practices and activities in the classroom and the relationship between

teachers and pupils, in contrast to those which dealt with the aims or

perspectives of heads and teachers. The next two chapters deal with

different aspects of the historical content of infant schools, the first
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with the social discipline and social welfare aspects of the development

of 'infant' education, and the second with the development of educational

ideas and their influence on the infant school in the Nineteenth and

Twentieth centuries.



CHAPTER NINE

SOCIAL DISCIPLINE AND SOCIAL WELFARE ASPECTS OF THE 'INFANT TRADITION'

IN THE NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES

INTRODUCTION 

Several writers have argued that a separate infant tradition exists (e.g.

King, 1978; Featherstone, 1972; Silberman, 1971). The idea of such a

tradition seems to contain the implication that infant schools in some way

stand apart from other sections of the educational system. However, it is

argued in this chapter that such a representation may be misleading. If

the historical development of schooling for young children in the Nineteenth

and the early Twentieth Century is examined, together with that of elemen-

tary education in the same period, it is readily observable that both

sectors were equally concerned with social discipline and social welfare.

Observations made in a present day 'urban' and 'working class' school

(as defined directly or by implication by the teachers themselves) indicated

that a concern for both 'social discipline' and 'social welfare' was still

very much present. Recollecting the various teachers' accounts of the

home life of Moorland children, and their descriptions of the children,

together with the views of 'outsiders' such as welfare workers, health visi-

tors, the social psychologist-and infant adviser, what came across most

vividly was the persistence of certain views about the children, rather

than how much ideas have changed and how different infant education is today

compared with a hundred years ago. Other writers argue on this point. For

example, Marriott contended that change was a feature of the history of

education for young children over the last hundred years, and that this

schooling could be seen in terms of: "changing ideologies in a changing

society". (Marriott, 1986, p. 11).

On the other hand Grace has argued that: "continuity is as much a feature

of the urban school as is change". (Grace, 1978, p. 53). The argument of

this chapter is that, for infant schools in a 'working class' situation,

Grace's view seemed the most valid.



The first section of the chapter considers the ideas of social dis-

cipline and social welfare in the Nineteenth Century. The first sub-

section begins by discussing the idea of a separate tradition of infant

schooling, and then continues under two sub-headings, to discuss first the

ideas of social and moral discipline and then those of social and moral

welfare which were prevalent in educational discourse of the period. It

notes the variety of groups who expounded these ideas.

The second sub-section notes the 'radical' views of Robert Owen, and

the degree to which these have been seen as influential.

The third and final sub-section indicates respectively views of

teachers and parents on Nineteenth Century education. The examples are

drawn from the elementary system, but are included because they show that

those on the receiving end of such education were not necessarily passive

recipients. They are also included as evidence for a lack of overall con-

sensus on the purpose of that education.

The second section considers the degree to which ideas of social

discipline and social welfare have continued to influence the Twentieth

Century developmdnt of schooling, for young children.

The first sub-section notes the development of nursery education,

and the passing downwards of ideas relating to the elementary system. The

interest of the researcher in this area was awakened by observations in the

nursery at Moorland, with some from other schools. Attention was focused

on the idea of differences between the nursery and the infant school, but

certain similarities were also found.

The second sub-section notes the ideas contained in the 1904 Code

for Elementary teachers and the 1905 Handbook of Suggestions for Teachers,

showing that social discipline and moral training was still a concern. It

points to the link between these two sources and later reports, such as

Hadow and Plowden.



The third sub-section discusses the Plowden Report and the concept

of compensation for deficiencies in home background.

The final section of the chapter refers back to ideas expressed in

earlier chapters by Moorland teachers in relation to children and their

home background, and views about the education necessary. This section

picks up the view that ideas about social welfare and social discipline

are very much present in one infant school at least.

SECTION ONE : SOCIAL DISCIPLINE AND WELFARE AND INFANT SCHOOLS IN THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY

1. The Idea of a Separate Tradition 

Both Silberman and Featherstone speak about an infant tradition, for

example of:

"the one hundred year old tradition of separate schools
for infants."

(Silberman, C. E., 1973, p. 211)

and that in terms of approach and atmosphere the infant school is

"radically different" from that found in schools for older children".

(Silberman, C. E., 1973, p. 211).

In terms of 'physical separation' there were separate infant schools

more than a hundred years ago. An infant school was set up in Westminster

in 1818 by a group of 'Radicals' and 'Whigs' led by Lord Brougham and

James Mill. A second one was established in Spitalfields in the 1820s. In

the area in which the study was done the 'Report of the Committee of

Manchester Statistical Society' noted that there were three infant schools

which were receiving financial help from the public during the period 1836 -

1837. By 1826 there were ten infant schools for children up to the age of

seven. (Benson, E., 1932). Thus Silberman is correct in arguing that a

separate tradition existed in physical terms. However, Silberman's

statement concerning separateness encompasses more than a physical division.



It also includes a division in terms of ideas, and in this sense, it is

argued in this chapter that schooling for young children was not wholly

separate, but that this and the elementary sector shared similar concerns,

those of social and moral discipline, and social welfare.

2. Social and Moral Discipline 

It has been argued that one purpose of schooling in the Nineteenth

Century was to: "inculcate appropriate habits and attitudes ... sobriety,

diligence and regularity." (Marriott, 1985, p. 13). Such qualities were,

it was argued, necessary for economic and social reasons, However, they

were also important in that:

"they contributed to the maintenance of ... class
divisions of Victorian society and averted the
revolutionary possibilities inherent in an increas-
ingly educated and politically aware work force."

(Marriott, 1986; p. 13)

A concern for social discipline was expressed by various groups wuch

as religious, political administrative bodies, and also by those working

in schools themselves. Their views on education as the source of moral

training were in many ways like those of Durkheim later.

Religious groups, for example, the National Society (Anglican) and

the British and Foreign Schools Society (Dissenters), founders of the

Monitorial System, spoke a common language as far as the purpose of elem-

entary schools was concerned. (Johnson, 1976). Both viewed 'education'

as a social necessity, as a means of preserving social order. Stewart and

McCann have argued that the religious influence affected infant schools

as much as elementary ones, and that however infant schools were initially

conceived their purpose was modified by religious influences. (Stewart and

McCann, 1967). Lancaster, for example, (British and Foreign Schools Society)

saw infant schools for the under sevens as 'initiating schools' where

"children could be trained in good social and moral habits in preparation

for the elementary school". (Whitbread, 1972, p. 6).



A Reverend Wilson, founder of the first church infant school at Waltham-

stow, considered that its purpose should be to 'correct moral feeling' and

that the school was a place where children could be:

"prepared at least to think ... feel, obey [and] ...
The ground will have been broken up and the obnoxious
weeds removed."

(Rev. Wilson, 1925 cited in Silver,
1965, p. 1)42)

[This must have been Daniel Wilson who was connected with the Evangelical

movement. (McCann, 1977, p. 1)].

This view of education as social discipline was also expressed by both

sides of the political spectrum. For example, Lord Shaftesbury, a Tory

philanthropist, deplored a situation in which a large group of people

were uninfluenced by moral and social discipline. (Briggs, A., (ed), 1959).

Lord John Russell, a Whig, also considered that there was a large group of

children who required moral and religious training in order to make them

decent members of society. (Lord John Russell, 1839, cited by Simon, 1960).

The Whigs, like the Tories, saw education "as a means of habituating the

people to the existing social order and the dominance of the landed

aristocracy". (Simon, B., 1960, p. 13)4).

Educational administrators, like Kay Shuttleworth, who later became

Poor Law Commissioner, saw education as a means of promoting "security of

property and maintenance of social order". (Kay Shuttleworth, 1962, p. 232).

Robert Lowe, responsible for setting up the 'Poor Law Commission'

favoured the establishment of infant schools on the grounds that they

'provided a public nursery for the children of the poor' and an environment

in which habits of docility and submission were formed'. (Newcastle Report,

cited by Raymont, 1937, p. 210).

The social discipline ideas was also expressed by some members of

the inspectorate. Leonard Horner, a chief inspector appointed after 1937,



considered that the establishment of elementary schools was essential and

should include infant schools, in which children would receive:

"an education suited to their circumstances, calculated
to improve their religious, moral and intellectual
character."

(Horner, L. 1838, cited in
Blackstone, T., 1971, P. 20)

It has been argued that social discipline as a motive for the develop-

ment of elementary schooling co-existed with a 'social welfare' or

'missionary' view of education. (Grace, G., 1978, p. 10).

3. Social and Moral Welfare 

As stated previously, Lancaster was concerned with social and moral dis-

cipline in the infant school in the Nineteenth Century, however he also

expressed concern for the welfare of:

"forty thousand impures (who) drag a miserable
existence .... Let something be done to lighten
their intolerable load of human misery."

(Lancaster, cited in Silver, H., 1966)

Wilderspin, a promoter of infant schools in England and a teacher at

Spitalfields infant school in London in the Nineteenth Century, considered

that those people who disapproved of educating the poor would come to

see the necessity of educating them and keeping them safe from harm.

(Wilderspin, 1840). Thomas Pole, the earliest writer on the infant school

movement, argued that children should be protected from the influence of

their parents before they picked up evil habits which could destroy

social order. (Pole, T., 1823). He considered that educating such children

would make them better members of society. (Pole, T., 1823, cited in

McCann, 1977).

Social discipline and social welfare ideas were also reflected in

teacher training. Kay-Shuttleworth, for example, considered that training

should instil in teachers the idea that their purpose was "rescuing their

class from misery and attending vices". (Kay-Shuttleworth, 1862, p. 309).



The Home and Colonial Infant School Society, founded by the Reverend

Charles Mayo and his sister, saw one of the aims of the infant school as

being 'the development of moral and religious sentiments' and of the

schools as 'outposts of virtue'. (Mayo, cited in Silver, 1965, p. 146).

This society also helped promote the training of infant teachers and

considering the views just stated which were held about infant schools

the society may also have seen teacher training in the same light.

There were also very different views of what infant schools should

be in some respects as will be discussed next.

4 • The Radical Views of Robert Owen 

Silberman, as stated previously, argued that infant schools were 'radically'

different from other sectors of the educational system. In the early

Nineteenth Century there was a 'Radical' movement within the field of

infant education, epitomised by the ideas of Robert Owen. It has been

argued that Robert Owen founded the first infant school in Britain.

(Whitbread, N., 1972, p. 8). However, there is some controversy about

this, Silver noted. (Silver, H., 1983, p. 67). Owen viewed education

as a means of social change, and New Lanark was seen as the first

practical means of bringing about such change and changing the basic

principles on which society had previously been based. (Owen, 1858).

Robert Owen also held a 'missionary view', however, in that 'efficient

corrective measures' were required in order to prevent 'general disorder'.

(Owen cited in Silver, 1983, p. 106). Silver, however, considered that

Owen's arguments went beyond social rescue and instead:

"turned the whole rescue argument into an attack
on the effect of circumstances on society."

(p. 136)

Views differ on the actual continued influence of Owen's ideas.

On the one hand they are seen as a minority view at the time and also as not



school as
success was

cited in Whitbread,

having a wide influence subsequently. On the other hand such views are

seen as an over-generalisation. For example, it is claimed that Owenls

notion of the infant school did not become widespread because of its

'Radical' associations and that by the 1850s the trend was towards the insti-

lling of godliness, and infant schools were seen as a means of preparation for

the monitorial schools. (Stewart and McCann, 1967). Silver likewise argued

that Owen's views were:

"... too entangled with vast schemes of social
re-organisation for them to continue to feature
for long in educational debate."

(Silver, 1983, p. 66)

Further Silver believed that while Owen was the:

"... founder of the first infant school, which had
an important relationship to a wide set of ideas,
Wilderspin was the founder of the first infant
school movement, and he and Mayo brought infant
education into an unambiguous relationship with the
existing social order."

(Silver, H., 1983, pp. 66-7).

Others like Whitbread argued that:

"socialist educational theory persisted within the
Labour movement and his [Owen's] infant school [was]
revived by the Chartists in the 1840s."

(Whitbread, 1972, p. 16)

Whitbread also stated that an attempt was:

"made to include [Owen's] kind of infant
part of some Mechanics' Institutes, but
very limited."

(Silver's idea
1972, p. 16)

McCann stated that Spitalfields infant school was "the only one where

submission was not taught partly due to its Owenite pedigree". This was

founded by a Joseph Wilson, cousin of the Reverend David Wilson, and also

part of the Evangelical movement. (McCann, 1977, p. 23).

Turner argued that the view that Owen's influence declined has "too

often been assumed", and that it is a "well worn generalisation". (Turner,



D., 1970, pp. 152-3). The Burston school strike of the 1920s indicated

that at the grass roots level some teachers attempted to put socialist

principles into practice. Whatever the view of 'administration', attempts

were thus made to resist 'dominant' views. Silver has argued that historians

should critically examine presentations of Victorian education. (Silver,

1983). One should be aware of oversimplification in terms of social

control, but nevertheless, more recent examples of attempts to change the

system by such schools as Risinghill in Islington, and William Tyndale

primary school also in Islington, show that 'radical' ideas persist, and are

still resisted.

5. Teachers 

Thus far no mention has been made of teachers' views. In view of some

notions of the purpose of the infant school outlined previously, it would

not be surprising if teachers in these schools themselves considered educa-

tion in similar terms. However, as stated, one has to be aware of over-

simplification. Kay-Shuttleworth viewed teachers as central to the

educational system in terms of 'civilisation'. He stated that:

"We hoped to inspire them with a large sympathy for their
own class ... implant in their minds the thought that
their chief honour would be to aid in rescuing that class
from its misery ... ignorance and attending vices."

(Kay-Shuttleworth, 1862, p. 309)

It was hoped, as the quotation shows, to recruit members of the working

classes to the teaching 'profession' but what Kay-Shuttleworth's statement

seems to imply is the existence of a homogenous working class, and

neglects a possible gulf between the 'respectable' and the 'scruffs'.

Members of the former may in fact have little sympathy for other sections

of their own class. Grace showed this gulf. He cited a master of a

Ragged school, who argued that:

'in any decency of behaviour or in respect for the teacher
or in discipline of any kind, they are totally unparall-
elled ....the very appearance of one's coat is to them a



badge of respectability ... at least they feel that
we are representatives of beings with whom they have
ever considered themselves to be at war."

(Master cited in Grace, 1978, P. 32)

Grace cited other teachers' 'typifications' of pupils as 'utterly destitute

of feeling or propriety, lazy and degraded' (p. 32) and:

'They require more training than teaching'.

'The power of paying attention is most wanting in them'.

(Runciman, 1887, in Grace, G., 1978, p. 46)

Grace argued that:

"What is revealed is the teachers' sense of culture
shock at a social and cultural reality never
previously encountered and a sense of revulsion from
the values, language and behaviour of members of that
world."

(Grace, G., 1978, p. 32)

This type of shock was also witnessed at Moorland. Some teachers were

horrified that parents lived the way they did. These views will be dis-

cussed later.

Grace considered that many teachers in the elementary schools in

the Nineteenth Century viewed the urban working class as heathens in

need of rescue from the effects of deprivation and that 'they saw the

failure of many working class mothers' to overcome poverty as being due

to 'personal deficiencies in the home'. (Gautry, 1885 cited by Grace,

1978, p. 41). Such children were seen as needing 'a structured, orderly

environment', It will be shown later how similar this view is to that

expressed by some Moorland teachers in the 1980s.

However, Grace distinguished another radical strand or group.

These teachers, he noted, saw the pupils as "victims of an oppressive

economic system", and were more politically sware. He also pointed to

teachers' dilemmas in urban schools, that though they were aware on the

one hand of their role as 'civilising agents' on the other hand they were

sympathetic towards the children. However, whatever their views, the

demands of the work situation were such that 'order' and 'discipline' were

primary concerns. (Grace, 1978, pp. 32-3).



6. Parents 

Evidence concerning parents' views of the system would seem to indicate

that they rejected a view of education as social and moral discipline,

and were rather more concerned with learning such skills as reading and

writing and also with 'getting on with life'. Frith, in a discussion of

elementary education in Leeds prior to 1870, stated that parents actively

rejected the public system, not out of apathy but because:

"Some parents resented the public schools' restraints
... fixed curriculum and discipline, others rejected
any education that smacked of charity and there was
a strong anti-religious feeling."

(Frith, 1977, p. 87)

Like Frith, McCann argued that the "labouring population" saw schooling

mainly in "instrumental terms", and that social and moral indoctrination

were; "not seen as an essential element of education by many Spitalfields'

artisans". (McCann, 1977, p. 30).

7. CONCLUSION 

As stated earlier, Silberman argued that a separate infant tradition existed

which was radically different from other sectors. It has been argued so

far in this chapter that this is an oversimplification of matters. First,

infant schools were not necessarily separate from other sectors. Like the

elementary system there was a concern for social discipline and social

welfare. Silberman stated that the infant tradition was 'radically

different'. It has been shown that a 'Radical' strand did develop within

infant education. However, there is a controversy over how far this strand

did develop, just as there is argument over the influence of progressive

ideas on primary practice today.

It is possible to lay too much emphasis on the importance of social

discipline and welfare in the Nineteenth Century, and one should be aware

of creating stereotypes ('progressive' also) and also that intentions should



not necessarily be confused with practice. However, from the evidence

that Grace has presented a concern for social discipline and welfare was

expressed by some Victorian teachers, and only a minority expressed

more radical concerns. What Grace does show more than anything is that in

the daily work situation itself matters were more complex, that even

where teachers conceived of their role in 'missionary terms' that this

was tempered with a certain sympathy. At the same time practical con-

straints, the sheer size of classes for example, meant that whatever

teachers' views, sheer disquiet or sympathy, their main concern was with

'order' and 'discipline'. This seemed similar to Moorland, for however

teachers viewed the pupils and their homes what their main concern was

in the classroom was to get children to sit still, and listen and to 'learn

to do as they are told'. In other words their concern was with social

discipline, as the Head's was 'social welfare'.

The second section of this chapter attempts to show that ideas

about social discipline and social welfare have persisted in the Twentieth

Century.

SECTION TWO : SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL DISCIPLINE IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

The section is headed thus because in the Twentieth Century the concern

for social welfare seemed more apparent than the ideas of social discipline.

Nevertheless the latter were still present.

1. The Rise of Nursery Education 

In the Nineteenth Century social welfare was a major reason for the

development of infant education and this continued into the Twentieth

Century, but spread downwards. In the early part of the Twentieth

Century the idea of schooling "as rescue work was carried over into the

new conception of pre-school education". (Blackstone, 1971, p. 30).



Blackstone argued that both infant and nursery schools were seen as "a

response to dissatisfaction with the operationof familial roles". (p. 19).

Whitbread also argued that:

"social rescue and health considerations were the
primary motives behind provision in the Twentieth
Century."

(Whitbread, 1972, p. 55)

Blackstone distinguished between two strands in nursery education,

a "middle class strand" and a "working class strand". She argued that

both strands were concerned with the idea of nursery schooling as a

means of providing something which parents and the home could not provide,

but that the former strand was more concerned with 'education' than social

welfare. She claimed that the 'working class strand' was more interested

in 'social welfare'. Blackstone considered that the middle class strand was

represented by the Froebelian kindergarten and only identified with a small

group who set up privately run institutions. The 'middle class strand'

was also distinguished fromthe 'working class strand'-because, in her view

it was set up in response to parents' demands whereas the move to set up

nursery schooling for the 'working classes' came from 'outsiders' who were

concerned not siMply to help parents but to preserve order in the best

interests of society. (Blackstone, 1971, p. 15).

Whitbread argued that both the social welfare and moral and social

discipline remained dominant motives in nursery schooling until child

psychology advances indicated the educational advantages of nursery schooling.

(Whitbread, 1972). Both Whitbread and Blackstone distinguished between

'education' and 'social welfare', and appeared to imply that the former

contained the intellectual aspect. Schofield, however, argued that the

term covers more than this. It included training in 'suitable' habits,

the transmission of what was 'worthwhile', and of knowledge and under-

standing. It also contained the idea of a process of initiation. (Schofield,

P., 1972, pp. 30-36).



The social welfare motive was expressed by various individual

reformers, for example the McMillan sisters. They established a nursery

at Deptford. One point of view was that reformers such as the McMillan

sisters were interested in the value of nursery schooling in promoting

"the health and physical welfare of children living in urban poverty".

(Woodhead, 1976, P. 26). However, it is also claimed that Margaret

McMillan was more than a philanthropist, that she had Socialist connections.

It is said that she was a member of the Independent Labour Party in

Bradford which, in 1926, recommended that:

'a working class trained in the nursery school
spirit would not tolerate existing conditions."

(I. L. P. cited by Blackstone, 1971,
p. 47)

Blackstone, however, considered that this was an unrealistic aim.

Whitbread stated that the Labour Party, the T.U.C. and the W.E.A.

viewed Nursery provision "as a matter of social justice" and cited Bertrand

Russell as stating that:

"universal nursery education' [could help]
'remove profound differences in education which
at present divide the classes'."

(Russell, B., 1926 cited by
Whitbread, 1972, p. 76)

Stith a view would seem to indicate a change in attitudes from ideas

expressed earlier, concerning the education of young children. However,

it was not universal. A 1904 Departmental Committee on "Physical

Deterioration" advocated 'extensive provision of nursery schools' but stated

that there was no clear idea of their purpose. Whitbread, however, claimed

that the early nursery schools were seen as:

"child minding havens in the slums fostering better
health and developing good habits."

(Whitbread, 1972, p. 65)



In 1908 the 'Report of the Consultative Committee' set up by the

Board of Education stated that for a minority of children under five there

was a case for nursery schooling where "home circumstances were unsatis-

factory". (Woodhead, 1976, P. 19). This view seems familiar today.

The next sub-section noted the ideas about the purpose of elementary

schools found in the 1904 Code and the 1905 Handbook for Teachers showing

the concern for social discipline as well as moral training.

2. The 1904 Code and the 1905 Handbook of Suggestions 

It was stated in the first section of this chapter that infant schools were

part of the elementary tradition in the ideas that were dominant. Thus,

the 1904 Code for elementary schools may be considered also to have some

relevance for ideas about the education of even younger children. Morant

was partly responsible for this Code, and in it his aim seems clear, for

it states that:

"The purpose of the elementary school is to form
and strengthen character."

Teachers were exhorted to:

"implant in children habits of industry, self control
... perseverance in face of difficulties [and] reverence
for what is noble."

(1904 Code)

Morant also considered that parents should be involved with the school to

assist in individual development, and also to help the parents themselves

to become "upright and useful members of the community". (1904 Code).

This latter point seems similar to views expressed by the Head of

Moorland in relation to parents.

The 1905 Handbook of Suggestions for Teachers also stressed the role

of the teacher in charabter training and the inculcation of "good conduct"

by "moral training". The Handbook stated that the:



"high function of the teacher [is] to prepare the
child for the life of a good citizen ... foster an
orderly disciplined habit of mind."

(1905 Handbook)

Both the Code and the Handbook of Suggestions indicate that teachers

in elementary schools were expected to concern themselves with social

discipline.

On the ideas of 'character development' and being a 'good citizen',

different views have been expressed. Eaglesham argued that this meant

"training in followership rather than leadership". (Eaglesham, 1967, p. 53).

Morrish on the other hand, stated that it represented an emancipatory and

enlightening influence. (Morrish, 1976). Gordon and Lawton also regarded

the ideas of the Code and Handbook:

"In spite of the high flown phrases ... a blueprint
for an inferior curriculum for the majority."

(Gordon and Lawton, 1978, p. 22)

It could be argued that while the tone of the Code and Suggestions

were less pejorative than in the Nineteenth Century, nevertheless they

were expressing similar sentiments. This comment could also apply to more

•recent reports of the Twentieth Century, with regard to social welfare.

The Hadow Report, for example, drew attention to the role of the

nursery school in promoting health and also the education of parents. It

noted deficiencies in the environment of pupils, stating that:

"in the ordinary environment there is little to satisfy
the child's natural impulses, it is important therefore
to provide an environment that will do so."

(Hadow, 1933, cited in Whitbread, 1972,
p. 7)4)

The Plowden Report of 1967 also drew attention to alleged deficiencies

in the homes and neighbourhoods of children. The next sub-section discusses

briefly this Report and its ideas of compensatory education.



3.	 The Plowden Report and 'Compensation'

The Plowden Report on primary education stated, amongst other things, that

in certain areas,

"homes and neighbourhoods from which children come
provide little support and stimulus for learning.
The schools must provide a compensatory environment."

(Plowden, 1967, p. 57)

These children and their neighbourhoods were regarded as deprived. The

Report proposed the setting up of Educational Priority Areas so that extra

resources could be channelled into these deprived areas, and thus compen-

sate for the deficiencies.

Plowden came in for considerable criticism for its view of deficient

backgrounds.

Grace, for example, argued that the sentiments expressed by Plowden

were old ones in a different vocabulary. He claimed that it presented as

much a picture of demoralised working class life as did inspectors in the

Nineteenth Century, and added that the legitimation of a 'missionary'

ideology was 'transmitted over time' into the vocabulary of 'deprivation'

and 'maladjustment'. (Grace, 1978, p. 41). It does seem that implicit

in the Report's view of primary education in 'deprived' areas is the notion

of it being a 'rescue operation' with teachers as salvage agents or

'missionaries'. It could thus be viewed as much of an attempt at 'social

engineering' as was Nineteenth Century schooling for the working class.

On the other nand Plowden was concerned with equality, for it con-

sidered that primary schools should try to equalise opportunities and

compensate for handicaps. (Plowden, 1967). It was concerned that

the unequal provision of resources in 'poor areas' would affect the life

chances of children living in them. Thus in intention the Report was

somewhat different from the Nineteenth Century conception of schooling for

the working classes which was to maintain class divisions, not alter them,



even if better education for them was also seen as enabling Britain to

compete with the rest of Europe, which was seen as having a better

educated work-force.

The setting up of Educational Priority Areas, of which project Halsey

was a director, with the idea of compensatory education, andpositive'

discrimination had as its purpose:

"to enable these pupils to compete equally with their
more privileged peers."

(Flude, 1974, p. 27)

This project and the whole idea of compensatory education was heavily

criticised. Bernstein, for example, did so because "it distracts attention

away from the deficiencies in the schools." (Bernstein, 1973, P. 82).

Concentrating on 'home background' may also distract teachers from

attention to 'academic' aspects of learning.

Mrs. Warner's objections to the idea of Educational Priority Areas

were given in Chapter Four, but there are many others.

Glennerster, for example criticised the choice of schools as being

arbitrary. (Glennerster, 1972). It was also pointed out that in some areas

designated as having priority status many children were not disadvantaged,

while many disadvantaged children did not live in priority areas. Dis-

advantage was said to include multiple needs, and these were not necessarily

distributed evenly in particular areas. (Barnes, 1974).

However, there seems little doubt that poverty existed at the time in

material terms, amongst sections of the population.

Holman, in an examination of the meaning and extent of poverty, argued

that whatever definition was used:

"the conclusion is still that numbers in poverty
are to be counted in hundreds of thousands or
millions."

(Holman, 1978, p. 41)



He argued further that:

"the relative distance between lowest incomes and
the rest of society appears to have been maintained
over a long period."

(Ibid)

However, such poverty or disadvantage, it was argued, were not confined

to inner city areas:

... joblessness and attendant poverty became the
common experience for many people in both the inner
city and the less desirable areas of peripheral public
housing."

(Holman, 1978, p. 41)

Moorland might come under the latter category. However, the analysis of

paternal occupations in 'Setting the Scene' showed that unemployment was

not 'the common experience' for most fathers there. Also, the idea of

rural poverty is seldom mentioned. Larkway, for example, contained some

"travellers", and Fairfield some "farm workers' children". Both groups

were seen as relatively less advantaged, yet the areas served by the schools

were not seen as deficient. This indicates that Barnes' criticism of

E.P.A.s was at least partly justified.

However, the notion of deprived areas did seem to enter into the

popular imagination. As noted, Moorland had 'Social Priority' status.

The next section picks up points from the empirical chapters on the views

of Moorland teachers in relation to children's home background, and

educational needs.

SECTION THREE : MOORLAND : THE CONTINUITY OF SOCIAL WELFARE AND 

SOCIAL DISCIPLINE

This final section attempts to show, by reference back to ideas from the

earlier empirical chapters, that social welfare and social discipline are

still an important aspeCt of the life of an infant school in a 'working

class' urban area.

It was noted previously that the Moorland parents were not necessarily



considered materially poor, although an informant, in contrastto the Nursery

teacher,.stated that Moorland school's catchment area included: "the two

most poverty stricken areas of the estate". (Informant), and that two

of the teachers had themselves spoken of the poverty of homes in the area.

Some houses were said to have "broken windows, stairs without treads ... no

lighting". (Informant).

Observations of children themselves show:

"underclothes in a bad state of repair. The children
strip for gym to reveal grey underwear ... David wears
his big sister's pants ... Susan often wears her mother's
old pants which reach to her knees. Even in the winter
some children arrive at school in thin anoraks and kagouls."

(Informant)

In 1973 the previous head of Moorland infant school described the area as

an area with "depressing social problems". (Record Book, 1973).

Some of the teachers, as stated previously, described the children as

respectively:

"like little wild animals ... no idea how to behave themselves."

"apathetic"

"unable to concentrate"

"unco-operative"

"aggressive"

(See also King, 1978)

It was argued that they had no idea of sharing or playing together, and

lacked 'appropriate' experience necessary for starting school. In terms

of language it was argued that the children's was very poor. Grace, looking

at "typifications of urban working class pupils", (p. 38) stated that these

included: indiscipline, coarse speech and manners, restlessness, vicious-

ness, inability to pay attention, and that pupils were regarded asddisorderly

untamed heathens, and ds requiring training rather than teaching. (Grace,

1978, pp. 38-42).



It was noted in Chapter Five that the 'way children were' was blamed

upon the home which was thought to have a contaminating influence. As

noted in this chapter, the 'blame the parents and the home syndrome' is

not a new one and has a history much longer than Plowden. It was also

a theme constant in the Nineteenth Century. At Moorland, as noted in

'Social Perspectives on Children', the word deprived was used to describe

the area rather than the children themselves.

The area was seen, as stated, as one having many problems, including:

increased unemployment, divorce, an increased number of problem families,

such as single parent families moving into the area. This image of Moor-

land was, as noted, also held by outside agencies such as social workers, a

speech therapist and an educational psychologist.

Parents' attitudes and the 'home' and family were regarded as one of

the causes of the pupils' problems at school, as noted in Chapter Five.

Teachers argued that parents had little control over their children, and

allowed them to do as they liked, and also that parents failed to provide

any kind of 'order' or 'discipline' at home.

"The children can do what they like at home".

"The parents don't train their children".

"There is a lack of order in many homes".

It was also considered that 'homes' failed to provide the right kind of

experience for starting school. A contrast was made between what the 'good'

and 'bad' home provided. The former was seen, as noted, as providing an

'orderly home life', 'social' and basic preparation for school, i.e. pre-

learning skills, use of crayons. The 'bad' home on the other hand did not

provide these things, and did not provide: "the right kind of experience

necessary for learning at school". (Head Teacher : Moorland).

It was argued that the infant school was concerned with social dis-

cipline and social and moral welfare, the inculcation of 'appropriate'



habits and attitudes, and good order. 	 Education was explicitly seen as

a means of social and moral training.

At Moorland, the idea that the school should attempt to compensate for

the deficiencies of pupils' home life was held by the head teacher and the

nursery teacher. Mrs. Warner, the head, said, as noted in the head's

chapter, that she was "... more concerned with social skills than purely

academic ones". (Head : Moorland). The nursery teacher, as noted, spoke of

the need for "social training".

Grace argued that in the Nineteenth Century schools were not concerned

with understanding the situation of the pupils, in contrast to today

where, in his view, schools were more concerned with:

"understanding and breaking down barriers, improving
relationshpps with parents and social welfare."

(Grace, 1978, p. 143)

In one sense Moorland teachers did not understand the Moorland children

and their environment. Their attitudes towards school and learning appeared

alien to the teachers' own beliefs and their experience of family life and

their views on how children should be 'brought up'. Mrs. Warner did

deliberately set out to improve relationships between the school and

parents, but her attempts were regarded as a waste of time by some of the

staff. Parental involvement was regarded with suspicion by some teachers,

as noted, and seen as an excuse for parents to place more responsibility on

the teachers because they couldn't be bothered. However, even though the

head was concerned with closer co --operation the concern seemed to be with

improving parents' attitudes and understanding of the school's purpose and

with re-educating them as to their proper role in the educational enter-

prise, rather than the school increasing their understanding of why parents

felt and acted as they did. Mrs. Raynor, in contrast, considered that

parents did not want anyone telling them how to run their lives but

instead wanted someone to listen to them.



Grace argued in his study of secondary teachers in an urban school,

that they:

"showed little desire to blame the pupil and his
upbringing for problems of behaviour and achievement
at school."

(Grace, 1978, p. 177)

This was not necessarily the case at Moorland, although, as noted, it was

not the same for all teachers. The nursery teacher saw the parents as

"victims of circumstances", that they were unable to cope with the demands

of married life. It was considered that they were not old enough to have

learnt how to cope with their own problems, let alone their children's.

Another teacher saw the "issue of unemployment and the general economic

situation" as being responsible for problems on the Moorland estate, and

at the same time attempted to adopt a neutral position, saying that her job

was to teach. Both she and one of the reception teachers refrained from

generalising too much about 'problems' at Moorland.

It has been shown so far, in this, and in the empirical chapters,

that there was a strong emphasis at Moorland on 'social training'. In

this their views seemed very Durkheimian. The view that children were

disadvantaged by poor home lives and did not receive certain training at

home was expressed by the head teacher and nursery teacher, and also by

the previous head. The latter saw children at Moorland infant school as

"disadvantaged ... handicapped by poor homes, require social training",

and spoke of the "need to compensate for such disadvantage". (Record Book).

Compensation was seen both in terms of social training and also in terms

of the provision of order, stability and a structured environment.

The need for children to experience stability and security in school

was stressed by both the head teacher and Mrs. Raynor, the nursery teacher.

This was because it was felt that children's homes dld not provide these

features.



This section has attempted to show by reference to earlier empirical

chapters that with respect to one infant school in an 'urban' working

class area that social welfare and social discipline are still important

and also that there is a similarity in terms of the language in which such

concern is expressed, with nineteenth century views on these concepts.

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has attempted to show that social discipline and social welfare

have been important features of 'the infant tradition'. The chapter also

attempted to indicate that continuity as well as change have beena feature

of infant education. This is not to say that infant schools are the same

as they were one hundred years ago, but that the social ideas which were a

feature of infant schools in the past have not disappeared with changes in

style.

It has also been argued that infant schooling in the Nineteenth

Century was not necessarily a separate tradition, because it shared

similar concerns with the elementary sector, namely moral and social

discipline and social welfare. Furthermore, a concern for social welfare

and social discipline did not disappear in the Twentieth Century.

While the Twentieth Century reports no longer spoke of submission,

nevertheless the view still appeared to be that schooling could 'improve

pupils', their morals, behaviour, attitudes, language and social skills, and

also that certain types of homes failed to provide an 'appropriate' environ-

ment for the children to grow up in. The idea of the detrimental influence

of the 'poor' home was still apparent in the Twentieth Century despite

support for the notion of 'equality' and behind it, an implicit view of

what experience was worthwhile.

It was stated in the Introductory chapter that some research into

Primary education considered that great changes have taken place within it.



Marriott argued that the development of education for young children over

the last hundred years can be seen in terms of "changing ideologies in a

changing society". (Marriott, S., 1985, p. 11). He also argued that there

is a close relationship between beliefs about primary education and the

economic and social conditions in which the system exists, and that changes

in these have brought about changes within the primary education: system.

Grace, on the other hand, as noted earlier, pointed to continuity as

well as change, and argued that schools for the urban working class in

inner city areas are both:

"arenas of change but also repositories of continuity
and as such they reflect the social configurations
of the localities in which they stand."

(Grace, 1978, p. 51)

While he argued that:

"The progressive pedagogy of many infant schools in
the inner city stands in marked contrast to the
controlled uniformities of their predecessors"

(p. 51)

He also argued that the populations in inner city schools still "reflect

the most impoverished, disadvantaged ... sections of the city".

and that the teachers themselves are still essentially engaged in a

domesticating activity. (Grace, 1978, p. 53). As noted earlier, in Chapter

Five and in the last section of this chapter, it was certainly the view of

some of the teachers at Moorland that the children and their parents were

'disadvantaged' and that the former, and to some extent the latter, required

'training' of some kind.

The next chapter looks at the development of educational ideas and

their influence on the infant school in the Nineteenth and Twentieth

Centuries, and to point out that there was no one rationale behind infant

school development.



CHAPTER TEN

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF INFANT EDUCATION:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONJAL IDEAS AND THEIR 

INFLUENCE ON THE INFANT SCHOOL IN THE
NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURY 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter attempts to provide an historical dimension

to the concept of the 'infant school'. It was argued in the

Review that this was important for as Raymont stated, such

schools cannot be fully understood without examination of

their historical genesis (Raymont, 1937). The idea of such

an examination developed from the argument in the Review that

one should adopt a more critical stance towards the 'nature

of practice and ideas' in infant schools, and that it should

not be taken as given that these are or were 'child centred'

and 'progressive'. This is what this chapter is concerned to

do, though of necessity, for reasons of time, the attempt is

somewhat superficial, and more reading of secondary sources

than the author would have liked is included.

This chapter, therefore, picks up certain points,

first raised in other chapters. These were, first from the

Review chapter, the argument over the extent of the influence

of 'progressive', .'child-centred ' ideas on infant practice.

It was indicated that a number of educationalists had

promulgated an image of primary school practice as

'progressive', including for example Featherstone (1972).

However, the 'rhetoric' of this image was also

denounced for a variety of reasons by others. _Richards for

example, claimed that the

" dominance of child-centred education was
illusory at the level of theory (let alone
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practice ..."

(Richards, 1979 p53)

As noted in the Review chapter various studies on

primary schools, such as those of Bennett (1976a) and Galton

and Simon (1980) came to question the idea that primary

schools were necessarily progressive. The picture presented

in such studies was confirmed by various Reports as stated in

the Review.

Secondly, it was also pointed out in the Review

that the term 'progressive' was imprecise and ambiguous.

The third point, noted in Chapter Nine, is the

argument that it is misleading to speak of an 'infant

tradition', because this gave the impression that infant

education was separate from other sectors of education. It

was argued that while a tradition of physically separate

infant schools did develop, that they were not separated in

terms of the motives for their establishment from elementary

schools, for they shared with the latter a concern for

1	 'social dAcipline' and 'social welfare'. 	 Nor were they

immune from other later political and economic influences.

The main argument of this chapter is that apart

from ideas on these last two points, in 'pedagogical' terms

there was no one 'rationale' behind infant school development

but many which were often at variance with one another. It

attempts to show the lack of coherence in infant school

development, and the lack of consensus. This chapter

indicates that a lack of consensus has been a feature of

infant education since its inception in the early Nineteenth

Century.	 As Blackstone stated, attitudes towards infant

school provision
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” were neither uniform nor consistent"

(Blackstone, 1971 p22)

This chapter relates directly to the data from the

research schools, since if a lack of consensus has been an

historical feature, it is not surprising if there appears a

similar lack today.

The first section outlines briefly some of the

ideas of the 'Great Educators'. This is done because Sharp

and Green drew attention to what they regarded as the

historical antecedents of 'progressive' education such as

Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Froebel and Montessori.

The second section looks at developments in the

Nineteenth Century. It presents some evidence supporting the

view that an 'infant tradition' was being developed in the

last century, but also notes that there are also indications

that this was slow to develop, and that certain practices

hindered its development.

The final section is concerned with aspects of

infant school development in the Twentieth Century. It

points out that while various writers have presented evidence

to suggest that changes took place within the infant school

it has also been argued that, as in the Nineteenth Century

there have been factors which inhibited change.

SECTION ONE: THE GREAT EDUCATORS 

It has been argued that the 'progressive' tradition

"informed various s experiments" in the education of young

children and that whilst many experiments took place outside

the State system "some of the key ideas have filtered through

into the State system" (Sharp and Green, 1975 p40).	 This
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view was also held by Stewart and McCann (1967 p23). Blyth

used the term "developmental" rather than 'progressive' and

argued that this tradition was influential in the infant

school (Blyth, 1965)

Various theorists who are said to belong to the

'progressive tradition' include Rousseau, Froebel,

Montessori, Pestalozzi and Dewey. They are regarded as the

fathers of the child-centred approach (Sharp and Green, 1975

p40). The educational theories are usually stressed in

'progressivism' but both Rousseau and Dewey, as indicated in

Chapter Nine held 'political' views about what 'society'

ought to be.

However, some common ideas can be extracted from

the different theories. They proposed a positive role for

the child (learner). The latter was not seen as an 'empty

vessel' to be filled with 'facts'. Children should be

actively involved in their own learning, rather than being

passive recipients of knowledge.

An important feature of 'progressivism' was views

about the nature of childhood and development. Rousseau,

Pestalozzi, Dewey and Piaget considered that childhood was a

distinct period with its own pattern of development, and

further that it was not simply a preparation for adulthood.

The purpose of education was, therefore, to allow for such

development to occur. Rousseau, for example, claimed that

education should be natural following the interests of the

child, rather than those imposed by adults (teachers for

example) (Moore, T.W., 1974). 'Natural' here appears to mean

following the child's development. 	 Education according to
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'nature therefore means that form which recognises

individual 'interests' and 'needs' of the child, rather than

those of adults. However, the term can be interpreted in a

number of ways (Schofield, 1972).

Dewey held similar views, and distinguished three

sta ges of development ranging from a period of play

characterised by spontaneous activit y and then a techniques

period in which the child learns to distinguish means and

ends and follow simple procedures and finally a period of

reflection in which a more 'critical' approach to the solving

of problems is adopted (Moore, T.W., 1974).

Piaget much later, delineated certain stages

through which children passed, each one being distinctive,

building on the former ones.

Such theories proposed a different view of

childhood to the one in which children were considered as

miniature adults, and in which education was viewed as a

preparation for adult status.

As stated, progressivism proposes a more active

role for the child. Both Rousseau and Pestalozzi emphasized

the importance of activit y based on first hand experience,

not merely acquired from books.

Rousseau considered that the emphasis should be on

activity, expanding experience and exploration of the

environment, and also that the child should be concerned more

with things than words and also with the concrete world

(Moore, T.W. 1974).'

Pestalozzi,	 it is argued,	 considered that

observation was important.

" Particularly important was his emphasis on
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observation leading to verablisation so that
children would more readily form concepts.
This was the essense of the object lesson ...
He wanted the children to discover all they
could through their own senses before being
told of the object's qualities."

(Whitbread, 1972 p19)

Pestalozzi	 advocated learning	 by doing, and

that knowledge should be acquired through activity and

thus perceived through the senses and not imposed from

without.

Pestalozzi stated that,

” ... education of the intellectual results
from the experience of objects which act as
stimuli upon our senses ... All our know-
ledge of the outside world is the result of
sensory experience."

(Pestalozzi, in Mellor, 1950 p14)

Froebel expressed a similar view to Pestalozzi.

The child was not something to be moulded into the teacher's

(or society's) view of knowledge

" but was much more like a plant which should
be allowed space and opportunity to grow as
in a well-planned garden."

(Gordon and Lawton, 1978 p65)

Like Pestalozzi, Froebel emphasised the

" importance of language as a means to under-
ing and verbalisation of concepts but gave
priority ... first to self-knowledge, second
to knowledge of God, and third to knowledge
of nature."

He also stressed the importance of play, and matching

activities to each child's stage of development, and be-

lieved in the view "that teachers should wait until the

child felt a need before teaching basic skills". Whitbread,

1972 pp32-34) A reading of the literature about the 'great

educators', suggested that 'structure' was important. 	 As
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noted in Chapter Six, the term 'structure' came up quite

frequentl y in teachers' discussions about their work.

Whitbread, writing about the work of Pestalozzi, argued that

"... he in no way abdicated from the teacher's
responsibility to direct children's learning"

(Whitbread, 1972 p19)

Other 'progressives' also appeared to see 'structure' or

'direction' as necessary.	 Dewey, for example, 	 saw man as

"an active problem solving animal" wishing "to master his

environment in co-operation with others" (Gordon and

Lawton, 1978 p17). He also considered that:

"learning is active. It involves reaching
out of the mind"

(Dewey, in Mellor, E., 1950 p19)

However, it was considered that such learning should be

directed in some wa y. . Direction, control and guidance were

necessary because the child's natural impulses were not

always in agreement with group customs and therefore needed

to be guided. Dewey considered that control could only be

gained through co-operation not by coercian (Dewey, 1966).

Such a definition of control, though different from that of

some 'philanthropists' and those concerned with 'social

discipline' in the Nineteenth Century (the concerns of the

previous chapter) which was explicitly coercive, nevertheless

seemed to deny the principle of autonomy, or free choice

between known alternatives. Such control might be

benevolent, and achieved through co-operation, but it still

seems coercive. Someone external to teachers and pupils had

an idea of a good society. Thus, these ideas bore a strong

resemblance to	 those of Durkheim on the need for 'moral

discipline' as well as social reform. 	 These ideas were
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discussed in Chapter One.

Montessori also regarded learning as an active

process for the basis of her teaching was to allow freedom

of action in order to encourage children to do things for

themselves (Montessori, M., 1912). 	 She also believed that

the promotion of sensory development was important

(Whitbread, 1972). However, teachers' freedom was restricted

because the role of the teacher was clearly defined by

Montessori, and no deviation from the Montessori method was

permitted. Those schools which failed the 'method' were not

recognised as Montessori schools (Selleck, 1972).	 in	 1

relation to the children Whitbread argued that the

environment was structured and

"Order was essential if the children were
to profit from this 'prepared environment'
... But it was order based on 'active

discipline' by which she meant 'self-
discipline', not repressive discipline which
she condemned as destroying individuality."

(Whitbread, 1972 pp57-58)

This	 emphasis	 on	 'self-control' was 	 also

advocated by Froebel, who

"unlike	 many of his contemporaries ...
says that the real object of training is
establish	 self-control not	 sensless
obedience."

(Raymont, 1937, p299)

As stated, both Rousseau and Dewey conceptualised a

future 'better' society. Their ideas about the purpose of

education were linked to these conceptualisations.

Rousseau considered that society was composed of

different, frequently conflicting interests. However, he

believed that if at some point all interests Were not the

same then society could not exist (Rousseau, 1762). Rousseau
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was concerned to bring about a society based upon the actual

interests of every member rather than one based upon

aristocratic privilege (Moore, 1974).

The education system could be viewed as a means of

developing individuals to fit into society, although Rousseau

was said to have conceived of education as having a more

liberatory purpose,

"not to teach children to fit into society
but to be free from its shackles."

(Gordon and Lawton, 1978 p53)

In the 'good' societ y actions would be guided by reason "but

one task of education was to avoid premature, irrational

obedience by children".: (Gordon & Lawton, 1978 p52). Thus

'rules' would be developed through action and use of reason

rather than being imposed from without.

Dewey was similarly concerned with the creation of

a better society, one which in his view would be a

'democracy '. The latter was "primarily a mode of associated

living of conjoint communicated experience." (Dewey, 1916

p87). He believed that individuals and groups should be

encouraged to develop mutual interests and co-operation.

Schools were seen as an interal part of society.

Dewey considered that activities in them should be relevant

to the 'real' world dealing with real life problems based

upon children's interests rather than ones imposed by the

teacher. It was considered that the pupil and teacher should

work closel y together and as a result face the problems in

working in co-operalion with one another and acquire certain

values such as tolerance, self-control and social

responsibility (Moore, 1974).
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Dewey's	 version of society and the role of

education with it, like Durkheim's, stresses the 'integrative'

function of education, and its value for creating a feature

of community.

Dewey also attended to the problem of 'order' and

change and how the latter might be brought about without

destroying the former. He was concerned that education

should provide individuals with "habits of mind which secure

social change without introducing disorder." (Dewey, 1916

p99). He was also concerned with education as a means of

promoting equality, in the sense of opportunity and also

enabling

"each individual ... to escape from the
social limitations of the social group in
which he was born ... to come into contact
with the broader environment."

(Dewey, 1916 p20)

Thus, on the one hand, Dewey appeared to be concerned with

order and stability, and on the other concerned with

education as a means of transforming society.

Dewey considered that in order to transform society

it was necessary that individuals should reflect upon

actions. According to Skilbeck, Dewey's view was that

"Reflective thinking is essentially a
process of changing or modifying situations,
beliefs and knowledge itself. Thus educa-
tion founded on processes of reflective
thought itself becomes a change process,
the means whereby the individual learns to
take a measure of responsibility for his
environment."

(Skilbeck, 1976 p41)

The assumption that reflection can change 	 situations has

links with the phenomenological standpoint. 	 However, one

belief is that those challenging prevailing notions of
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education should consider the boundaries within which the

redefining of knowledge is possible (Whitty, 1977). However,

it appears that Dewey was well aware of existing constraints

and "true to his philosophy of pragmatism he operated

consciously and knowledgeably within them." (Bowles and

Gintis, 1976 p181).

Dewey's ideas about the purpose of education might

seem to entail certain consequences for the teacher such as

that there should be a less formal pupil-teacher

relationship, one based on co-operation with the teacher as a

person to be consulted. Thus the relationship would not be

authoritarian. If the school is considered to be an agent of

change then necessarily so must the teacher be, but in order

to be effective in this respect a teacher would have both to

reflect on ideas and have knowledge of alternatives and the

freedom to choose between these. This presupposes that

teachers are expected to be reflective, and that they can

easily change from one type of teaching to another, namely

from transmitting 'established' ideas to a passive audience

to co-operative teaching and learning.

Thus so far the ideas of the 'Great Educators' have

been reviewed and their pedagogical implications noted. The

next section considers the nature of practice, in terms of

teaching methods and curriculum, in the Nineteenth and

Twentieth Centuries. It looks at arguments which suggest a

link between progressive ideas and infant school development

and also those which present a different view of any such

relationship.

SECTION TWO: THE LINK BETWEEN 'PROGRESSIVE'IDEAS AND INFANT 
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SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT: TWO CONTRASTING VIEWS.

The previous section outlined the main ideas of the

'Great Educators', who are considered to form part of the

'progressive' tradition (Sharp and Green, 1975). This

section discusses the view that an 'infant tradition' was

being developed in the Nineteenth Century, presenting

contrary evidence.

1. Physical Separateness 

It was indicated in Chapter Nine that Silberman was

correct in stating that there was a separate infant

tradition, if this is seen in terms of physical separateness.

Some early infant schools were also noted in that chapter.

The first British infant school as a separate building in

fact was founded at New Lanark in 1816 by Robert Owen, as

noted in Chapter Nine. The first attempt to set up an infant

school outside Scotland was at Westminster. This was founded

by a group of 'Whigs' and -Radicals' led by a Lord Brougham

and James Mill (1819). Another infant school was established

in	 Spitalfields in the 1820s by a Joseph Wilson. 	 This

school, as noted, showed Owenite influence. Another was

opened in Walthamstow in 1824 by Reverend David Wilson. This

was a church school. (Joseph and David Wilson were cousins.)

As noted in Chapter Nine, Wilderspin was regarded as the

promoter of infant schools.	 He open helped fifty infant

schools in a ten year period (Whitbread, 1972).

Platts and Haughton, as stated, wrote about the

establishment of infant schools in Gloucestershire in the

early Nineteenth Century.

In the year 1836-7 the Manchester Statistical

Society,	 writing about the state of education in the area
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under research, noted that

"There were three infant schools which
received financial aid from the public."

(Benson, 1932 pp157-58)

Whitbread stated that many infant schools were

founded in the Nineteenth Century. She also noted that

provision was made in 'Elementary' schools for infants, or

children under seven (Whitbread, 1972 p24). Later during the

1870s up to 1902 that there was an increase of under fives in

elementary schools (Whitbread, 1972 p41). Likewise, Stewart

noted that by 1870 nearly half of the Elementary school

population was under eight, and that there was pressure for

the separation of older from younger pupils. Matthew Arnold

stated that

"In the institutions I have visited during
the past year I have continually felt the
want of infant schools ... schools are dogged
and impeded in their operations by a mass of
children under eight years of age"

(Matthew Arnold, 1820 in
Stewart McCann, 1968 pp8-9)

Thus there was evidence of separate infant schools in the

physical sense.

2. Official Support for Infant Schools 

1839 marked the formation of the Committee of

Council in Education. It is said to have marked a "period of

definite ... action on the part of the State", and that their

first report in 1839-40 recognised infant schools "as part of

the elementary school system." (Raymont, 1957 p153). The

Committee of Council also encouraged 'training' for infant

teachers. They offered an additional grant for training

schools which provided 'a separate and complete course of

training for females intending to take charge of infant

schools.' (Minutes, 1864, cited in Whitbread, 1972 p26).
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Likewise in 1861 the Report of the Newcastle Commission was

said to have stated that more training colleges were required

for infant teachers, for

"Their office requires a special qualification
and therefore special education"

(Newcastle Commission, 1861
cited in Hadow, 1933 p18)

and that the Royal Commission was 'completely sympathetic

to the infant school' and that

"the principles elaborated by Mr Fletcher
are substantially common to all public
infant schools.

(Newcastle Commission, 1861
cited by Turner, D.A. 1970
p162)

In the 1830s inspectors argued for provision for

a 'babies' class. The Parliamentary Committee of Education

in 1838 expressed the view that provision was desirable from

the age of three (for working class children), and

"directed that a collateral series of plans
of school houses should be drawn, in which
an infant school, and playground are added
to schoolrooms for children above six years
of age."

(Minutes, 1840 cited by
Whitbread, 1972 p25)

In 1871 the London School Board recommended that

the starting age of Standard One (The Elementary School was

divided into 'standards') be set at seven, and that there

should be separate infant schools for children up to seven.

It was also recommended that infant classes should be taught

by a woman. This form of organisation was adopted by the

London School Board, and also by "the higher school boards"

(Stewart, 1968 p9).

Planning rules in 1871 also indicated that infants

should be physically separated from older children (Board of
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Education, 1871 Rule 12, cited in McCann, 1968).

It has been stated that the 1870 Code was

'sympathetic' to the infant school idea. 	 The Code of 1892

was also sympathetic. It is argued that it reformed the

curriculum and methods in the infant school (Blackstone, 1971

p26). Elsewhere it is stated that the 1892 Code recognised

the 'Froebel Certificate' as a qualification for assistant

mistresship and that

"infants were no longer to be examined in the
three Rs.

Woodham-Smith, P., 1976 p59)

The accompanying Circular 232, in 'Instructions for Infants'

stated that the education of young children should recognize,

"the child's spontaneous activity and
stimulation of this activity in certain well
defined situations." (p59)

and also that

"the harmoneous and complete development
of the whole child's facilities"

(Woodham-Smith, P., 1976 p59)

Sir George Kekewich was responsible for the

introduction of the 1892 Code. He advocated enlightened

teaching methods and the need to "encourage children's

spontaneous activity in the teaching of ... infants ... in

the habit of questioning" and also "The ability to reason"

(Middleton & Weitzman, 1976 p89).

It was noted in the previous chapter that Kay

Shuttleworth, an educational administrator in the 1860s, was

concerned with social and moral control. It has been argued

that this focus on , Kay Shuttleworth's interest in control has

drawn attention away from his other interest, in the

'Continental reformers' (Stewart & McCann). It was argued

that Shuttleworth visited Scotland and Holland and suggested
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the replacement of 'monitorial methods' by

"the methods of Pestalozzi as reduced to
practice by Mr Prince in the schools of
Holland."

(Kay cited by Stewart &
McCann p182)

although he was not aware of "the philosophical basis of

Pestalozzi's position." (p187).

Thus far it has been argued then that from the

early Nineteenth Century infant schools as separate

establishments did begin to develop, and that their

development received official support.

3. Other Support 

The infant school movement received support from

other organisations, or bodies. It was noted in Chapter Nine

that a society called the 'Infant School Society' supported

the development of infant schools during part of the

Nineteenth Century. In 1824 'The London Infant School

Society' was set up, its object being to train infant

teachers. The society helped to promote the foundation of

infant schools, but ceased its activities in 1835.

In Chapter Nine the formation of the Home and Colonial

Infant School Society was mentioned. It was formed by J.P.

Greaves "a Pestalozzian" (Turner, 1970 p153) and by Mayo.

Whitbread argued that this society publicised Pestalozzian

methods and that it was interested in the promotion of infant

schools (Whitbread, 1972 p22). Turner believed that this

society helped to maintain a supply of trained teachers and

materials "required for the establishment of infant schools"

(Turner, 1970 p152).

It has been argued that the efforts of the Home

and Colonial Infant School Society were apparent by the 1840s
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when

"Inspectors made a distinction between 'the
more modern infants schools' and the rest where
the teachers' lack of training was deplored."

(Whitbread, 1972 p22)

By 1846 a Joseph Fletcher reported to the Committee

of Council that 'The Home and Colonial Infant School Society

is required to supply trained teachers for nearly the whole

of the current appointments.' (Minutes, 1846, cited in

Whitbread, 1972 p22). The Home and Colonial Infant School

Society founded a training college at Holborn. It was stated

that it

"tried to impress ... upon the Committee
of Council the value of infant training, for
by mid century the earlier supply of teachers
was drying up and the number of infant
schools increasing."

(Turner, D.A., 1970 p162)

In 1874 the Froebel Society was set up. It has been argued

that this movement was restricted at first to a few schools

for the well to do but that it soon became

"recognised by responsible authorities for
schools attended by ... children of the masses."

(Raymont, 1937 p241)

It has been said that the British and Foreign Schools Society

remodelled its training course along Froebelian lines. In

1865 a Training College for infant teachers was opened at

Stockwell, and another at Safron Waldon in 1884.

Froebel also had some influence on the Home and

Colonial Infant School Society. In 1857 a Heinrich Hoffman

left his post as director of kindergarten training in Hamburg

to take up an appointment with the Home and Colonial Infant

School Society, to introduce Froebelian methods. In 1874 the

London School Board appointed a Froebelian trained Miss
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Bishop

"to lecture to their infant school mistresses"

(Raymont, 1937 p238)

In 1894 the Froebel Educational Institute for

training teachers was set up in West Kensington in London.

In the 1880s a college on Froebelian lines was set up in

Bedford, and later became known as the Maria Grey College.

Hadow argued that

"Some School Boards and Inspectors advocated
his (Froebel) methods in their training."

(Hadow, 1933 p38)

Some reference has already been made to the

'Inspectorate' and that some of its members were sympathetic

to the development of infant schools, and the ideas of the

'Continental Reformers' such as Froebel. One H.M.I., a

Reverend Mitchell

"'hailed the commencement of what I hope to be
a new era of infant life - the introduction
of a plan ... which owes its origin to Froebel' 11

(Rev. Mitchell, cited by
Rusk, 1933 pp177-78)

Another inspector, Fletcher, in the Report of 1864

concerned with infant schools drew a distinction between the

newer and older infant schools

"in schools conducted by the newer types of
teacher ... 'instead of being stultified ...
with the technicalities of written language'
are led to be interested in familiar objects
and events around them."

(Raymont, 1937 pp164-65)

It was noted earlier that the London School Board

(1871) had recommended that those teaching in infant classes

should be women. Roberts stated that by the mid Nineteenth

Century most infant teachers were female (Roberts, A. 1976

p257).



It is interesting to note, however, that women were

not always regarded as the most suitable people to be infant

teachers. Wilderspin, for example argued that the presence

of a man was required, because

"as a father figure in the family (he) will
ensure a greater degree of respect and
attention on the part of children" (p114)

than a woman would. It was also considered that women in the

home were

"less promptly obeyed than a father" (p114).

The presence of a man, it was felt, would ensure "attention

and gain respect" but it was also considered that women were

also unsuitable for infant posts because they did not possess

enough

"physical strength, nor at present
intellectual powers, sufficient for the task."

(Wilderspin, 1840 p114)

This view can be compared to the view recently

expressed that men are needed now in the infant classroom as

'father figures'.	 The view of a boy noted in Chapter Five

about men teachers	 as being better for 'work' is also

interesting.

Thus far it has been shown that there was official

support for, and sympathy for the promotion of infant

schools. Support was also provided by various societies who

attempted to promote 'progressive' thinking into training and

practice and also by members of the inspectorate. There is

some information regarding practice too.

Whitbread argued that the infant schools set up by

Robert Owen and Stowe in Scotland were part of an "older more

democratic tradition" in which "there was more concern for

broader educational aims appropriate to young children." It
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is argued that the school in 'New Lanark' was "By

contemporary standards child-centred" (Whitbread, 1972 p20).

New Lanark was described "as the first in the developmental

tradition of primary education" (p10). Owen like Rousseau

and Pestalozzi, emphasised the active role of the child, and

education based on practical experience rather than books

(Owen, cited by Stewart & McCann, 1977).

It has been argued that New Lanark was visited by

Henry Brougham (who later founded an infant school at

Westminster). Spitalfields, too was said to be modelled on

New Lanark. McCann argued that the latter "belonged to a

genre very different from other day _schools" and where

Wilderspin "experimented with unorthodox teaching methods"

(McCann, 1977 p23). Wilderspin believed in engaging the

senses and that the teacher must begin with the study of the

child and educate the spirit of enquiry and also foster

natural development (McCann, 1977).

It has been said that features of Owen's model

"were ... present to a greater or lesser extent in the infant

schools after 1870" and that this was not accidental (Turner,

1970 p53).

In conclusion to the first part of the section on

Nineteenth Century developments in infant education it has

been shown that there is evidence to suggest the development

of an 'infant tradition' in this period. However, in the

second part of the section evidence will be presented which

suggests that the 'infant tradition' was hampered in its

establishment by certain factors such as the 1 monitoral

system', the 'Revised Code' and Payment by Results for
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example. It is also indicated that there were deficiencies

in the system of training, and the inspectorate whilst

endorsing new methods and advocating change believed that

progress was sporadic. It is also indicated that the reality

in the classroom did not necessarily correspond with the

official promulgations about infant schools.

4. Factors Which Hampered the Development of the 
'Infant Tradition'

Infant schools during part of the Nineteenth

Century appear to have been affected by the 'Monitorial

system'. A Reverend Francis opened an infant school in

Gloucestershire which was condemned by Wilderspin as a

"travesty of infant school practice ... for it
was conducted as a monitorial scriptural train-
ing institution."

(Platts & Haignton, 1954 p62)

It is considered that by the 1830s infant schools

had become training grounds for the lower classes (an issue

looked at in Chapter Nine) and were a preparation for

'National" British schools'. While 'learning through play

and experience' were gradually being accepted in infant

schools these methods often deteriorated into rote learnin g

(Turner, 1970). Likewise, Whitbread argued that in the early

English infant schools the New Lanark model was transformed,

"into a much more rigid instrument of
instruction and discipline"

(Whitbread, 1972 p11)

and that even Wilderspin, cited earlier as a critic of the

monitorial system by Platts and Haignton (1954) was concerned
•

to adopt elementary education to the needs of young children

(Whitbread, 1972). Wilson, who founded the third infant

school in England, is said to have regarded his infant school
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as an initiatory school to the monitorial one. Whitbread

also stated that the presence of the monitorial system was a

constraint on infant teachers practice and that there was

pressure to begin 'formal' instruction as soon as possible

(Whitbread, 1972). As noted in Chapter Six the term 'formal'

was used by some teachers in the infant schools observed in

this research.

The monitorial system has been blamed for the

failure of Pestalozzi's ideas to influence practice. Rusk

believed that Pestalozzi's contribution was not fully

realised because,

"the times were unpropitious for the recogni-
tion and adoption of his methods ... due to
the spread of the monitorial system."

(Rusk, 1933 p28)

Whitbread, whilst arguing that Pestalozzi's

"greatest contribution in Britain was in the field of

education" stated that his main influence was "on preparatory

schools for the middle classes" (Whitbread, 1972 pp21-22).

Whitbread gives a detailed account of the influence on the

kindergarten movement.

It was stated earlier than infant school practice

was affected by the 'Revised Code' and 'Payment by Results'.

In 1858 the Newcastle Commission was set up to

enquire into the state of popular education, to ascertain

whether value for money was being obtained. In Part One of

this section it was indicated that the Commission was

sympathetic to infant education. However, the Commission

also proposed 'Payment by Results' whereby grants were made

payable to schools on the basis of achievement of

satisfactory results in 'basic subjects'. One view is that



this affected the Elementary school teacher (Grace, 1978 p36)

but not the working world of the infant teacher (Blyth,

1965). However, the latter does state that infant education

was "severely strained" by 'Payment by Results' (p.37).

Other writers are more specific about the effect of

'Payment by Results' on infant schools. For example, Raymont

agreed that,

"The Code failed to appreciate what an infant
should be and do.	 It cared only for
reading, writing	 and mathematics."

(Raymont, 1937 p216)

and that

"The prospect of the examination in the 3Rs
in the top class came to dominate the whole
situation in infant schools." (p217)

Even in the infant school it appears that teachers'

salaries "depended on the amount of grant earned by the

pupils, to begin five and six year olds for the standard

examination in the 3Rs." (Whitbread, 1972 p27).

Infant pupils like elementary ones were subject to

testing,

"No exception was to be made for infants.
To them the inspectors were to apply
individual tests in reading or narrative
in mono-syllables, writing small and
capital letters .. naming figures up to
twenty and adding and subtracting figures
up to ten."

(Raymont, 1937 p215)

Whitbread agreed that in such a situation where the

emphasis was on efficiency, economy and mass literacy for

elementary education for the working class that Froebel's

ideas were innapplicable in method and intention (Whitbread,

1972). Likewise Raymont argued that attempts to introduce

Froebel's ideas were hampered by the Revised Code, and that

there was also "contentment with patching up the old system'
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(Raymont, 1937 pp25-26).

The Home and Colonial Infant School Society was

critical about the effects of the Payment by Results system

on infant schools, and considered that the emphasis should

primarily be on the "physical conditions and intellectual and

moral training" not on the 3Rs.(Raymont, 1937 p216).

Payment by Results was also condemned by some

members of the inspectorate. Raymont stated that in the

Inspectors' Report of 1865 an inspector remarked that

"'one is driven to the inference that the 3Rs
had come to be regarded as the be all and ...
end all of all Elementary school teaching,
even of infants and that the whole atmosphere
of the schools had become one of drill and
discipline'	 _

(Inspector, in Raymont,
1937, p223)

A Mr Mitchell in 1864 was more emphatic,

"'I regret the almost total abandonment of the
infant system of instruction. The grand
object now is to make children read, write,
cypher, so as to secure the extra grants for
their subjects'"

(Mitchell, cited in
Raymont, 1937 p223)

There were, it appears, Inspectors who agreed with

the emphasis on reading and writing and who had "no sympathy

with the view that good reading is not a fair criterion of

the efficiency of infant schools" (p166).

The Cross Commission was set up in 1886 to enquire

into the working of the Elementary system but it is argued
_

that it took little account of infant schools, and that only

a few recognised Work that had been done in "the study and

dissemination of the principles of infant training" (Raymont,

1937 p254).
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In 1894 inspection replaced the exam for top infant

classes. Whitbread, however, argued that there were many

factors which still hindered progress, namely large classes,

architecture of the schools, and lack of training (Whitbread,

1972 p49).	 The Revised Code in fact reduced class size so

that for heads the size was limited to sixty nine, for

assistant teachers - fifty eight and for probationers

twenty three. However, class sizes were still large and it

could be argued that it was a factor weighing heavily against

change, presenting teachers with both management and resource

problems.

Sharp and Green, in their study of an infant school

in the 1970s noted that 'resource management' was a stronger

influence than theory on actual practice. During

observations in infant schools in this research teachers

remarked that they could work differently, and might do so if

they had smaller classes.

An examination of the training of infant teachers

in the Nineteenth Century indicated that it was not always

very satisfactory. A Reverend Mitchell cited earlier stated

that certain qualities were essential in a 'good' infant

teacher, namely,

"'a wide ... extensive deep knowledge of human
nature ... human passions, of ways of
thought.'" (p202)

but that in practice the situation was rather different, for

in his view the infant teacher was likely to be a

"'weak unskilled ... girl of sixteen, who has
no range beyond her mother's cottage door'"

(Mitchell, cited in
Raymont, 1937 p202)
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The apparent failure of the infant school to

progress and improve the learning situation of pupils could

be attributed to a lack of educated and trained teachers,

according to Raymont (1937).

Mitchell also considered that infant teachers

should be trained separately from those in 'juvenile'

schools, and that a particular type of training was required,

one in which attention was 'chiefly directed to practical

duties of her work ...' (Mitchell, cited in Raymont, 1937

p206).

The Home and Colonial Infant School Society

mentioned previously, was set up with the aim of training

infant teachers. Raymont argued that while many women's

colleges were set up they did not deal specifically with the

problems of the infant school. It was stated that in an

examination paper for female students in training schools in

1854, that out of one hundred and fifty questions
” ••• only one had the slightest bearing upon
the special work of the infant teacher."

(Raymont, 1937 p205)

However, the Code of 1871 did state that the infant

school should be taught by a 'certified' teacher (p239). It

has been noted earlier that there had been one view that

women might not be the best equipped to teach infants,

because of a lack of authority. Roberts, argued, however,

that by the mid Nineteenth Century

"The majority of infant teachers were female
(for) purely financial reasons."

(Roberts, 1976 p257)

Nowadays, as noted, men are beginning to be seen in infant

classrooms.
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Whitbread has argued that during the Nineteenth

Century efforts were made to improve the training facilities

for infant teachers but that certain factors "hindered

progress" including the fact that

"A generation of teachers had learned their
trade under the discipline of payment by
results and nearly half the certified teachers
had never been trained."

(Whitbread, 1972 p49)

It was argued in the first part of the section that

the 1892 Code was also sympathetic to infant education and

that it advocated enlightened methods. However, it has also

been suggested that new ideas were slow to make headway and

that

"in spite of the liberalisation of the Code
of 1892 the curriculum still gave cause for
some concern."

(Blackstone, 1971 p28)

She cites one H.M.I. talking about conditions in one infant

department,

"'He (the child) is told to fold his arms ...
He is then subjected to learning letters from
the blackboard by monotonous repetition ...
discipline is military rather than maternal.'"

(Bathurst, 1905, in
Blackstone, 1971 p29)

It was indicated earlier that Wilderspin had argued

that the presence of a man was required in the infant

classroom and that he had stressed the importance of a father

figure who could ensure respect and attention from the

pupils. From Bathurst's comments above, it can be seen that
_

requirements were now for a 'maternal figure'. This may be

is not surprising'considering that in this period there was

an idea that the purpose of the infant school and later

nursery school was to provide what 'good homes'	 and
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mothers' should provide, but was thought didn't. This issue

was discussed in Chapter Nine. Thus King's notion of the

infant teacher as a mother figure does have an 'historical'

basis. King considered that

"it is not too fanciful to see resemblance be-
tween infant teachers and middle class mothers
of the Newsons' ... survey."

(King, 1977 p74)

There is some information even from secondary

sources on the reality of life in the classroom. Whitbread,

using material from Rouse, argued that the infant classroom

of the mid Nineteenth Century was characterised by a gallery

and walls lined with black boarding for children to draw and

write on, and a playground with swings and a see-saw and a

curriculum which included a minimum of 3Rs (Whitbread, 1972).

However, a view of a child in a London school in

the 1870s and of a teacher in another London school would

seem to indicate that for some children and teachers the

situation was rather different from that described by

Whitbread and that infant schools could have been very

dreary, unhappy places.

"'My mother and I were ... led by somebody into
a classroom ... an enormous apartment ...
filled up with babies arranged in galleries up
to the ceiling ... I hated school it was never
anything else than a nightmare and a torment
for me."

(Child, 1870, cited in
Raymont, 1937 p254)

An infant teacher (mistress) in 1893 claimed that

the infant school that she taught in was akin to a factory

and a prison,

"'a prison house for babies comparable with the
factories and the mines ... a ghastly prison
for all ... in it. The iniquitous drill ...
every movement whether of body or not, the
down sittings and uprisings, the goings out
and comings in, were all performed auto-
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matically to numbers.'"

(Teacher, 1893, cited in
Raymont, 1937 p255)

An examination of local archive material of various

areas might indicate that the position varied from one area

to another.	 In one the position that Whitbread outlined

might be the true picture.	 In another, however, the

situation might be akin to that described above.

It has been shown in this section that efforts were

made to promote infant education in the Nineteenth Century

and that the ideas of Pestalozzi, and Froebel, for example

did receive some recognition, for example from the Home and

Colonial Infant School Society. However, it was also shown

that certain factors such as the introduction of the 'Revised

Code' interfered with the development of infant schools. It

has been pointed out that attempts to introduce Froebel's

ideas were hindered by this Code, at least in infant schools

(Raymont, 1937 pp25-26). Whitbread, too, argued that despite

the efforts of the Home and Colonial Infant School Society to

promote Pestalozzian methods, that

"rote learning became firmly entrenched in
infant schools for many decades."

and also that,

” ... The instructional tradition remained
dominant, resistant to influence from child-
centred developmentalists."

(Whitbread, 1972 p27)

Rusk also indicated that whilst Froebel's ideas

influenced practice in some London schools, there were some

inspectors who had no faith in the Froebel system, and argued

that it suited the upper class but not necessarily elementary

school children in the state system (Raymont, 1937 pp245-48).
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Thus, it has been shown that in the Nineteenth

Century there were various conflicting attitudes towards

infant provision and that while efforts were made to promote

a particular kind of infant education certain factors

appeared to hinder its development.

SECTION THREE: IDEAS CONCERNING INFANT EDUCATION IN

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

INTRODUCTION 

This section is concerned with a range of ideas

about infant school development in the Twentieth Century.

The concern overall is with the extent of the promotion of

'progressive', 'child-centred' ideas, and any resistance to

these. Thus, various sources of ideas are examined.

For example, the 1902 Act, the 1905 Code, the Hadow

Suggestions of 1931, the 1944 Act and the 1967 Plowden Report

are considered.	 Also discussed are the findings of the

H.M.I.s Report of 1978. The work of some groups set up to

promote change in infant education such as the Conference of

New Ideals in 1915, is also briefly examined.

The influence of the 11+ is also considered.

Because there are numerous ideas, it seemed easier to arrange

the discussion into periods, rather than deal with them

separately.

Accordingly, the first part of the section looks at

some of the developments in infant schooling in the early

Twentieth Century from 1902 to just before the Hadow Report

of 1938. The second part of the section considers the period

from then to the present day.

1. The Development of Infant Schooling From 1902 to Hadow 
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Whitbread argued that

"The infant school gradually developed an ethos
of its own in the course of the first third of
the twentieth century."

Whitbread, 1972 p81)

At the very beginning of this period was the 1902 

Act. This was seen as an important landmark in the

development of infant schooling because as a result

"infant schools and elementary schools with
infant departments or classes were taken
over by 330 new L.E.A.s.

Whitbread, 1972 p82)

This had some consequences for infant education,

though change was not widespread. For example, Vhitbread

argued that children under seven were more likely to be

taught separately from other pupils but that infant schools

and infant departments also contained 'babies', or those

children under five, because of the lack of nursery

provision. However, she also claimed that the former did not

adapt "in any significant way" and that the 'Payment by

Results' still influenced infant teachers. It is stated that

"Inspectors commented that infant teachers
felt 'obliged to show results of their teaching'
and began preparation for inspection in
Standard I from the babies upwards."

(Whitbread, 1972 pp82-82)

It also	 appears that	 class size was an in-

hibiting factor against	 substantial change.	 (This was

also a factor slowing down change in the Nineteenth

Century as noted in the previous section.) Class size would

be upwards of sixty to eighty in a class. Whitbread stated

that

"'London heads were unwilling to appoint
teachers trained at the Froebel Institute
for fear they would be unable to cope with
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the larger classes.'"

(C.D.2726, 1905, 5, cited by
Whitbread, 1972 p83)

Whitbread argued that a typical classroom in the

early 1900s still had fixed, tiered galleries, large classes

of children, sitting in rows, and a curriculum dominated by

the 3Rs and mechanical drill, and rote learning, and that,

even where Froebel's ideas had infiltrated, practice

degenerated into "merely exercises into stereotyped questions

and rote answers" (pp83-84).

Blackstone argued that the Report of the

Consultative Committee in 1905 was an important landmark in

the history of primary education, that it,

"marked the first public statement of what Blythe
... described as the developmental tradition in
English Primary education."

(Blackstone, T. 1971 pp32-33)

This Report was said to have introduced greater

freedom for teachers and to have affected the infant school.

The Handbook of 1905 reflected the ideas intended

for practice. The 1905 Handbook stated that

"The only uniformity of practice that the Board
of Education desire to see in the teaching of
Public elementary schools is that the teacher
should think for himself [and use] ... methods
of teaching as may use his powers to the best
advantage."

(1905 Handbook, in
Maclure, S. 1965 p160)

It was further stated that a fixed standard of

attainment in basic skills should be discarded and

'subordinated to the general aim of encouraging mental and

physical growth and of developing good habits' (1905 Handbook

cited in Whitbread, p84).

Change had been advocated, it appears, by some

inspectors who had criticised the nature of teaching in
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infant schools during the early Twentieth Century. 	 Their

criticisms also appeared in the 1905 Handbook.

"The Inspectors argue that the mechanical
teaching in many infant schools seems to dull
rather than awaken the little power of
imagination which these children possess."

(Report, 1905, cited in
Blackstone, 1971 p29)

However, there was also evidence to suggest that change was

slow in being achieved. A woman inspector in 1905 claimed

that practice was very much dominated by the demands of

Standard I. She stated that the aim of the big town infant

school was primarily,

"often to produce children who at the age of 6
have mastered the mechanical difficulties of
Standard I work."

(Inspector, cited in
Blackstone, 1971 p29)

Nevertheless, Evans argued that by the early

Twentieth Century a variety of influences had combined to

"challenge ... the insensitive misguided pedagogy of the

Victorians." (Evans, 1975, pp73-75). 	 There was an alleged

freedom to experiment apparently co-inciding with an increase

in the awareness of 'progressive' methods. Both Whitbread

and Raymont noted these influences. The former pointed out

that in 1906, for example, Dewey's essays were published.

She stated that a J. Findley of Manchester University,

brought Dewey's . ideas 	 to the attention of British

'educationalists'.	 These included a Miss E.R. Murray, then

Principal of the Maria Grey Training College, who

re-interpreted Froebel's principles in the light of Dewey's

ideas (Whitbread, 1972 p85).

Raymont argued that Montessori's ideas received more

attention during the first part of the Twentieth Century, and

had a "marked influence" on infant schools, becoming more
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widely known in

"England and America after the publication
in 1902 of an English translation of her work."

(Raymont, 1937 p30)

In 1911 an inspector, Edmund Holmes, published a

programme of progressive reform. He argued that he,

"Had been strongly influenced by a 'noble'
band of pioneers among elementary teachers."

(Holmes, 1911 p3)

However he also said that their achievements had been

"isolated" (p3). Selleck similarly argued that the

'progressives were a band of outsiders and that the term

'progressive' could only be applied to a small group. 	 He

also stated that it was difficult to experiment.	 However,

Selleck also argued that these ideas did have some influence

on the Inspectorate.	 He cited as an example, a Phillip

Ballard, and a C.W. Kimmins who, he stated, showed Montessori

"round some London schools which had adopted
her methods." (p43)

He also stated that a Jesse Mackinder acknowledged

Montessori's ideas, but developed cheaper and more suitable

methods for the large classes of English schools (Selleck,

1972 p43). On the other hand it was also said that

Montessori would not visit an infant school in Chelsea

"because she felt that her views had been plagiarised" (p43).

One view of wh y ideas had not become widespread was

that the 'Great Educators' assumed that education was

primaril y for their own class, that "The y almost i gnored the

existence of any other class" (Raymont, 1937 p35). However,

Whitbread, discusing Montessori's influence on the

development of nursery education, stated that ideas had been

"systematically developed ... in a context similar
to the slum conditions where a new type of
nursery education was urgently needed."
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(Whitbread, 1972 p89)

Whitbread indicated that a conflict existed within

the progressive movement itself, amongst Froebelians and

supporters of Montessori. She stated that while the latter's

ideas,

"became known in England from 1919 to 1938 ...
a six month training course was run in London
every alternate year".

She stated that there was a reaction against Montessori's

"theory and practice" on the part of the supporters of

Froebel	 because	 the	 system	 was	 seen	 as	 too

regimented (Whitbread, 1972 p59).

Blackstone argued that Montessori's ideas did not

become extensive in nursery schools for a different reason

than any argument between 'progressives'. She argued that

"her methods did not accord with the prevalent
notion of nursery schools as little more
than school welfare centres."

(Blackstone, 1971 p60)

Despite some differences expressed by these

authors, this influence of the 'Great Educators' in the early

Twentieth Century may have been more evident in the

nursery/pre-school sector. For example, the Froebel movement

in Britain was the first to provide free nursery education

for children aged three to six in 'working class' districts

(Whitbread, 1972 P55.)

Later, 'progressive' ideas began to infiltrate

infant schools. In 1915 the 'Conference of New Ideals in

Education was held at the instigation of the 'Montessori

Society' one of whose members was the Edmund Holmes referred

to earlier. Whitbread argued that prior to World War I there

were pressures for changes to be made in education which came
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together in 1915 (Whitbread, 1972). Grace noted a reaction

against 'Payment by Results', for example, which Holmes was

involved in. (Grace, 1978). Holmes saw the function of

education as being

"to foster growth (and) the development of
the latent power of his pupils."

(Holmes, 1911 p5)

He also argued that the atmosphere of a 'good' infant school

was freer and more creative (01).

Whitbread argued that after World War I opinion was

more "receptive to ideas from the progressive education

movement in America", including those of Dewey. (Whitbread,

1972 p90). Likewise, Wardle stated that the 1920s to 1930s

period was productive in the innovations in methods of

teaching,(Wardle, 1976). The Dalton plan was said to be one

such innovation. Gordon and Lawton stated that by 1926 about

2,000 schools had adopted it (Gordon and Lawton, 1978).

However, Selleck observed that its popularity was

not due to any strong desire to put progressive ideas into

practice, but that it was rather pragmatic, because adopting

it, or even looking as if one was going to do so d meant a

degree of protection from criticism because the charge of

being a reformer could not be levelled (Selleck, 1972).

Likewise, Whiteside stated that schools which did adopt the

Dalton Plan integrated it with standard methods and the

maintenance of a powerful teacher role,(Whiteside, 1978).

Gordon and Lawton argued moreover that its practical

implementation wa hindered by the lack of skill in planning

assignments, and a lack of materials and resources, and that

work degenerated into copying from books (Gordon and Lawton,
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1978).

Whitbread argued that Dewey was an important

influence on the development of infant education, and that in

1920 the 'progressive Education Association' published his

views, and that his ideas were influential on the work of

Susan Isaacs.	 Both Blackstone and Whitbread discussed the

development of nursery education and both pointed to Susan

Isaacs as being an important innovator within it during the

early Twentieth Century. It was shown in Chapter Nine that

there was a strong social motive behind the development of

nursery education in the late Nineteenth Century, but that in

the 1930s other motives began to be discussed. There was a

growing interest in the "emotional needs of young children"

and the notion of the nursery school as "an educational

institution" (Blackstone, T., 1971 pp50-51).

Both Blackstone and Selleck argued that the late

1920s, and the early 1930s were a period of great interest in

the ideas of 'child-centred' education and that such ideas

were being "advocated with increased force", particularly in

the nursery school.(Blackstone, 1971 p53). Gradually, these

ideas spread to infants schools. For example, Gardener and

Cass stated that in the 1920s there was a break away from

"chalk and talk" methods and that important influences

included Montessori and "Pioneer infant teachers, such as

Jesse Makinder .." who advocated more 'individual' work in

infant schools". (Gardner & Cass, 1965 p2). They also argued

that change was po'ssible in infant schools because they were

independent from schools for older children. However, these

writers did not see the 1920s as wholly a period of change.
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They said that while changes had taken place in education,

particularly in infant schools, that there was a period in

the history of infant schools even during the 1920s when

"the infant teacher was expected" to function in a particular

way, as "a purveyor of information or moral training

simultaneously to large numbers of relatively passive

children". (p1). Gardner and Cass further argued that while

"the pioneers did the most intelligent and
successful work ... the later 'followers'
tended to stereotype schemes of work ..."

(Gardner & Cass, 1965 p5)

The spread of 'progressive' ideas was noted by Selleck, who

argued that 'child-centred' ideas were transmitted by the

Training Colleges and published in books and reports, and

that

"a watered down version of the child-centred
approach was becoming 'intellectual
orthodoxy' among training college lecturers
and H.M.I.s by 1939."

(Selleck, 1972 p53)

He stated that, for example, 'child-centred' ideas

were adopted by the Maria Grey Training College in London and

that its former principal, then a Miss Alice Woods,

"a publicist for progressive education ...claimed
that educators wanted to free children from the
traditional convention of many of (their
teachers') own plans and rigid timetables."

(Selleck, 1972 p53)

(The influence of this college was noted earlier in

connection with Froebel's ideas.)

However, Blackie, in contrast, argued that in the

1920s and 1930s many colleges had a limited conception of

their role, and were also out of touch with modern ideas.

These were also not receiving favourable publicity at the

time in any case.(Blackie, 1967).
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Thus far, it is concluded that in relation to the

early period of the Twentieth Century there were conflicting

viewpoints as to the extent of changes taking place within

infant education as well as in nursery education.

The final part of this section considers the period

from 1931 onwards until the present day. It looks at various

reports which have referred to primary education, namely the

Hadow Reports (1931 and 1933) and the Plowden Report of 1967.

The Review of the literature dealt with more recent reports.

The final part of the section also comments upon the effect

of the 11+ on infant schools and how one teacher in an infant

school saw 'reality' in the classroom in the late 1950s and

early 1960s. Finally it considers post-Plowden research,

some of which was referred to in the Review of the

literature. It indicates that some of this research adopted

a 'critical' stance towards the notion that primary schocils

were 'progressive'.

2. The Development of Infant Schools: 1931 to the
Present Day 

Marriott argued that 'progressive' ideologies in

education "found their first official expression in the Hadow

Report of 1931" (Marriott, 1985 p15). Likewise, Whitbread

argued that

"Official opinion had not been converted to
'child-centred education' when the 1924
Revised Code was issued"

but that during the following decade there was a "marked

change" (Whitbread, 1985 p95).

The Report,of 1931 stated that "the curriculum
is to be thought of in terms of activity and
experience rather than of knowledge to be
acquired and facts to be stored."

(Hadow, 1931 p75)

A 'horticultural' view of education was proposed (see King,



1978). The Report stated that

"'any realistic view of education must
consider the infant school not as a place of
instruction but as an instructive environment
in which the child under the sympathetic
care of his teacher, may cultivate his own
garden"

(1933 xviii, cited in

Whitbread, 1972 p96)

The Report also condemned any form of streaming in the infant

school, and a "mixture of class teaching, individual work and

teaching in small groups .. [was] advocated" (Whitbread, 1971

p98).

Whitbread concluded by arguing that the new type of

infant school was "slow to supercede the old", with many

children sitting in rows, and that often a compromise was

made, and a distinction made between periods of formal

instruction and those of 'free activity' (p99). Gordon and

Lawton, similarly pointed out that the Hadow Report was

expressing a desire rather than showing what was present in

actual practice (Gordon & Lawton, 1978). (A similar comment,

as noted later, was made in the Plowden Report of 1967. This

is ironic in view of later criticism of Plowden itself.)

Whitbread also stated that the Hadow Report

considered the nursery/infant stage to be one (Whitbread,

1972). Such a unified stage had in fact been advocated

earlier in 1926 by the Bradford Independent Labour Party.

Later in 1943, the Nursery School Association advocated one

stage.

"Extending infant schools into nursery schools
would unite the ideals of the nursery school
with the best traditions of the infant
school."

(N.S.A., cited in
Whitbread, 1972 p55)

The 1944 Education Act required L.E.A.s to organise
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public education into three stages: primary, secondary, and

further education. One view is that linking infant and

junior stages together "... reve rsed the tendency to think of

the nursery infant stage as ideally the first stage."

(Whitbread, 1972 p105). However, many separate 'infant

schools' remained, hence the problem with the literature,

since a 'primary' did not automatically refer to 'infants'.

The effect of this act on the primary sector is seen

differently. On the one hand it has been argued that the

1950's was a period of innovation, and one in which the

'progressive tradition' was strengthened in what was now

known as the primary sector (Middleton & Weitzman, 1972. On

the other hand, however, Marriott argued that the tripartite

system recommended by and implemented as a result of the 1944

Education Act was

"based on psychological theories of the fixed
and inherent nature of intelligence, with
the selection of pupils for different types
of school," (p15)

and that it often meant that primary schools became

"obssessively concerned with obtaining good results in the 11+

examination." (Marriott, 1985 p15). Owen and Selleck make

similar points (Owen, 1973; Selleck, 1972).

One claim advanced was that infant schools were

unaffected by the 11+ examination because they were separate

from the rest of the primary sector and therefore free to

experiment (Gardener & Cass, 1965). However, infant schools

were still required to send children on to the junior school

with 'basic skill 's'. Jackson argued that selection affected

the internal organisation of primary schools because children

were generally streamed at the age of seven on the basis of
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intelligence tests and reports from the infant school

(Jackson, 2964). It is hard, therefore, to see them as

wholly separate and uninfluenced by problems in the sector

above them (something noted by teachers of older children at

Moorland). Whitbread argued that while the Hadlow Report of

1933 had "specifically deprecated segregation by ability

grouping", it was also the case that

"The 11+ ... brought increasing pressure for
earlier classification in the junior school,
and this in turn brought pressure on infant
heads to classify their six year olds." (p118)

Whitbread, however indicated that there was also a campaign

for non-streaming which "gained ground in primary schools in

the late 1950s", and that non-streaming and vertical grouping

were encouraged in infant classes,

"accelerated in infant schools as the
developmental tradition was reinforced by a
better understanding of Piaget's and Susan
Isaacs' research and by the work of
sociologists."

(Whitbread, 1972 p119)

Simon argued that there might have been a movement

towards free activity in the late 1940s and "epitomised by

the work of M.V. Daniels entitled 'Activity in the Primary

School' (Simon, B. 1980). However, even Mellor, a strong

advocate of child-centred education, argued that the

acceptance of his form of education was not uniform, and that

while in the 1950s,

"Most of the galleries have now gone ... the
gallery pattern of education dies hard, and in
all too many of our infant schools one still
sees young children seated most of the day in
static tasks all facing the blackboard
receiving instruction rather than education."

(Mellor, M. 1955 p48)

Extracts from a book by Jean Goldman, who was

herself an infant teacher, indicated that there were various
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constraints on teachers' practice in the fifties and early

1960s, namely the 11+, the views of the head teachers, and

parents' notions of what 'school was for'. It showed that

the 11+ put pressure on the head teacher who in turn

pressurised the infant department. She remarked.

"Mr Collins has been accused of setting too
much store by the 3Rs ... of grading children
into sheep and goats ('A' or 'B') before
they've had time to take off their coats on
their first morning of school. Mr Collins
claims that by the time children have been in
school for six months ... he can tell which of
of them will be invited to occupy a seat in the
local grammar school and which of them won't."

(Goldman, J. 1963 p30)

Parents transmitted their anxieties to the teachers.

"We have parents who, when their children
have been in school no longer than six
months start worrying about the child's
chances in the 11+."

(Goldman, 1963 p30)

Goldman said that this sort of parental pressure may

have discouraged the head "from flirting with modern methods"

(p30). As has been shown in a previous chapter, the Deputy

of Larkway, as well as other teachers, also considered that

the main concern of most parents there was how well their

children were doing in the basic subjects, despite the

absence of the 11+.

Goldman argued that her college did attempt to

transmit new ideas about methods, and the notion that

education meant "drawing out and not putting in" (p31).

However, when she got into the school situation she found

that idealism was tempered by the realities of classroom

life, namely large classes. She stated that,

"the state gave me thirty-five infants to teach
and I spent the first two years of my career
just learning how to keep this mob from
running amok." (p31)
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She added that while she

"did her bit for modern methods when I could
... naturally it's not much of a bit when
you're given such a pack of children to use
it on."

(Goldman, 1963 p22)

(In the early 1970s the researcher had 40 'middle infants' in

her class.)

Goldman also said that, while infant teachers were

making attempts to understand modern methods, the 11+ was a

drawback and a hindrance to their expression (p67). 	 She

stressed the difficulty of individual teaching in a large

class. She argued that

"No one can teach more than 25-30 children
properly. No child in any class any bigger ...
can be an individual in it and nothing in the
way of modern methods of teaching or child
psychology can get round it." (p72)

It was interesting, given this comment, that during

observations in this research, teachers in the infant schools

seen were frequently heard to make similar comments about the

problem of teaching individually.	 However, they were

referring to difficulties when the class size was in the

region of 25-30. The Deputy of Larkway thought individual

teaching was 'an impossible task in these circumstances'.

One of the reception teachers at Moorland remarked that a

'large, difficult' class of infants was a drain on 'personal

inner resources'. She argued that so much more was possible

when numbers were below 20. These comments perhaps indicate

that infant education can be difficult whatever the numbers.

Whatever s the argument about numbers, and the effect

of the 11+ it has been shown so far that there were some

indications that 'modern methods' were finding their way into
some schools, although there were different views as to the
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extent of this change. Blackie argued that change towards

'child-centred' progressive ideas was not "universal" and

that changes in primary education varied from one area to

another. He argued that

"In some areas it is ... the commonest pattern
in a few it is non-existent."

(Blackie, 1967 p677)

Silberman cited the West Riding of Yorkshire as being one

such innovative area. He argued that Clegg, who was the

Chief Education Officer there from 1945 to 1972 was himself a

leading advocate of change in primary education after the

Second World War (Silberman, 1975).

Clegg himself stated that as a young administrator,

used himself to the elementary pattern, he was forced to

reconsider this pattern in the light of some of the schools

visited, where a completely different pattern was observed.

In these, teacher control of children's activities was not

immediately visible, and where children were engrossed in

these activities. He became a supporter of this approach,

and encouraged others Clegg, 1980, Chap. 1).

The head teacher at Fairfield said that she, as a

young teacher in the West Riding, had been very much

influenced by Clegg's vision.

Silberman claimed that there was an increasing

spread of 'progressive ideas' after World War Two but that

this went unnoticed until after the Plowden Report of 1967

(Silberman, 1975).

As noted', the training colleges, or some of them,

had some influence. The head of Larkway, who initially

trained in the early forties, told the researcher that she
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herself had been initially junior trained. 	 She said that

there were then differences between infant and junior

training.	 In the former, there was, she said, a strong

emphasis on

"child development .. physical, social and
emotional development as well as intellectual
... In fact they were child-centred, geared to
providing learning situations appropriate to
age, aptitude and ability. Emphasis was on
'doing' and it was the teacher's job to provide
the situation and climate and then intervene
and further the child's learning in this
context."

(Head, Larkway)

She compared this with the junior training. 	 She

said that in the latter the tendency was

"for the tendency of the course to be on the

curriculum."

She added that a consequence of the 'junior' emphasis on

curriculum was the idea that

"the child was to be tailored to the
subject and the assumption was made that
chronological age coincided with an
appropriate development stage."

(Head, Larkway)

The result of such training was practice in which the

emphasis was on

"class teaching which in turn led to a more
formal set up ... a pouring in and con-
sequent regurgitation of knowledge rather
than a broader and deeper learning
appropriate to the individual."

(Head, Larkway)

These comments indicate that there was by this time

something of an 'infant tradition' of 'progressive' pegagogy

in the colleges, though this did not necessarily mean that it

was widespread in schools and Plowden merely brought this

out, as Silberman had suggested, as noted. There is no doubt

that the Plowden Report had an influence on many people,
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teachers, administrators and politicians, for example.

However, the extent to which its ideas reflected or

influenced classroom practice in general is a matter of

debate.

The purpose of Plowden was to look at all aspects of

primary education (Plowden Report, 1967).

It emphasized that each child was an individual

developing at his own rate, and that each child was the agent

of his own learning (p.194). The report also mentioned the

notion of 'readiness', for it stated that

"Until a child is ready to take a particular
step forward, it is a waste of time trying
to teach him to take it." (p.25)

It also argued that "finding out" was better than "being

told" (p.460).	 Its general argument was that children were

at	 the	 centre	 of	 "the	 education	 process".	 (P.7).

Accordingly, the teacher's role should be that of consultant

and guide, not "purely didactic" (p.198). It also advocated

grouping based on interest, attainment or needs, but not on a

permanent basis (Plowden, 1967).

The various aspects mentioned by Plowden, such as

' readiness', became the features of 'the child-centred

ideology' noted in Chapter Three.

As noted there were arguments about the extent of

the spread of 'progressive' or 'modern' ideas.

According to Marriott, Plowden "strongly hinted"

that an increasing number of schools were putting such ideas

into practice. Such schools represented a "general and

quickening trend" (cited by Marriott, 1985, p.26).

However, the Plowden Report argued that relatively

few schools were practising in this way at the time, and also
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that it would be hard to find teachers who did relate their

classroom practice to any particular theories. Further the

Report noted the tendency of schools towards conservatism.

Simon argued later that while Plowden may have

provided official endorsement of the progressive approach

no-one was really able to say what actually occurred in

schools because of the lack of classroom research at that

time (Simon, 1979). This position has since been remedied as

noted in the Review of the Literature.

Sharp and Green claimed that 'progressive methods'

were endorsed in training colleges (Sharp & Green, 1975).

However, as noted previously when discussing the spread of

ideas before Plowden, even if an infant tradition was

emerging in the colleges, and it was 'child-centred', this

was no guarantee that it was established necessarily in the

actual practices of all teachers in all infant schools.

The head of Larkway stated that she herself had been

influenced by Plowden in the 1960s. After taking up her post

at Larkway in the late sixties she had gone on a special

induction course set up after Plowden, and had encouraged her

staff to do so as well.

King noted in his study that for one head 'Plowden'

was a 'Bible' (King, 1978).

As noted in the Heads' chapter, both Mrs North of

Larkway and the head at Fairfield, also a supporter of 'new

approaches', had met with opposition from some older members

of their staffs against the introduction of these, and to

forms of organization such as family grouping.

This seems to indicate that while there might have
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been a 'spirit of change' in the late 1960s, following

Plowden, the change was not necessarily automatic, nor the

ideology 'axiomatic' even in infant schools, even if methods

changed. (Moreover, even if these changed, the content of

the curriculum did not appear to have altered greatly, as

noted in Chapters Six and Seven.)

Sedgewick questioned the extent to which change did

occur in fact during the period after Plowden. He wrote of

those finishing training in the 60s who then went into

schools that were mostly very much as they had been earlier

(Sedgewick, 1980).

Even though some infant schools were regarded by him

as having been influenced by Plowden, in his view these were

few in number, and it did them a disservice if they were

called 'progressive'. He considered that on the whole it was

those responsible for administration in colleges and schools

who were 'progressives', together with a 'few journalists'

(Sedgewick, 1980).

Certainly after Plowden there was a spate of

'educational' literature which extolled the virtues of

'child-centred' education, or alternatively condemned it.

Both supporters and opponents assumed its existence, as noted

in the Review chapter. For example Bassey, Featherstone, and

also Gardner and Cass, among others, presented an image of

primary education as having undergone changes (Bassey, 1978,

Featherstone, 1972, Gardner & Cass, 1965). Pollard also, in

1975, pointed to a developing 'progressive' image of primary
schools in the sixties following Plowden (Pollard, 1975).

The 'Black Papers' were ferocious critics of
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'progressive education', which they, like proponents, assumed

to be general.

As noted in the Review, in the late seventies a more

critical approach to this assumption began to develop.

Simon's comment, noted earlier, that evidence about the state

of affairs in classrooms was unknown, began to be less true.

As stated in the Review, a range of studies investigated

actual practice, such as those by Bennett (1976), Galton et

al. (1980) and the D.E.S.C. (1978a; 1982) among others.

What such research showed was that some teachers did

not fit into any particular pattern, nor did they "conform"

to a "particular type". Instead, they were seen as "blending

different points of view" (Ashton, et al., 1975, p83).

Richards also argued, as noted in Chapter Three,

that what emerged in primary practice far from being the

result of a simple ideology, was the consequence of

"an interplay and conflict amongst ... diverse
sets of beliefs and the practices they inform."

(Richards,

The H.M.S.O. Report of 1978 also found that teachers

in fact varied	 their approach according to different

circumstances and that because of this it could be

'misleading to classify their methods.

A much later author summarised the classroom

research as showing that

" It is clear that there is no such thing as a
typical primary school and that descriptive
dichotomies such as traditional-progressive
formal-informal, didactic-discovery are too
simplistic."

(Gipps, 1988)

However, by this time critics of the alleged

'progressive revolution' had gained a considerable degree of
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support despite the lack of evidence at the time. The 'Black

Papers' blamed their assumed g enerality for alle ged failure

in terms of achievement and fallin g standards, as well as a

lack of moral discipline (Black Papers, 1969, 1970). In one

of these Papers, D yson argued that the school's function was

to teach numerac y and literacy, civilised manners and morals.

However, the evidence that teachers were no lon ger concerned

with literac y or numeracy was thin, to sa y the least, as

noted in the Review and above. At the time when this current

researcher was visiting schools these concerns were evidently

major objectives whatever the type of school.

'Socialisation' (in the Durkheiman sense) was also not an

unregarded concern, thou gh it was particularly prevalent at

Moorland.

In 1972 the main contributors to the Black Papers

formed the 'National Council for Educational Standards' a

pressure group which demanded greater 'control' over schools

and greater accountabilit y , and a concern for increased

efficiency . It was argued that the 'pro gressive ethos' it

it was allowed to remain paramount would produce future

generations who would not be able to keep up standards in the

face of stron g competition from abroad (Cox & Dyson, 1975).

It would have been nice if evidence could have been produced

by them that such 'progressive' ideas were 'paramount'.

Moreover, the idea of falling standards implies that there

was something to be 'falling from' which means that a

'standard' was established b y accurate measurement over time

in the first place, by comparing like with like. 	 No hard

evidence was presented as to such rigorous measurement.
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However, the idea of 'Falling Standards', or rather concern

about their alleged existence, then entered public opinion

through publicity of such views. The Tyndale case in 1975,

for example, brought 'progressive methods' (or what they were

thought, without any real evidence, to be) and their critics

into public prominence, and effectively created a climate in

which bringing schools under visible control appeared to be a

useful means of gaining electoral support. In 1974 the

Conservatives won the election and in 1975 the D.E.S. set up

the 'Assessment of Performance Unit' with the intention of

monitoring the whole curriculum (Kay, 1975). The view was

that if the performance of teachers could be improved then

education would become 'efficient' (Watson, 1978).

Since few people then knew much about teachers'

performance it was hard to se how it might be 'improved'. As

with 'falling standards' there were a number of assumptions

about what had been happening in schools.

As a consequence of the idea of assessment becoming

popular, local authorities began to devise means of carrying

it out (Gamage, 1986, p697). For example, one local

authority, the London Borough of Hillingdon, carried out an

inspection of all Hillingdon schools as part of a scheme to

bring together, support and monitor the work of schools, and

guidelines were produced in Maths and others projected for

English which suggested certain objectives for various age

groups and ways of achieving these.

These ideas spread, and the D.E.S. began to propose

the regular assessment of pupils' attainment from the age of

seven, together with the introduction in schools of a
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national curriculum in 'core subjects'.

Gipps, while noting that testing was "not unusual"

in primary schools, since reports in 1981 and 1983 had shown

that most LEAs had

"standardised tests of reading, maths etc.,
given routinely to all or part of an age
group"

or tests aimed at

"identifying children with special needs (p68)

argued that the national curriculum being introduced would

have an adverse effect on primary schools. She argued that

"Primary schools under the new arrangements will
be a good deal more like secondary schools in
being under the influence of exam board
constraints."

(Gripps, 1988, p75)

Although they might lead to greater precision with regard to

objectives, and give parents more information, she argued

that testing and examining was likely to be stressful for

children and make teaching more 'formal'. 	 She also

considered that where assessment was "differentiated", with

the level being based on a child's ability, this would

necessarily have to be described "in advance of assessment".

This, she considered, would lead to "ability grouping" in the

classroom.	 Gipps noted that Barker-Lunn (1984) suggested

that this was happening already.	 Gipps thought that the

process would intensify (Gipps, 1988, p76).

In this context, the title of Goldman's book, in

which the effects of the 11+ were mentioned, as pointed out

earlier, was "Selected at Six".

Testing at seven seems likely to have similar

effects on teaching in infant schools below that age.

However, this is a 'new' development in education, and so
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beyond the scope of this section. Suffice it to say that the

idea of assessment of pupils and the monitoring of teachers'

performance seems to bear more than a passing resemblance to

the ideas behind 'Payment by Results'. As shown in this

section, this practice of the Nineteenth Century lingered on

into the Twentieth.

Overall, the section has been concerned to show the

ideas which have had some influence on infant education in

the Twentieth Century in terms of educational ideals, and the

extent to which these have passed into practice. It has

shown that there have been conflicting views about both the

purpose of education and the extent to which any new ideas

were put into practice. It has been indicated that 'new'

developments in recent years have their counterpart in some

older ideas.

CONCLUSION 

The chapter has examined various sources of ideas

which have affected in some degree the development of infant

education in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. It has

shown that educationalists began to suggest new models of

child development during the Nineteenth Century. These haet

the view of the child as an active learner, going through

stages of development, and learning through exploration and

'doing'. The idea of the need for 'structure', direction and

order was also present, however. These ideas were developed

further in the Twentieth Century by supporters of some of the

'Great Educators' such as Dewey, Montessori and Froebel.

Thus, built into ideas of 'progressive' education

were the dual notions of freedom and restraint, the balance
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of the development of children as seen by these

educationalists with the teachers concerns with order. The

same duality was evident in those schools seen in this

research, like

associated with

Moorland, on the

and with social

differences that

Larkway, which had some of the features

a 'progressive ideology'. Schools like

other hand, seemed more concerned with order

welfare.	 It was the existence of these

was the deciding factor in the decision to

consider the history of ideas about infant education.

It has been shown that, while in the Twentieth

Century 'progressive' ideas in the early period found some

support in some schools and areas and among the inspectorate

and administration, the evidence suggests that there were

conflicting attitudes to these ideas, as well as doubt as to

how extensive they were.

The Plowden Report was noted as an important

landmark in the attempt to promote 'progressive ideas'. It

was shown that there is some evidence to su ggest that these

ideas spread in the training colleges, and the researcher's

own training in the early seventies would support this view.

In spite of widespread assumptions about the degree

to which the 'progressive, child-centred' ideas had reached

classrooms, it has been shown that later classroom research,

not present earlier, pointed to the continued presence of

different ideas, and to conflicting beliefs among teachers,

not just along 'traditional'/'progressive' lines.

The empirPcal evidence of this research supports

this view of the extent of 'progressive' ideas, since a range

of beliefs, practices and forms of organisation were found.



The latest developments in education have been seen

as showing the continuing presence of conflicting ideas. It

may well be that infant education will reflect these as it

did in the Nineteenth Century. 'Testing' may inhibit any

further spread of 'modern methods' as the 11+ was considered

to do.

In many ways, the continuance of Nineteenth Century

ideas seems as evident in 'educational' matters as in those

of the 'social' aspects discussed in the previous chapters.

With this comment, the necessarily brief survey of ideas

which have had some effect on infant education is concluded.

The two history chapters arose out of ideas

suggested by the empirical research, as noted. They have

shown the continuity in views of infant education 'then and

now', as well as the existence of conflicting beliefs.

With them, the thesis itself is concluded. 	 It

remains to summarise the conclusions derived from the

research as a process.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Because each chapter of this thesis has its own individual conclusions,

this final part is restricted to presenting the general findings fairly

briefly. Before doing so, it seems important to point out that in pro-.	 .

ducing this thesis, research has been viewed as a process, one in which

the researcher is actively engaged throughout and is continually reflecting

upon. Because the researcher is subjectively interpreting the research

experience, in all its aspects, as the process is gone through, it is

regarded that making these interpretations 'visible to others' as well as

the researcher, is as important a part of 'interpretive' research as the

presentation of the empirical findings. It is necessary to show that the

researcher has studied him/herself as much as the others in the research

setting. Therefore, the thesis has been concerned to indicate the 'learning

process' that has been going on.

Thus, this thesis has had both theoretical, methodological and empirical

concerns as the research proceeded. However, it is pointed out that this

does not mean that there was a linear progression involved.

Theoretically, the thesis has attempted to show the development of

ideas about the existence or not of two separate 'traditions' in sociology.

In presenting the meanings the researcher found in the study of these,

It was pointed out that at various points which ideas were found useful in

some way for the researcher's purposes during the research.

There was an initial interest in 'phenomenology' as used by Sharp

and Green, which led to an examination of this and also 'symbolic inter-

action' because these authors had seemed to have confused these two terms

without defining them. Then there was the suggestion that 'methods' should

be compared. These two ideas were shown as leading the researcher into a

study of both 'positivism' and 'the interpretative tradition', and the

thesis has shown how the 'taken for granted' ideas of the researcher were



challenged during this part of the 'learning process'.

'Positivism' was found to be ambiguous, meaning different things at

different times. Nor was 'the scientific method' it was alleged to use

something which had a clear and universal meaning. In fact, there was no

one method, as critics of positivism had suggested, nor one method of

reasoning. Both deduction and induction were used. Nor was there a

reliance purely on quantitative methods, since 'survey research' also used

'participant observation'. Moreover, there were those among scientists

and philosophers, as well as designers of surveys, who pointed out the

role that human perception and interpretation played in scientific theories,

and who argued that a concern for 'understanding' was not limited to the

'humanities'.

The 'interpretive' tradition was also shown as being comprised of

several strands, with differences in their views of 'society' as well as

research. Anthropology, for example, was shown as associated with

'structural-functionalism', itself linked by critics to 'positivism'. Yet

'participant observation' was borrowed from it.

While those in the 'other' tradition were shown as aware of the need

for 'understanding', it was shown that there were those within the

'interpretive' approach, from Weber to Schutz, who were as concerned with

being 'scientific' and 'objective' as any supposed 'positivist'. Also,

as with 'the scientific method', both deductive and inductive reasoning

was found to be used. The idea that 'interpretive' research was not con-

cerned with generalisation was also discounted. Also, it was found that

as with 'survey research', a range of methods had been used, particularly

in 'symbolic interaction'.

Neither this, nor' phenomenology, was found to be as depicted by

Sharp and Green in other respects. The idea that because they were con-

cerned with the 'subjective meanings' of actors they were unable to deal



with issues of power and constraint, was found to be invalid. So was

their claim that phenomenology was ahistorical. It was found that Schutz,

among others, argued for a wider context for such 'meanings', and the

idea of an historical dimension to this was not discounted. Symbolic

interaction, in the person of Thomas, pointed out that 'folk ideas' had

a history which needed to be studied because it could affect the present.

The general  conclusion reached from a study of the 'two traditions'

was that any presentation of them as a rigid dichotomy was a gross over-

simplification. This conclusion was reached as a result of reading and

reflection. It was not 'knowledge' held before the research began. How-

ever, it is now known that this conclusion has been reached by other

writers in both 'traditions', so the research in this respect is not

showing anything new, but is supportive.

Methodologically, apart from comparing the methods associated with

both traditions, the thesis has been concerned to show exactly what

methods were used in this research, in the light of initial reading, and

how they were used in practice. It has also been concerned to show the

problems encountered with the use of these methods in this research and

in the accounts presented by other researchers as found during later

reading.

One conclusion is that 'participant observation', a shorthand for

a combination of methods, takes many forms, but all these are very

dependent for their effective use on the experiences of the researcher.

Each type of role 'taken' or 'made' makes its own demands on the resources

of the researcher and has its own problems. The need for training has

been raised by this researcher and others such as Hammersley,and Atkinson

and Frake.

Another conclusion, reached both in the light of experience and

reading about this method and others, is that eclectism is more likely to



provide a researcher with the tools to pursue research than a rigid

insistence on one procedure or another. It has been shown that researchers

have tended in practice to take this pragmatic line.

However, the more general conclusion is that the methods involved

in participant observation may be no more able than 'survey research' to

'get at' the meanings of actors. In fact, both share similar problems

in this respect, in that respondents to questions may either withhold or

distort information, because of their perceptions of the questioner, or be

genuinely unable to say what something 'means' to them because they do

not reflect. Richards, as was pointed out in 'Ideology', found this with

some teachers, as did this researcher. Also, when discussing Schutz, it

was pointed out that, although meeting his 'postulate of adequacy' an

account by a researcher might be 'understood' by those researched, it did

not follow that this 'understanding' meant agreement. However, when dis-

cussing validity and the procedures used to try and establish this in this

research, it was pointed out that the longer term methods of 'interpretive'

research are more likely to bring out discrepancies in actors' statements,

and are therefore more likely to get closer to discovering 'meanings'.

As well as showing the 'learning process' in the development of

ideas about theories and methods, the thesis has also been concerned to

present the empirical findings from a largely 'ethnographic' study of

some infant schools, as these have been interpreted by the researcher.

Some reservations about the use of the term 'ethnographic' have been

pointed out when discussing anthropology, one of the strands of the

'interpretive' tradition.

As stated when giving the justifications for beginning this research,

there were two principal initial interests. These were, first, the degree

to which 'a progressive ideology' was present in infant schools, something

Sharp and Green had seemed to take for granted and which King stated was



"axiomatic". Secondly, there was the view that what people - teachers

and children - actually did in the classroom had not been brought out,

particularly by Sharp and Green.

During the research process, other interests developed or were

expanded from a vague concern. These were the role of head teachers,

differences between nursery and infant classrooms, and the effect of teachers

being in a 'working class' school, on their perceptions of pupils, as well

as on the curricular provision. A concern for the history of infant

education in general, and the history of 'progressive ideas', was

sharpened by the research experience, particularly in the main research

school.

In relation to the 'progressive ideology', this research concluded

that this was by no means 'axiomatic' in the schools seen. As discussed

In Chapter Three, there were several features associated with this

'ideology'. No school in this research was found to contain all these

features. Though some schools had some of them, others had only a few

and some had none. The idea of a single 'ideology' dominating teaching in

infant schools was not supported in this research. Teachers in the schools

were found to have a range of ideas. What seemed more important as an

influence on practice was previous 'experience', a term covering many

aspects of the 'situation'.

From reading of other later studies after the field-work was completed,

this research is now seen as complementary to those which have similarly

found that 'the progessive ideology' was not, in fact, 'axiomatic'. More-

over, the concern with the development of ideas about infant education,

discussed in Chapter Ten, brought out the point that conflicting ideologies,

rather than any consensus, have been a consistent feature of infant

education.

In the discussion of 'classroom life', an attempt was made to show what



was in use in the classroom, and what teachers and children did, and to

place the activities in context. One criticism of Sharp and Green, as well

as the 1980 study of Galton et al, was that they failed to do this.

One of the main findings of this research in this area was that in

all types of schools visited, teachers were found to 'structure' the

activities that pupils were shown as engaged in. They controlled the

'what', 'when' and 'how' of activities, although there were some

differences between and within schools over the 'when', with some schools

allowing pupils some discretion here. Thus, in practice, teachers were

found to make most classroom decisions.

Also, language as used by teachers in the classroom was found to

'close off' rather than 'open' opportunities for children to explore

meaning. This again complements studies such as that by Galton et al.

In all the schools it was found that a high priority was given to

the three 'Rs'. The external pressures for this, including the concern

of parents, were pointed out.

The pupils were presented as being aware of 'classroom rules',

though not necessarily complying with them. It was shown that teachers

did not necessarily impute 'innocence' to children, as ideas of a 'child

centred ideology' suggested, although they might.

Boys were found to present teachers with more behavioural problems

than girls, on the whole. Gender stereotypes were found to exist

amongst pupils, particularly in relation to certain activities. An indi-

vidual teacher made some efforts to challenge these, as indicated, but

aid meet with resistance. In other cases, such stereotyping was partly

reinforced by activity divisions by teachers, and reading schemes did not

always challenge it either.



In relation to the concept of a 'shared ethos' in schools, dis-

cussed in Chapter Three, it was found that the role of the head, and her

actual position, was an important factor in the presence or absence of

any such 'ethos'. In particular, the length of time that a head had

been in post was seen as influential, given the . power of heads in relation

to the appointment of staff.

Head teachers were shown as well aware of their 'legal authority',

although there might be limits, in practice to the exercise of 'power'.

They were shown as actually or potentially able to control the methods of

teaching within schools, and the approach to the curriculum.

Heads were shown as well able to articulate their 'philosophies'.

This was seen as an attribute of their legal position in relation to

external bodies.

In relation to head teachers, the general conclusion was that they

were, as King suggested, the most 'powerful reality definers' in the

schools seen. However, it was considered that this research brought out

this position more clearly than his study. The idea for devoting a chapter 

to head teachers came from a remark by a teacher that King had not really

shown the power of the head over teachers.

Although not an initial concern, the researcher devoted some time

to a study of pre-school settings. This arose from observations, and

also from comments by reception teachers. These settings were both found

interesting in their own right and as a useful comparison with infant

schools proper. Nursery classes were found to be far less structured and

more informal than infant classes, and the approach and language used was

also shown to be different.

A general conclusion was that nursery classes seemed to contain more

of the features associated with a 'child-centred' approach than infant schools,



in general. 'Play' was seen as an important means of learning, but

nursery teachers placed a differing emphasis on this in the two settings

seen.

The effect of social class differences between teachers and pupils

was something which became an interest as a consequence of researching

in a particular school. It was found that perceptions 'of the children's

'home background' affected both the teaching approach and the content of

the materials and activities provided. It was found that there was

something of a 'culture clash' as between teachers and pupils and also the

latter's parents. It was found that 'fixed stereotypes' about 'background'

had come into being over time. Children in this school were seen as

'deficient' and 'deprived'. In this, the research was seen as linked to

other studies which had dealt with 'inner city' areas, such as that by

Blackstone and also Quinton.

While the idea that children needed 'schooling', in the sense of

learning to 'fit in' at school as distinct from home, was found in other

schools, the idea of the school as concerned with 'social welfare' was not.

In looking at the history of education again, after the field-work, with

particular reference to the idea of 'infant education', it was found that

a concern for social welfare as well as social discipline had been a con-

tinuing feature of this education. In the main research school, the

'missionary' approach to working class pupils, prevalent in the develop-

ment of infant education, was found to be alive and well.

These, then, have been the general conclusions arising from the

research. On the whole, the research is now seen as complementing the

work of some of the later research reported in the Review of the Literature.

However, in relation tq the role of the Head and the presentation of

teachers' perspectives and the practice of classroom life, this research

is seen as extending knowledge. Although there are more studies of



infant classrooms than there were, these are still much less in evidence

than those of secondary or 'primary' schools.

As a final comment on the research, it is pointed out that it is at

best only a 'snapshot in time'. The researcher is always looking at a

school in the historical 'now'. The future is not accessible, unless,

like Burgess, return visits are made at a later date. Generally this is

not feasible.

As stated, this research has been presented as a process in all its

aspects. The attempt has been to show the researcher 'making sense' of

the journey through the theoretical, methodological and empirical

concerns. It has been a journey started across unknown territory with

few maps, and some of those available have seemed to relate to some other

territory.



APPENDIX 1

AIMS AND PRACTICE OF TEACHERS IN INFANTS' SCHOOLS 

A questionnaire for teachers

SECTION ONE: THE SCHOOL AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

Please answer the following questions by placing a tick in
the space where appropriate. Some questions are open-ended
to enable you to give your own views. .

1) In which of the followin g kinds of Inner Urban 	
area is your school situated?

Suburban
Rural 	
Other 	

2) What is the socio-economic
background of the children?

Middle class 	
Almost wholly
Middle class 	
Working class • • •
Almost wholly
Working class • 	

3
	

Has your school any special
characteristics, e.g. large numbers
of immigrants, designation as an
E.P.A school? Please give details.

4) Could you give a brief description of the nature of the
catchment area.

5) Has the nature of the catchment area changed during the
last ten years?

6 Is the nature of the catchment area similar to or
different from those of other schools that you have
taught in?

7) Which of the following attitudes	 Highly interested 	
to school is closest to that of	 Interested 	
parents in your school?	 Uninterested 	
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8) What do you think parents see as
the function of the school?

9) Do you think parents understand what the school is
trying to do?

10) How do you see the relationship between parents and the
school?

SECTION TWO: TRAINING AND TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Please complete the following questions by placing a tick
where appropriate. Some questions are open-ended to enable
you to give your own views.

11) Nature of present position	 Head teacher 	
Deputy head 	
Class teacher 	
Nursery teacher 	
N.N  E B	

12) How long have you been teaching?	 0-5 years 	

	

6-10 years 	

	

11-15 years 	
Over 15 years 	

13) How long have you been teaching	 0-5 years 	
in your present school?	 6.10 years 	

	

11-15 years 	
Over 15 years 	

14) What age group do you teach
at present?

Under 5a
5+ - 6+
6+ - 7+
mixed age
groups

15) If mixed age groups please indicate
the age range.

16) Have you taught any other age groups?
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17) What age range were you trained for?

18) How adequate was your training in the light of your
subsequent teaching experience?

19) Have you attended any other courses during the last five
years? If so please indicate below.

20) Were any of the courses useful, or not, and in what way?

SECTION THREE: THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER

Below are a list of statements. Please read them carefully
and then indicate using the following scale. the extent to
which you agree with them by circling the appropriate number.

e.g. Entirely agree	 5

Agree	 4

Neither agree nor
disagree	 3

Disagree	 2

Entirely disagree 	 1

5	 4	 3	 2	 1 Agree

21) There are certain basic language and number skills that
should be taught in the infants' school.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

22) There are other areas that should form part of the
curriculum.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

23) The teacher's task is to present work in each area of
knowledge so that each child can learn as much as he is
capable of.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

24) Children learn best when involved in individual work.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1
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25)'Children should be given as muchfreedom as possible in
what they learn, when, and how.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

26) The teacher's task is to provide opportunities to
learn and practice basic number and language skills, so that
the child has the tools to use in self chosen activities.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

27) Basic skills should be taught in logical progression
to groups of children of equal ability.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

28) It is the teacher's task to set the pace of learning.

5 4 3 2 1

29) Children learn best when they want to learn.

5 4 3 2 1

30) Children's needs and interests should constitute the
curriculum.

5 4 3 2 1

31) The teacher's task is to guide rather than direct.

5 4 3 2 1

32) You may feel that you agree with some of the above
statements but not others. If so please indicate
below, giving your reasons.

33) Using the previous descriptions as a guide how would
you describe your own approach which you use in 	 the
classroom.

34) Has your approach altered during your teaching career?
If so, in what way and why?

,

-

SECTION FOUR: AIMS OF INFANT EDUCATION

Below is a list of statements. Please read them carefully
and then indicate, using the following scale the extent to
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5

4

3

2

which you agree with them by placing a circle round the
appropriate number.

e.g. Entirely agree

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Entirely disagree 1

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

35) The purpose of infant education is to encourage
independence, to help children learn for themselves.

5 4 3 2 1

36) The purpose of infant education should be to provide the
basic skills the child will need as an adult.

5 4 3 2 1

37) The purpose of infant education should be to encourage
the physical and emotional development of the child.

5 4 3 2 1

38) The purpose of infant education is to teach children
certain standards of behaviour.

5 4 3 2 1

39) The purpose of infant education should be to provide
children with an understanding of the world around them.

5 4 3 2 1

40) The purpose of infant education should be to teach the
3Rs, reading, writing and arithmetic.

5 4 3 2 1

41) The purpose of infant education should be to develop
interests related to children's lives.

5 4 3 2 1

42) The purpose of the infant school should be to provide
children with opportunities to talk and listen.

,	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
43) The purpose of infant education should be to help

children adapt to a changing environment.

5 4 3 2 1

44) The purpose of the infant school should be to
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encourage co-operation between the home and the school.

5 4 3 2 1

45) How would you describe your own aims in relation to your
school and your classroom.

46) How is your classroom or school organised to achieve
these aims?

47) Do you consider that there are any influences or
constraints on what you do in the school or classroom?
If so, please indicate.

48) What do you consider to have been the main influences on
your teaching?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION

If there are any comments that you would like to make,
please do so below.

***********************
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APPENDIX 2

AIMS AND PRACTICE OF TEACHERS IN INFANTS' SCHOOLS 

A Questionnaire for Teachers 

A. Below is a list of statements. Read them carefully and
then indicate using the following scale the extent to which 
you agree with them by circling the appropriate number 

Entirely agree
	

5

Agree
	 4

Neither agree
nor disagree	 3

Disagree	 2

Entirely disagree	 1

5	 4	 3	 2	 1	 = Agree

1. One purpose of the infants' school is to teach the 3Rs.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

2. One purpose of the infants' school is to teach certain
standards of behaviour.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

3. One purpose of the infants' school is to provide
children with an understanding of the world around them.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

4. One purpose of the infants' school is to teach social
skills.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

5. One purpose of the infants' school is to encourage
independence.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

6. One purpose of the infants' school is to provide a
curriculum based on children's needs.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

7. One purpose of the infants/ school is to provide a
curriculum based on children's interests.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

8. One purpose of the infants' school is to guide rather
than direct.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1
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9. One purpose of the infants' school is to give children
free choice in what they learn.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

10) One purpose of the infants' school is to prepare
children for Junior School.

5	 4	 3	 2	 1

B. Below are some open-ended questions. You are invited to
put forward your own views 

11. How would you describe your own aims in the classroom?

12. Describe your own approach in the classroom (or if a
head teacher, in your school).

13. Do you consider that there is a common approach in your
school?

14. Do you consider that there are any influences or
constraints on what you can do in the classroom or the
school?

15. What have been the main influences on the way you teach?

16. Below is space for any comments you would like to make
about this questionnaire.

Thank you very much for your co-operation.

Margaret Wendy Bowen.
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